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Abstract

If the world is to progress through the fourth industrial revolution, rapid advances in materials science must complement new technological feats in manufacturing, computation and device functionality, and a broader understanding of how materials behave as they age and degrade. To this effect, much effort has been directed towards polymeric materials to address and solve many problems in this new era. This includes developing polymer composites that incorporate fillers to imbue multifunctionality, fabricating novel formulations for additive manufacturing, and conducting aging studies to assess the performance of these materials over long time spans. Building and expanding on the latest research in these endeavors, this work explores developing novel thermoplastic and thermoset composites for fused filament fabrication and direct ink write 3D printing and evaluates the long-term aging behavior of polymer composite formulations.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Polymers are macromolecular structures built from smaller units that are chemically bonded together. Although humans have been unknowingly exploiting the properties of polymers since the dawn of civilization in the form of starches, proteins, wool, silk, and more, it was not until 1920 that the modern concept was developed and thus began the rapid expansion of theoretical and experimental work [1, 2]. Today, natural and synthetic polymers are ubiquitous and can be found as plastics [3, 4], sealants [5, 6], potting and encapsulating compounds [7, 8], conductive electronics and solar cells [9-14], and many high-tech and high-performance materials [15-20]. To better understand the materials science, physics, and general applications of different polymers, a variety of classification schemes have been developed, spanning types of polymerization, source material, structure of the monomer unit, and more.

In the broadest sense, all polymers can be divided into two categories: thermoplastics can undergo reversible phase transitions upon heating and cooling and thermosets undergo an irreversible curing, creating a crosslinked network formed through chemical bonds between individual polymer strands [21, 22]. This classification scheme is useful because the thermal behaviors of the two types are distinct; thermoplastics can be remolded at high temperatures whereas thermosts cannot. During the process of exploring new and existing materials for a particular application, focus is generally directed into only one of polymer classes.
1.1 3D Printing

As the world enters the fourth industrial revolution, new manufacturing methods and techniques are being developed and perfected [23, 24]. Referred to as advanced manufacturing, many nascent branches under this broad technology space are swiftly transforming commercially viable applications. One of the fastest growing classes of this technology is additive manufacturing, where parts are fabricated in a layer-by-layer fashion, and as such is commonly called 3D printing [25-29]. One 3D printing technique, referred to as Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), heats thermoplastic filaments above their melting point (or glass transition temperature if a polymer is amorphous) and extrudes the softened material through a nozzle onto a bed, where the filament cools down slowly enough to adhere to the layers placed below and above it. There is a similar technique for thermosets called Direct Ink Write (DIW) that utilize non-Newtonian fluids to 3D print. Both of these 3D printing technologies, defined in the ISO/ASTM 52900:2015 standard as material extrusion techniques [30], are versatile, promising, and used by companies, researchers, and hobbyists across the globe.

Despite the intense demand and focus directed at these 3D printing technologies and additive manufacturing in a broader sense, there are still many limitations to overcome if the field of manufacturing is to undergo a revolution in progress. One of the most serious limitations is the narrowness of the materials library [25, 31]. For FFF, the thermoplastic filaments must possess a thermal phase transition in the temperature range of standard 3D printers or else modifications or an entirely new print setup will be required. Additionally, the filaments must possess a low coefficient of thermal expansion if the final 3D printed parts are to maintain their desired shape and not warp or deform as the successive layers
cool down. For DIW, the thermosetting ink must possess a large storage modulus so that lower layers can support themselves as more layers are printed above. If the storage modulus is too low, the print will flatten and spread out, deforming the part at best and making the entire part unprintable at worst. This phenomenon is tied to another requirement for DIW 3D printable inks – that the yield stress is within the range of the 3D printer. Similar to the temperature specifications for FFF filaments, a yield stress that is too high will necessitate a 3D printer to be retrofitted or built anew. Thus, one area of research into these technologies is to expand the materials library and ultimate applicability of additive manufacturing.

That is not to say that FFF filaments for general or specialty applications do not exist. Industry, research, and recreational usage commonly employs traditional single-component filaments such as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), and nylon due to their broadly favorable thermal and mechanical build properties [32-36]. Specialty and high-performance thermoplastic filaments include poly(ether sulfone) (PES), poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK), bronze or metal-infused polymers, and carbon fiber-infused polymers inter alia [33, 37-42]. These and other thermoplastics are currently being researched and used in the development of more advanced filament compositions for high-tech applications. Examples include using poly (vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF) or ABS with barium titanate to make piezoelectric materials [43-45] and ABS with iron or copper to increase the thermal conductivity while reducing the coefficient of thermal expansion [36, 46, 47]. While these developments are being sought from space and civil construction projects to automotive and energy programs, FFF will become a more feasible manufacturing method
when a greater amount of complex compositions, which combine multiple functional components into a single filament, is available.

In a similar fashion, many researcher groups are investigating new materials for DIW 3D printing in order to expand its capability. An advantage of developments in this technique is that as long as a shear-thinning fluid can be cured or remain rigid, it is possible to use. Additionally, the rheological properties of an ink formulation can be tuned with various fillers so as to make a wider variety of materials capable of being 3D printed. Advancements in DIW ink formulations include using ceramics and carbonaceous materials to develop aerogels and foams [48-51] and metal and metal complexes for magnetoresponsive parts[52-54], among many others. Thanks to Dow Corning’s SE 1700 resin, a large set of DIW ink formulations use elastomeric siloxanes as the polymer network due to its ease of UV or heat-induced curing. Indeed, because curing siloxanes can be controlled via the hydrosilylation reaction and the inert nature of siloxanes allows for a range of filler particles to be incorporated and imbue additional material properties, an extensive body of work exists that explores this class of ink formulations.

1.2 Radiation Shielding Polymer Composites

Despite being well into the atomic age, radiation shielding materials and methods still necessitates progress in order to protect personnel, equipment, and/or instrumentation. While better protection of personnel is an obvious goal, equipment and instrumentation can also experience large amounts of bit flipping, embrittlement, or degradation when exposed to high levels of gamma or neutron radiation, and as such also require radiation shielding [55-62]. In the effort to lessen the effect of radiation damage to materials, extensive
research has been performed on known radiation attenuating elements and compounds to develop composites that can better be used for protection [63-68].

Applying these techniques to fabricating filaments or inks has also been investigated [69-71], however the weight percent loading of radiation shielding material has been low (less than 25% (w/w)). This is due to higher amounts causing poor print quality in the form of part warping or insufficient interlayer adhesion. For example, bismuth and tungsten have been used for gamma ray shielding, and boron nitride and boron carbide have been used for neutron radiation shielding, however the weight percent loading rarely exceeds 25% (w/w), resulting in 3D printed parts that can only provide sufficient attenuation at low radiation doses [70, 72-74]. In addition to research efforts currently focused on developing composite filaments possessing low amounts of radiation shielding filler material, there has not been much focus directed towards investigating multifunctionality. This includes being able to attenuate multiple types of radiation, possessing additional material properties such as chemical resistance, or using multiple materials to print heterogeneous parts. Thus, significant research and development is necessary to develop high-quality multifunctional filaments for FFF and DIW that will provide improved capability towards attenuating ionizing radiation.

1.3 Antimicrobial Polymer Composites

Spanning from the medical community in the form of medical implants and prostheses to the agricultural industry in the form of packaging and appliances, there are many polymers currently in use that are exposed to a wide variety of different microorganisms and as such represent a weak point in the supply chain from producer to consumer. One heavily relied upon polymer, PLA, is gaining popularity due to it being
biocompatible, compostable, having desirable mechanical and physical properties, and being able to be produced from renewable resources [34, 75-77]. PLA is used frequently in the medical and agriculture industries; however, one large bottleneck is that it decomposes when exposed to bacteria, fungi, viruses, and other microorganisms [78, 79]. Much work has been done on solving this problem by combining PLA with bactericides such as the ceramics ZnO and TiO2, although composites of this form have not been thoroughly explored in the realm of FFF [80-88]. Indeed, other composites have been used to develop antimicrobial FFF filaments [89, 90], so this area remains to be investigated further. An additional problem that may have contributed to the dearth of research into PLA/ceramic composite filaments is the fact that the mechanical properties of PLA, which are necessary for its feasibility, become stiffer and more brittle when ceramics are incorporated. Thus, plasticizers and other compounds would need to be investigated for their ability to not only tune the mechanical properties of the composite, but to maintain or improve the biodegradability of PLA [91-93].

1.4 Polymer Composites as Sensors

In the past, human perception and action were required to detect if a change in the environment necessitated modifying behaviors, structures, or expectations. This includes observing weather patterns and events to plan short-term and long-term schedules, recognition of acute or chronic pain patterns in themselves and others to treat maladies, and evaluating stores of agricultural and livestock products in societal structure and well-being *inter alia*. With the current advances in materials science and technology, these active human perceptions and actions have been delegated with greater precision and accuracy to the realm of sensors and sensing devices. These comprise large sensors such
as satellites to track farming and migratory patterns as well as small sensors such as wearable monitors to measure glucose levels for people with diabetes. Increasingly, companies and research groups are developing more sophisticated technologies in the realm of small sensors to detect changes a wide variety of physical phenomenon ranging from electric current to relative humidity to local acceleration. These devices then proceed to measure and solely report data on the incredibly local environment or trigger a response in another device to act upon the measurements.

While there are many sensors and alarms setup in areas where hazardous operations take place, serious risks still exist with regards to long-term performance and conditions of equipment and instrumentations. This includes material wear in high-pressure pipes on oil rigs, air monitors in chemical manufacturing plants, and sealed drums used to store nuclear material. The last example is especially relevant due to the gap measured in years that could occur between individual inspections, where the intense rise in internal pressure and temperature or accumulation of harsh acidic or basic chemical species could pose a severe threat to personnel safety. To better prevent an accident occurring, work on developing devices that sense these conditions and alert personnel should be performed. Furthermore, for such a sensor to be successful, it would need to possess a long lifespan, function continuously and passively, and demonstrate a visual cue in order to protect people in situations with inherent risk.

1.5 Accelerated Aging of Thermosets

Thermosetting polymers provide manifold advantages over thermoplastics for many modern applications requiring materials that can withstand higher temperature ranges, are chemically inert, retain their shape upon mechanical deformations, and exhibit
tolerances against corrosive and electric environments [22, 94-98]. Indeed, common thermosetting resins such as epoxies, polyurethanes, polyimides, and silicones possess these desirable properties and are used as barriers in construction [99, 100], potting or encapsulants in microelectronics[101-104], and coatings in the automotive and aerospace realms [105-109]. Some thermosetting resins, such as epoxy and polysiloxanes, are separated into two parts, called prepolymer and hardeners, for ease of application and curing. These “potting” elastomers (referred to as such due to their hyperelasticity and use as encapsulating components to immobilize materials) are wide-spread throughout many different industries and often tailored to fit their application. Examples of applications that use potting materials include those mentioned above: sealants, adhesives, coatings, electrical insulators, flexible moldings, foam stabilizing agents, and water proofing *inter alia*. Methods for optimizing these potting materials include changing the ratio at which the prepolymer and hardener are combined and incorporating filler materials to enhance existing properties or provide entirely new characteristics [110-117].

One of the defining attributes separating thermosets from thermoplastics, the chemical curing of the polymer network, has been researched from this perspective of altering the prepolymer and hardener ratio as well as adding filler materials into the formulation. The reason for the copious amount of research into the curing behavior, especially of the Sylgard™ series (Sylgard™ 182, 184, and 186), which are commercial high-performance polysiloxane rubbers, is due to the working time of the polymeric material. The working time is defined as the time from application until the gel point, when the network has crosslinked across the entire substance and can no longer be readily molded into a different geometry. For systems where the potting material simply needs to
keep everything immobile and the components are not sensitive to heat, a common practice is to first apply the two-part thermoset and then subject the entire structure to high temperatures on the order between 50°C and 200°C [118-122]. A hydrosilylation reaction, where Si-H groups interact with vinyl moieties, occurs in the heating step and is responsible for crosslinking the polymer matrix [123]. This crosslinking reaction accelerates in the presence of a catalyst, causing the gel point to be reached on a much shorter time scale. An example of the hydrosilylation reaction is presented in Figure 1.1. While this is a feasible method to shorten the working time, a significant limitation is observed for heat-sensitive. In this regard, finding methods to accelerate room-temperature curing would provide vast improvements to current technology.

![Figure 1.1: Hydrosilylation reaction](image)

*Figure 1.1: Hydrosilylation reaction: (a) how a siloxane with a Si-H bond reacts with a vinyl group in the presence of a catalyst and (b) how crosslinking occurs between two polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) chains*

In addition to curing, research has been performed on using fillers to imbue new attributes to thermosetting elastomers. One such polymer, poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS), has been heavily explored because of the ease to further modify an already desirable polymeric system. Examples include incorporating graphene to make sensors [124-126], fumed silica to alter hydrophobicity for coatings and biomedical applications [127-129], and metal compounds to improve batteries and fuel cells [130-135]. Because of
its ease of application in a variety of scenarios, PDMS (commonly purchased as Sylgard™) could feasibly be used as a broad-based and benign environmental sensor. This is due to the chemically inert nature of Sylgard™, so a compound that reacts with an external stimuli, especially one that changes color, can be used to make a Sylgard™ composite. This composite material could act as a passive and inert indicator, alerting personnel if a hazard presents an immediate risk. Some work has been done in this realm, however an emphasis placed on easy-to-acquire compounds and simple formulation development would expand the applicability and ubiquity of Sylgard™ composite sensors, where the material could be fabricated as needed without advanced technical abilities and avoid logistical issues.

The final major concern with high-performance thermosetting elastomers, specifically Sylgard™, is their aging behavior. Understanding how a material will fail and predicting performance over a material’s lifetime is still an active area of research [136-142]. Both short-term and long-term aging behaviors have been investigated on various types of Sylgard™, however experiments involving shorter time periods have been more thoroughly researched [118, 143-145].

One way to bridge this gap is by linking aging and material performance via assuming Arrhenius behavior. Marrying experimental and theoretical work, as this theory does, relies on performing accelerated aging. Accelerated aging is accomplished by exposing materials to environments with heightened levels of external degradation-causing stimuli. This includes environments with increased temperatures, acidic chemical species, UV or ionizing radiation, and other factors many levels above what would be present in normal operating conditions. Arrhenius behavior depends on the assumption that the
mechanism responsible for a material aging due to a specific factor is exponential with respect to that factor and can be described solely by it. Although it is empirical in theory and a rough approximation in practice, it is still of great use. Arrhenius behavior has allowed for the creation of the chemists’ heuristic regarding reaction rates (the kinetics of reaction double for every temperature increase of ten degrees Celsius) [139, 146], synergistic modeling of multiple mechanistic effects such as gamma radiation and elevated temperature [140], and ultimately evaluating years of aging using much shorter time frames. To this end, the material performance of Sylgard™ and its composites after months and years can be studied in reduced time periods using thermal accelerated aging.

1.6 Research Conducted in this Work which Expands Current Capabilities

This body of work contains research exploring various methods to develop multifunctional thermoplastic and thermoset composites as well as investigating and modelling the aging behavior of some modified thermoset formulations. To expand the materials library for FFF 3D printing, multifunctional thermoplastic composites were developed using a solvent casting method, which demonstrated that a high loading of filler content is possible while still being able to make a filament that is 3D printable. Radiation shielding and antimicrobial filaments were created and their efficacies were tested via ionizing radiation exposure and aging in soil, respectively.

Sensing devices were explored by using a high-performance thermoset and incorporating various chromophoric indicators that changed color depending on whether the surrounding environment increased in temperature or experienced a change in pH. These sensors were created using a traditional manufacturing method, molding, as well as the additive manufacturing method of DIW 3D printing. Both methods led to promising
results that could ultimately protect workers, however the DIW 3D printed sensors exhibited an increased distinction between pristine and exposed samples, which is more desirable when developing engineered controls that prevent hazards from inflicting harm. Building off of the DIW work, ink formulations were developed that behave as radiation shields and their material properties were assessed. Finally, the same high-performance thermoset used in the sensors was modified to accelerate the room-temperature curing behavior and underwent thermal accelerated aging. Material properties were tested before, during, and after aging to develop models on how this polymer performed throughout its lifespan.

Taking this body of research as a whole into the broader context of polymer composites and materials science, the overall materials library for 3D printing has expanded and a roadmap can be derived to further increase the amount of compounds that can feasibly be used within the additive manufacturing domain. Additionally, aging models were explored to demonstrate how a ubiquitous thermoset, spanning industries from microelectronics and lab-on-chip devices to medical and monitoring appliances, performs over a long period of time and if any behaviors should be of concern.
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Chapter 2 Methods

2.1 Instrumentation

2.1.1 FTIR

Molecules, due to their specific functional groups and bonds, possess many vibrational modes that absorb infrared radiation at particular wavelengths. This phenomenon is used in Fourier Transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to characterize the chemical structure of a compound [1, 2]. For this technique, a laser passes through a beam splitter, where a stationary and moving mirror reflect the resulting beams back to the splitter and ultimately at the sample. The different mirrors are at different distances from the beam splitter, which causes the recombination of the transmitted beams to create an interference pattern. A detector behind the sample measures the amplitude of the transmitted wavelengths as a function of time. Instrument software then performs a Fourier Transform, which is a mathematical linear operator that deconvolutes the data into values of intensity as a function of frequency.

In this work, FTIR spectroscopy was used to characterize the chemical structure and composition by evaluating the peaks in the IR spectrum for each component and to assess whether aging produced any changes to the chemical structure of materials. FTIR spectroscopy was performed with a Thermoscientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR instrument in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode with a diamond crystal reference. This instrument has a range from 525 cm$^{-1}$ to 4000 cm$^{-1}$ and a resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$. Background
data were collected before each run and 32 scan increments were performed for each sample.

2.1.2 TGA

Thermal stability of a material can be assessed using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), which heats a sample on a hanging pan within an enclosed environment to a specific temperature at a particular heating rate. Additionally, the surrounding environment can consist of a variety of gases, which can explore how inert or oxygen-rich atmospheres affect thermal degradation \[3, 4\]. Three measures are generally used to categorize thermal stability: the onset of thermal degradation, the decomposition temperature, and residual mass. The onset of thermal degradation \( T_{d5\%} \) was taken as the temperature at which a sample lost 5\% of its mass (or possessing 95\% of its mass remaining). The decomposition temperatures \( T_{dMax} \) are those temperatures at which the derivative TGA curves (DTGA) are at a local extrema. The residual mass \( m_f \) is the mass of the sample after the temperature protocol has been executed.

Theoretical research has been conducted to correlate TGA data to thermal degradation kinetics. Using a variety of reaction mechanisms and models, one oft-used equation was derived by Coats and Redfern, which is shown as Equation 2.1 \[5-8\]. This model assumes that a single thermal reaction mechanism is responsible for the thermal degradation in a specific temperature range. The Coats-Redfern Equation, as it is referred to in literature, requires many samples taken from the same specimen all run at different heating rates \( \beta \). Various reaction models \( g(\alpha) \) are described for the percent conversion \( \alpha \) (the mass loss percent of the sample), where one \( g(\alpha) \) is chosen that creates a linear relationship between the quantity \( \ln(g(\alpha)/T^2) \) and \( 1/T \). Thus, the mass loss, heating rate,
and temperature T can be used with the universal gas constant R to find the apparent thermal activation energy E and frequency factor A.

\[
\ln \left( \frac{g(\alpha)}{T^2} \right) = \ln \left( \frac{AR}{\beta E} \right) - \frac{E}{RT}
\]

Equation 2.1

In this work, TGA experiments were conducted on TA Q50 Series and TA 550 Discovery Series instruments. All the experiments in a study were performed using similar protocols and used specimen of similar masses. To solely assess the thermal stability of the materials instead of probing oxidative degradation, ultra-high purity nitrogen gas was used as the atmosphere to surround each sample. Specific TGA protocols are given in each chapter.

2.1.3 DSC

Thermal phase transitions can be investigated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), which measures the heat flow across a sample through a range of temperature and heating rates. Indeed, by understanding the shapes of the curves produced during a DSC experiment, the glass transition temperature, melting point, and crystallization temperature can be determined for polymers, metals, and other materials. Additionally, enthalpies of fusion and melting can be obtained by integrating the endothermic or exothermic peak, respectively. For polymers and composites, this allows for the evaluation of percent crystallinity \(\%X_c\) by using Equation 2.2 by relating the enthalpy of melting \(\Delta H_m\), the enthalpy of formation \(\Delta H_m^0\), and the weight fraction \(W_p\) of the polymer component of interest.

\[
\%X_c = \frac{\Delta H_m}{\Delta H_m^0 W_p}
\]

Equation 2.2
In this work, DSC experiments probed polymer networks to provide a better understanding of where certain thermal phase transitions exist, how crystallinity was affected by various plasticizers and fillers, and whether aging had an effect on a material’s glass transition temperature or crystallinity. DSC was performed on TA Q20a and TA 2000 Discovery Series instruments. All the experiments in a study were performed using similar protocols and used specimen of similar masses. Specific DSC protocols are given in each chapter.

2.1.4 MXRF

Elemental analysis of materials can be performed using x-ray fluorescence (XRF), where incident x-rays possessing high enough energy to ionize electrons in the inner orbitals of atoms. This ionization results in the hole being filled with electrons in higher energy orbitals dropping down to lower energy states, which yields a photon [9]. The energy of this photon is dependent on the atom and the orbital in which the electron is ejected from. A detector measures the amount of photons at various energy levels and compares the resulting peaks to known values for elements in the periodic table. Thus, XRF is a highly sensitive technique for performing elemental analyses on samples.

In this work, XRF is performed to assess whether materials are homogeneous with respect to the filler distribution, which verifies if a process method produces uniform composites. Micro x-ray fluorescence (MXRF) measurements were performed using a Bruker M4 Tornado MXRF with acquisition parameters being an x-ray tube operating at 50 kV and 200 µA, a spectrometer operating at 40 keV and 130 kcps, vacuum (20 mbar), 20 µm spot size, 20 ms per pixel dwell time, and 10 µm (cross section) to 20 µm (top down) step size.
2.1.5 Mass Spectrometry

To analyze the chemical composition of a sample, mass spectrometry can be used on a variety of specimen types and phases with high precision and accuracy. On a foundational level, a mass spectrometer will bombard a sample with an electron beam to break up the specimen into smaller, ionically-charged fragments [10]. These fragments are then accelerated and passed through a series of electric and magnetic fields, which cause the charged fragments to deflect from the axial direction. The amount of deflection is based on the mass and charge of the fragments. A detector then measures the incoming fragments and produces a spectrum of intensity against mass-to-charge ratio, where the specific mass-to-charge ratio can be correlated to particular molecules.

In this work, gas samples that contain volatile products as a result of silicone aging are run through a mass spectrometer. Mass spectrometry was performed using a Finnigan MAT 271 magnetic-sector mass spectrometer. In addition to the standard Faraday-cup detector, this closed-source, electron-ionization (EI) gas mass spectrometer was equipped with a secondary electron multiplier for detection of trace species. The two detectors were calibrated against standards for several permanent gases. For other gases and vapors, estimates were made from the sensitivities based on the electric dipole polarizabilities of the molecules relative to those of the calibration gases [11]. Species were identified by comparison of the measured spectra against the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) electron ionization catalog and the EI fragmentation patterns are used to subtract the contributions by ions of higher-mass molecules from lower-mass peaks. Raw data was in the form of parts per million (ppm) and was converted to moles using the ideal gas law and the measured pressure of the canisters.
2.1.6 GPC

To probe the size and dispersity of polymer samples, gel permeation chromatography (GPC) is often used as one of many size-exclusion chromatography instruments as long as the polymer in question can be dissolved in an organic solvent. The idea behind this empirical technique is to run a solution with a dissolved material through a column of packed beads with specific porosity and morphology. Smaller molecular weight compounds are impeded by these beads while larger molecules cannot fit into the obstacles and pass through the column much more quickly. A polymer solution of known molecular weight and polydispersity is used as a standard so that comparisons can be made, where the residence time in the GPC instrument is correlated with molecular weight.

In this work, GPC experiments were used to evaluate the molecular weight of the non-bound extracts. GPC was performed using chloroform on PDMS. The chloroform swells cured PDMS, where any molecules not bonded to the network would be extracted to the solvent. After swelling, the excess solvent that was not absorbed by the polymer was filtered using a 0.22 µm PTFE filter and then analyzed using an Agilent Infinity II instrument, with a Shodex (K-805L) column, and Wyatt Technology detectors: Dawn multi-angle light scattering (MALS, 25°C) and Optilab refractive index (RI, 30°C). The instrument used 75 µL of each sample per experiment and ran the material through the column at a rate of 1.0 mL/min. Data was analyzed using Astra Software. Values for the number average molar mass, \( M_n \), weight average molar mass, \( M_w \), and polydispersity, \( D \), were obtained using the Debye model for light scattering and a refractive index increment \( dn/dc = -0.0646 \).
2.1.7 Contact Angle

By performing contact angle measurements, the surface of a material’s attraction or repulsion to water and other liquids can be determined. This is due to the interfacial energy between the various phases results in a droplet of a specific shape, where the angle between the phases is measured and the overall wettability can be evaluated. In these experiments, a well-defined volume of liquid is placed on the surface. If there is repulsion between the surface of a material and the liquid used, the droplet forms a spherical shape and the contact angle between the liquid and solid phases is greater than 90°. If there is attraction, however, the droplet forms a more flattened shape and the contact angle between the liquid and solid phases is less than 90°. These measurements have been explored theoretically and there are many equations and relations between contact angle and thermodynamic quantities.

In this work, contact angle measurements were used in Sylgard aging studies to determine how the hydrophobicity of PDMS changed over time. The hydrophobicity of various PDMS compounds can shift, especially when surface modifications are performed [12]. This is especially the case when considering low molecular weight PDMS chains, which migrate to the surface, and has quickly rendered an altered hydrophilic surface into a hydrophobic one. Static contact angle measurements were performed using a Drop Shape Analyzer (DSA30) from Krüss. An automated drop dispenser and deposition system was used to perform the measurements. A drop of 2 μL deionized (DI) water was dropped on the material surface and the static contact angle was then determined by the computer software. Four trials were run on each specimen, with multiple specimen composing a sample, so that a large dataset existed in which to perform statistical analyses.
2.1.8 CTE

A dilatometer is used to measure the linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), which is a metric that relates how much a material expands or contracts as it is heated or cooled. The instrument measures how much a sample expands or contracts and plots the relative change in length against temperature. An interesting feature of dilatometry is that glass transition temperatures can be determined in addition to CTE values. This is because the glass transition temperature is a second-order thermal phase transition that will produce a discontinuity in the plot of the derivative of the relative length change against temperature [13].

In this work, CTE experiments were conducted using the dilatometer TA Instrument DIL 802. Cylindrical samples were placed next to a fused silica standard and heated while nitrogen gas flowed across the specimen. Triplicates were run for each specimen so as to perform adequate statistical analyses.

2.1.9 Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity assesses how well heat is transferred across a material and is one of many transport properties in a material that is dependent on composition and structure. In steady-state thermal conductivity test methods, the sample is sandwiched between two plates of known temperature and a heat flux is applied. Because the sample’s cross-sectional area and thickness was known, the Fourier’s Law can be used to determine the thermal conductivity of the sample. By changing the temperature of the plates, the thermal conductivity values for a sample can be obtained for a range of temperatures.
In this work, thermal conductivity experiments are performed with a TA Fox 50 Heat Flow Meter conforming to ASTM C518/ISO 8301. The protocol included nine temperature regimes where the upper and lower plates had a temperature difference of 10°C, starting with the plates equilibrating to 20°C and 10°C and ending with the plates equilibrating to 100°C and 90°C. Compressed air flowed to the instrument at 60 psi in order to pneumatically compress the samples, which had the added effect of relating the thermal conductivity to strain profiles.

2.1.10 Mechanical Tests

Tensile and compressive mechanical tests allow for the determination of the physical properties of a material under various stress and strain conditions. Specifically, the stress and strain responses under an applied load can help distinguish when a material transitions from its linear elastic regime to its nonlinear plastic regime. With this insight also comes the knowledge of a material’s yield stress, mechanical hysteresis, stiffness by way of Young’s Modulus, and if pushed to its limits, the maximum stress and strain before fracturing or breaking.

In this work, tension and compression tests were performed on ADMET eXpert 7601 and Instron 4340B testing systems. These mechanical tests evaluated how process conditions, filler and plasticizer content, and aging affected the investigated thermoplastics and thermosets. Tension tests were conducted on filaments of varying thicknesses as well as dogbones shaped using a type-A specimen die following ASTM D412 standards while compression tests were conducted on cylinders. The strain rates for each series of tests was held constant so accurate comparisons could be made. In each case, multiple specimen from each sample underwent mechanical testing to create a dataset for statistical analyses.
2.1.11 Shore A Hardness

Using a durometer, the resistance to indentation, or hardness, can be measured for a wide variety of thermosets and thermoplastics. There are numerous hardness scales that can be employed for different classes of materials, however Shore A Hardness is the scale of choice for flexible mold rubbers, which encompasses Sylgard 184 and other silicones. The Shore A Hardness gauge consists of a needle attached to a spring, where contact with a surface will cause the needle to retract. Based on the resistance to indentation of a material, the needle will only retract so far, which can be output as a value for hardness.

In this work, Shore A Hardness tests were conducted on a benchtop HPE II Zwick Roell Shore A Hardness durometer. Hardness was used to evaluate various formulation and assess how a material’s performance and behavior changed as it aged. In each case, multiple specimen from each sample underwent mechanical testing to create a dataset for statistical analyses.

2.1.12 Rheology

Investigating the flow of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids and viscoelastic materials can be performed with a rheometer. Using this instrument can elucidate the elastic deformations and plastic flow of liquids, solids, gels, and many types of polymers. The basic methodology involves placing a sample between two plates, applying a rotational force or momentum, and measuring the response. Many operational modes can probe a material’s flow characteristics, where the most common include performing strain or stress sweeps at constant strain rates and frequencies. Performing rheological measurements allows for the determination of a material’s storage and loss moduli, viscosity, regions of
linear viscoelastic behavior and nonlinear viscoelastic behavior, and other important fluid properties.

In this work, rheological measurements were conducted to assess when some formulations cured as a function of time and to evaluate whether certain ink formulations were suitable for DIW 3D printing. Rheological tests were performed with TA Instruments Discovery Hybrid DHR-2 and DHR-3 Rheometers. The gel point, or working time, of the formulations was determined as the time elapsed from the beginning of the experiment until a crossover of the moduli was observed, where the loss modulus fell below the storage modulus. For suitable DIW 3D printing ink formulations, stress and strain sweeps allowed for the determination of the linear and non-linear viscoelastic regions. Additionally, these sweeps assessed whether the equilibrium storage modulus, yield stress, and flow point were adequate for 3D printing. The equilibrium storage moduli $G'_{eq}$ for the samples were determined from the plateau of the stress sweeps in the linear viscoelastic region. The yield stress $\sigma_y$ was determined from the intersection of lines formed from the storage moduli of the linear viscoelastic region and the beginning of the nonlinear viscoelastic region. The flow point of the ink formulations is the stress at which the storage and loss moduli cross or intersect.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Filament Composites

Fabricating FFF filament composites was conducted using a solvent casting method. On a foundational level, the desired polymer network (ABS or PLA) and any fillers or plasticizers of interest were combined according to a specific weight percent
proportion. A suitable solvent was then introduced to this dry mixture (acetone for ABS composites and chloroform for PLA composites) and occasionally stirred. Once the base polymers were fully dissolved, the solution was placed in a planetary mixer for two minutes at 2,000 rpm at a vacuum of 17.6 kPa. The resulting slurry was poured into a high surface area to volume ratio mold and remained in a fume hood for 24 hours to evaporate any surface-level solvent. This allowed excess solvent to evaporate from the casted composite, while retaining enough malleability in the composite to cut it into 1 cm × 1 cm squares.

The composite squares were placed in a vacuum oven at 65 °C and 80 kPa negative pressure for at least 24 h, to fully evaporate the remaining solvent. The dried samples were then fed into a Filabot EX2 extruder. A container of room temperature DI water was placed a meter below the extruder. Thus, gravity pulled the filaments into the water, which cooled and hardened the samples and produced naturally coiled filaments.

2.2.2 3D Printing

FFF 3D printing was performed on a Hyrel MK-1 250 modular printing head with a 500 µm nozzle diameter was attached to a Hyrel System 30M. Using Repetrel software (Hyrel 3D), composite filaments were fed into the modular printing head and extruded onto the heating bed at a rate of 1,800.00 mm/min and according to designs made on Solidworks software. The final parts were square blocks measuring 3 cm on a side and 1.2 cm thick.

Once the resins were formulated and mixed for DIW printing, they were transferred into a metal syringe (EMO-XT printer head, Hyrel 3D) and then centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 1-2 minutes to remove any air bubbles. A MATLAB script was created to generate
Gcode with varying amounts of spacing and geometries. Repetrel software (Hyrel 3D) was used to control the printer and ran at a travel rate at 2250 mm/min with the material flow rate at 150 pulses/μL onto a glass substrate from the build stage. The geometry of the 3D parts were disks possessing a diameter of 5 cm and consisted of eight layers with each layer organized in faced-centered tetragonal (FCT) structure. Four different spacing between the printed struts (500 μm, 750 μm, 1000 μm, and 1500 μm) were used for tuning the thermomechanical properties and were cured in an oven at 150°C for 2 hours.

2.2.3 Thermal Aging

Determining long-term material performance and behavior of silicone polymers has been investigated using the concept and methodology of thermal accelerated aging. After samples had reached their gel point and fully cured, which was determined by rheology and the technical data sheet, respectively, in a 25°C oven, they were grouped to be thermally aged. Six ovens were kept isothermal at 25°C, 50°C, 60°C, 70°C, 80°C, and 90°C. Samples that did not have TDS added (Control and 0pt2 formulations) were placed in sealed canisters. Each non-TDS formulation was placed in an individual canister per oven above 25°C, which made up ten canisters. Samples were placed such that they did not have contact with the metal canisters. After they were securely sealed and fastened, the canisters had their air evacuated, creating a vacuum around 10⁻³ torr, and filled with ultra-high purity nitrogen to around 600 torr. An additional Control canister and 0pt2 canister went through the same process as described above with the exception that these two canisters were kept in air at atmospheric pressure and placed in the 90°C oven. Enough specimens were placed in the ovens that could be removed after aging for two, five, and twelve months.
2.2.4 Solvent Swelling

Solvent swelling experiments were used to evaluate the crosslinking of the polymer network in each sample. The cured polymer networks were swollen to equilibrium in toluene for 24 hours at 25℃. After being swollen, the samples were gently patted dry to remove residual toluene before recording the swollen mass. The samples were subsequently dried at 25℃ for 24 hours and then at 70℃ for 48 hours under vacuum. Percent loss from the solvent is reported as the difference between the initial mass and the vacuum dried mass. The network swelling is reported as the difference between the fully swollen mass and vacuum dried mass. Densities were evaluated by measuring the initial masses and volumes. Each sample was run in triplicate and standard deviation is reported as the error.

The polymer volume fraction $\varphi_p$ was determined using the respective partial volumes of the polymer $V_p$ and solvent $V_s$. Because these values are not easily measured, the densities of the polymer $\rho_p$ and solvent $\rho_s$ were used along with the network swelling, $S$, to obtain the volume fraction, which is shown as Equation 2.3. This was used to evaluate the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter $\chi$ between PDMS and toluene, where many equations have been developed to describe the interaction parameter from theory and experimental methods [14-16]. Searching through literature regarding swelling PDMS with toluene, the equation that best describes the systems in this study is a finite Taylor series as a function of the polymer volume fraction with values shown in Equation 2.4 [17].

$$\varphi_p = \frac{V_p}{V_p + V_s} = \left(1 + S \frac{\rho_p}{\rho_s}\right)^{-1}$$

Equation 2.3
\[ \chi = \chi_0 + \chi_1 \varphi_p + \chi_2 \varphi_p^2 = 0.459 + 0.134 \varphi_p + 0.590 \varphi_p^2 \] 

Equation 2.4

Using the interaction parameter along with the polymer volume fraction and molar volume of the solvent \( v_{m,s} \), the average molecular weight of the polymer between crosslinks \( M_c \) can be evaluated using a modified version of the Flory-Rehner equation. The standard Flory-Rehner equation is derived from thermodynamic interactions and treats the swollen polymer as a perfect network, where the numerator and denominator correspond to the elastic and mixing contributions, respectively. Groups working with both theoretical and experimental methods regarding polymer swelling behavior have shown that a phantom network models a swollen polymer with better precision and as such is used in this study as Equation 2.5 [18]. The same Flory-Rehner equation can also relate the effective number of chains in the network \( \nu_e \) to the average molecular weight of the polymer between crosslinks and Avogadro’s number \( N_A \) shown as Equation 2.6. Rearranging the terms in Equation 2.6 produces the specific crosslink density \( \varphi_x \) of the polymer, shown as Equation 2.7, which describes the moles of crosslinks per mass of polymer.

\[
M_c = \frac{-\frac{1}{2} v_{m,s} \rho_p \varphi_p^{1/3}}{\ln(1-\varphi_p) + \varphi_p + \chi \varphi_p^2}
\]

Equation 2.5

\[
\nu_e = \frac{\rho_p N_A}{M_c}
\]

Equation 2.6

\[
\frac{\nu_e}{\rho_p N_A} = \frac{1}{M_c} = \varphi_x
\]

Equation 2.7
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Chapter 3 Fused Filament Fabrication of Polymer Composites for Extreme Environments

3.1 Introduction

With the aim of increasing performance, quality, and profitability while decreasing the amount of waste, development time, and cost, advanced manufacturing (AM) is making rapid gains in materials research, product design, and commercialization[1-5]. Advanced materials research ranges from ways to reduce anisotropy[6-8] for 3D printing and other techniques to imbuing common AM feedstocks with additional functionality, such as sensors[9], antimicrobial agents[10], or drug delivery[11, 12]. The AM technique most associated with 3D printing, known as fused filament fabrication (FFF), heats a thermoplastic polymer past its glass transition temperature ($T_g$) or melting point ($T_m$) and deposits the material into layered cross-sections via a printing nozzle. The deposited material subsequently cools down and undergoes interfacial adhesion between each layer, which forms a three-dimensional part. FFF printed parts are modeled first in computer software and as a consequence can possess complex geometries while allowing for agile requirement changes and fabrication. When deciding on which polymer materials to use for FFF, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) is traditionally chosen if the final product needs mechanical strength and impact resistance, which has made it the second-most common 3D-printing polymer, after poly(lactic acid). Applications requiring these mechanical properties and many other capabilities have a variety of materials to choose from for FFF and more generally AM, however there are relatively few state-of-the-art printing feedstocks that deal directly with being used in extreme environments where
In a recent published study, commercial ABS filaments containing various concentrations of elemental bismuth (up to 18 wt%) were evaluated as phantom devices to mimic the radiopacity of native tissues during X-ray CT imaging and as safety labware[13]. The authors demonstrated that the 2.0 mm ABS filament with the highest Bi concentration attenuated half of the $^{99m}$Tc gamma emission. Needless to say that filaments containing higher weight-percent of Bi loadings would provide even better shielding at comparable thickness, but unfortunately these are not commercially available. More recently, Woosley and co-workers demonstrated the feasibility of creating ABS filaments containing up to 20wt% boron nitride (BN) for potential aerospace applications[14]. Neutron attenuation of the 3D-printed pads increased from 50% for the neat ABS polymer to 72% for the 20 wt% BN composite. Greater attenuation values were not feasible since BN loadings higher than 20 wt% produced poor-quality filaments. Both studies illustrate well the potential of using FFF to create unique objects, but the application of the technology remains restricted due to the availability of functional filaments: either these are not available or are limited to relatively low loadings of additives that exhibit the desired functional characteristics. Furthermore, ionizing radiation is frequently present in environments that combine other harsh conditions as well, like those encountered in the storage of radioactive waste (solvents), nuclear power plants (high humidity, high temperatures), etc. Thus, it is important to consider approaches for filament fabrication that allow for easy material customization to address a range of functionalities.
In this work, we describe the preparation of highly filled FFF filaments containing three different components: ABS, Bi and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). PVDF is an attractive hydrophobic polymer to be incorporated in the fabrication of filaments since it exhibits high chemical resistance[15, 16], and is widely used in numerous applications from electrical storage[17] to membrane filtration, distillation, and ion exchange[18, 19]. Our filaments were created to be used by the FFF technology to 3D-print objects that would experience combined extreme environments, such as exposure to ionizing radiation and solvent species. As such, homogenous ABS-composite filaments were made of increasing concentrations up to 66 wt% loading of bismuth for attenuating gamma radiation and up to 25 wt% loading of PVDF to increase chemical resistance. The filaments were printed into blocks via FFF technique, characterized to understand their chemistry and thermal and mechanical properties, and subjected to gamma radiation from a Cs-137 source to evaluate their shielding ability and tolerance to radiolysis.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Materials

ABS was supplied from Filabot. Extruder Purges E and NF were supplied from Asaclean. Acetone was supplied from Sigma Aldrich. Bismuth powder was supplied by Alfa Aesar and is from a sieve designation of No. 325, which correlates to particles sizes of 44 μm. PVDF powder was supplied from Aldrich Chemistry. Chloroform, xylene, and toluene were supplied by Thermo Fisher Scientific. Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H-NMR) was performed on the received ABS dissolved in deuterated acetone to estimate ABS chemical composition. It was found to be nominally comprised of 17% acrylonitrile, 20% butadiene, and 63% styrene.
3.2.2 Feedstock and Filament Fabrication

A ratio of 1:4 w/w ABS to acetone was combined and manually stirred before being placed in a temperature-controlled oven at 50°C for six hours to ensure the complete dissolution of ABS. The Bi metal filler and PVDF polymer were then added to the ABS solution. ABS composites with Bi and PVDF were made in ratios up to 66 weight-percent added content (Bi and/or PVDF added). All composite ratios herein are reported on a total wt% basis. To prevent the solution from becoming too viscous for adequate mixing, acetone was added in 5 mL increments while manually stirring. After stirring, the solution was placed in a planetary mixer for two minutes at 2,000 rpm at a vacuum of 17.6 kPa. The resulting slurry was poured into a high surface area to volume ratio mold and remained in a fume hood for 24 hours to evaporate any surface-level solvent. This allowed the sample to harden enough to be cut into approximate 1 cm x 1 cm pieces. The small fragments were stored in a vacuum oven at 50°C for another 24 hours to remove residual sub-surface solvent. Following solvent removal, a Filabot EX2 extruder equipped with a 1.75 mm-diameter extruder nozzle was heated to 215°C. A room-temperature DI-water bath was placed below the extruder nozzle such that the resulting filament was gravity-fed into the cooling bath to facilitate solidification. Extruder Purges E and NF were used to flush out the extruder system before and after each feedstock material was fed into the hopper. The screw speed was set to its maximum setting, producing 2 lbs/hr.

A Hyrel MK-1 250 modular printing head with a 500 µm nozzle diameter was attached to a Hyrel System 30M and heated up to 240°C while the heating bed within the system was heated up to 90°C. Composite filaments were fed into the modular printing head and extruded onto the heating bed at a rate of 1,800.00 mm/min and according to designs made
on Solidworks software. Composite feedstock materials were successfully fabricated and used for printing. An ABS/Bi composite extruded into a filament and printed into blocks is shown in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1: ABS/Bi (a) filament and (b) printed pads](image)

### 3.2.3 Gamma Irradiation

A 3D-printed pad consisting of 34 wt% ABS and 66 wt% Bi was exposed to gamma irradiation from a Cs-137 source located at Sandia National Laboratories. The accumulated gamma dose was determined from TLDs-700 that were placed on the back of the 3D-printed pad. The final gamma dose was 75 Gy at 0.28 Gy/h. The experimental attenuation value was compared with the estimated one provided by the Beer-Lambert Law (Equation 3.1)[35-38].

\[ I \approx I_0 e^{-\mu \rho t} \]

Equation 3.1

Where \( I \) is the outgoing intensity of radiation, \( I_0 \) is the incident radiation, \( \mu \) the attenuation coefficient, \( \rho \) the density of the material, and \( t \) the thickness of the material.
3.2.4 Characterization Techniques

Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on an OMNIC FTIR instrument with a range from 525 cm\(^{-1}\) to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\). Background data were collected before each sample and 32 runs were performed per sample pre- and post-irradiation. Digital microscopy utilized a VHX-6000, where high-resolution microscopic images were taken of the samples pre- and post-irradiation. Micro x-ray fluorescence (MXRF) measurements were performed using a Bruker M4 Tornado MXRF with acquisition parameters being an x-ray tube operating at 50 kV and 200 µA, a spectrometer operating at 40 keV and 130 kcps, vacuum (20 mbar), 20 µm spot size, 20 ms per pixel dwell time, and 10 µm (cross section) to 20 µm (top down) step size. Spectra and mapping were compiled for printed specimen before and after being irradiated. USAXS/SAXS measurements were collected at beam line 9-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (Lemont, Illinois)[39]. SAXS profiles were reduced using the Indra and Nika programs for Igor Pro.[40] The Irena program for Igor Pro was used to merge same-specimen USAXS and SAXS as well as analyze the data.[41]

Thermal properties were investigated via differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (TA Instruments DSC Q20 series) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (TA Instruments TGA Q2000 series). DSC allows for the determination of phase transformations and percent crystallinity. This is important because the feasibility and usefulness of a printed part heavily relies on its mechanical properties, which are in turn influenced by its thermal properties. Specifically, a material’s crystal domains affect the overall brittleness and elongation[42], thus determining the composite materials’ crystallinity will assist in understanding their mechanical properties. To ensure the samples have identical thermal
history, only the second heating cycle from DSC were analyzed. All of the samples were from printed parts and had a mass ranging from 10 to 20 mg. The samples were run under nitrogen at a flowrate of 5 mL/min and were heated from room temperature (25°C) to 300°C at a rate of 10°C/min, held at 300°C for one minute, cooled to 25°C at a rate of 10°C/min, held at 25°C for one minute, and the entire process was repeated once more. Calculating percent crystallinity %\(X_c\) of a polymer composite uses Equation 3.2\(^{[43, 44]}\). It relates the percent crystallinity to the enthalpy of melting \(\Delta H_m\), the enthalpy of formation \(\Delta H_m^0\), and the weight fraction \(W_p\) of the polymer component of interest. The enthalpy of melting was obtained by integrating the endothermic melting peak of a DSC curve.

\[
%X_c = \frac{\Delta H_m}{\Delta H_m^0 W_p} \quad \text{Equation 3.2}
\]

TGA allows for the determination of thermal stability of a material. For TGA, all of the samples were from printed parts and had a mass of 15±1 mg. The samples were run under nitrogen at a flowrate of 10 mL/min and were heated from room temperature (25°C) to 600°C at heating rates of 5, 8, 10, 13, and 15°C/min. TGA experiments were run three times for each sample at the heating rate of 10°C/min. The composite materials’ degradation onset and decomposition temperatures are able to be determined by measuring the mass percent of each sample at the same percent conversion (\(X = 95\%\)) and the respective maximums of their derivative curves. The activation energy \(E_a\) of thermal decomposition for the printed samples was calculated from the rate-dependent thermal stability using the Coats-Redfern equation\(^{[45]}\), shown in Equation 3.3.

\[
\ln \left(\frac{-\ln(1-X)}{T^2}\right) = \ln \left(\frac{AR}{BE_a}\right) - \frac{E_a}{RT} \quad \text{Equation 3.3}
\]
It is in the form of a linear equation relating the percent conversion $X$ and temperature $T$ in Kelvin against the inverse temperature. The resulting slope includes the activation energy and the universal gas constant $R$ and the resulting y-intercept includes a frequency factor $A$, the universal gas constant, the activation energy, and the heating rate $\beta$.

Chemical resistance to solvents was tested on ABS-composites filaments with and without PVDF. The chosen specimens were ABS, ABS/Bi 56/44, and ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25. Filament samples were placed in vials containing a solvent. The solvents included xylene, toluene, and chloroform. Upon placing the filaments in the vials with a solvent, the time was recorded to determine how long it took for dissolution to occur.

Mechanical testing was performed on an Instron 4340B, where 10 cm filaments of each composite were placed in the instrument for tensile testing. Two types of filaments from each composite were tested: those obtained from the extruder with a nozzle diameter of 1.75 mm (referred to as 1.75E) and those obtained from the 3D printer with a nozzle diameter of 500 µm (referred to as 0.5P). To make 0.5P filaments, 1.75E filaments were put through the 3D printer, but no design was specified thus providing default thin cylindrical wires. The 0.5P filaments had an average diameter of 600 µm. Every type of filament was placed in a configuration where the grippers of the tensile tester were separated by 3.5 cm and pulled apart at a rate of 0.5 mm/min. Before the tensile test, the diameter of each filament was measured with calipers at each end and the middle, where the resulting average was input into the mechanical testing software. The printed and extruded filaments for each listed composition were tested with at least four samples each and the reported values are derived from the calculated average and standard deviation.
3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Chemical Characterization

FTIR was performed to confirm that the feedstock material successfully incorporated all of the constituent polymers. The spectra of five typical samples are shown in Figure 3.2(a). Relevant IR information for the polymer composites includes peaks corresponding to: C-H alkane bonds between 3000-2850 cm\(^{-1}\); C-H alkene bonds between 3100-3010 cm\(^{-1}\); C=C aliphatic bonds between 1680-1620 cm\(^{-1}\); C=C aromatic bonds between 1700-1500 cm\(^{-1}\); C≡N nitrile bonds between 2260-2200 cm\(^{-1}\); C-F alkane bonds between 1400-1000 cm\(^{-1}\); and C-H aromatic bonds between 3100-3000 cm\(^{-1}\). All five spectra in Figure 3.2(a) have the characteristic peak of a nitrile group around 2250 cm\(^{-1}\), which is associated with ABS [20]. The 3D-printed pads containing PVDF show additional peaks from 1000-1400 cm\(^{-1}\), which correspond to carbon-fluorine bonds. The IR data confirms that both polymers were successfully incorporated in the diverse 3D-printed pads thus validating our approach for filament fabrication.

MXRF experiments were performed to detect and evaluate the distribution of bismuth in the filament. A typical color mapping of a 34 wt% ABS and 66 wt% Bi filament is shown in Figure 3.2(b). The filament is at an angle so that a top view and a side view can be seen. Bismuth particles are scattered throughout the filament bulk and surface, confirming that the feedstock material has successfully incorporated the filler.
Both techniques were also employed to determine whether 3D-printed pads show evidence of degradation after being subjected to gamma irradiation. Formation of peroxide radicals on the polymer backbone evidenced by detection of OH groups at 3500 cm$^{-1}$ in the IR spectrum would indicate changes in the chemical structure due to radiolysis and oxidation. The FTIR spectrum for the irradiated ABS/Bi/PVDF 25/50/25 sample is similar to the control sample as shown in Figure 3.3(a) indicating good tolerance to ionizing radiation. MXRF characterization of the same samples is shown in Figures 3.3(b) and 3.3(c). MXRF images are a top view of the cross-section of two different printed samples from the same batch of printing: one that was not irradiated and one that was irradiated. They both display information about the interior and exterior of the specimen. The color mapping shown in the figure is for Bi in printed ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25 samples, which is fairly uniform throughout before and after irradiation. Thus, the fabrication procedure results in a homogenous printed material which is retained after irradiation.
Figure 3.3: (a) FTIR and MXRF of (b) pre- and (c) post-irradiated samples showing an even distribution of bismuth and that it does not change after irradiation. Because the samples are oriented along the viewing axis, the green coloration corresponds to the top layer and the bluer coloration corresponds to the deeper layers.

3.3.2 Morphological Characterization

The complex morphology of the composite filaments was probed using ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering (USAXS) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) techniques. X-rays are scattered by fluctuations in electron density in 3 dimensions, such that the scattering pattern of materials gives significant insight into the spatial arrangement of scattering objects. In the case of complex composite materials, scattering objects can be inorganic particles, amorphous polymer domains, crystallites, or crystallographic faces depending upon the angle of scattered X-rays. Using a combination of USAXS and SAXS techniques, we are able to probe fluctuations in electron density across real space dimensions of approximately 3 Å up to 3 μm. Pure ABS and pure PDVF used for the composites each display distinct scattering patterns as shown in Figure 3.4. Pure ABS and ABS/Bi composites were also investigated and are shown in the Appendix as Figure A3.1. The inter-lamellar spacing (Long Period, $L_p$) of pure PVDF appears prominently around $q = 0.06 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$, corresponding to 10.4 nm. The determined $L_p$ of pure PVDF filaments is in
agreement with previous synchrotron SAXS data obtained for PVDF[21, 22]. Pure ABS polymer displays distinct micro-phase separation in the USAXS region with scattering features around $q = 0.0013, 0.005,$ and $0.014 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. Interestingly, the micro-phase separated morphology of pure ABS is not present in the composite blends, likely due to scattering from Bi particles dominating the scattering profile at these scattering angles.

**Figure 3.4:** USAXS/SAXS profiles of ABS, PVDF, and Bi-filled composite blends. Profiles are shifted vertically for clarity.

The unified fit model was used to determine information about particle size and surface.[23, 24] The unified fit combines scattering contributions from the size (radius) of the scattering object referred to as the Radius of Gyration $R_g$ and scattering from local, interfacial features. Interfacial scattering gives rise to power law scattering in which the exponent, $P$, is referred to as the Porod exponent. When $P$ is greater than 3 and less than 4,
the scattering is indicative of surface fractal scattering. For the case when $P$ is equal to 4, scattering is attributed to a sharp, smooth interface between regions of different electron density. For $P$ less than 3, scattering is the result of mass fractals, such as polymers in solution or polymer gels.

As shown in Figure 3.4, all Bi-filled samples display a prominent Guinier “knee” scattering feature around $q = 0.0004 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$, which corresponds to $R_g$ equal to 600-800 nm using the unified fit. This scattering feature is therefore attributed to the radius of the primary particle of Bi powder used in this study. The Porod exponents determined for the composite filaments in Table 3.1 approach a value of 4, such that the bismuth particles exhibit surface fractal characteristics. The variability across fit values in Table 3.1 is attributed to two parameters in the filament fabrication process that were not constrained, despite constant temperature and screw speed in the extruder: namely, lead time in the barrel of the hopper while at extrusion temperature and rate of cooling immediately following extrusion. The composite blends behaved differently in the extruder even under identical temperature and screw speeds, such that some blends took significantly longer to gravity-extrude from the barrel, and once the filament exited the nozzle, some compositions proceeded toward the water (quench) bath more rapidly than others. This variability during the fabrication process is likely due to the polymer composition, and could affect bismuth crystallization and incorporation processes. Future studies will probe the origin of variation in fabrication parameters and what effect, if any, they have on metallic fillers such as bismuth. It is clear from the scattering profiles that bismuth is incorporated into the bulk material during extrusion, and that the Bi particle size reported
by the manufacturer must refer to larger aggregates and agglomerates of the small, micron-sized primary particles of Bi reported in Table 3.1.

*Table 3.1: Unified fit parameters extracted from scattering profiles of ABS/PVDF/Bi composite blends.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedstock Composition</th>
<th>$R_g$ (nm)</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi/PVDF 20/40/40</td>
<td>450 ± 50</td>
<td>3.90 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi/PVDF 25/25/50</td>
<td>870 ± 10</td>
<td>4.00 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25</td>
<td>890 ± 30</td>
<td>3.90 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi/PVDF 25/50/25</td>
<td>620 ± 80</td>
<td>3.75 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The morphology of the composites on the macroscopic scale comprises smooth and homogenous filaments. When the scale is taken down to hundreds of microns, some filler particles become observable on the surface. Digital microscopy images at the hundreds of microns scale were taken of the printed blocks and shown in Figure 3.5. In order to evaluate each material on its ability to be printed and observe distinct layers, the 3D-printed blocks have some gaps between parallel components in the same layer and porosity between layers, which is seen in Figure 3.5. Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) are top views of ABS and ABS/Bi 34/66 printed blocks, respectively, and Figure 3.5(c) is a side view of an ABS/Bi/PVDF 25/50/25 printed block.
3.3.3 Thermal Characterization

DSC experiments were performed to evaluate heat-treatment and compatibility effects on crystallization and melting behaviors of the 3D-printed samples. ABS does not exhibit a true melting point since it is an amorphous polymer. Its glass transition temperature \( T_g \) is at around 105°C and remains unchanged when the polymer is incorporated into the composite (not shown in the DSC curves). Composites comprised of ABS and PVDF are known to phase-separate[15, 16], so this implies that while the filament can be fabricated and 3D-printed, it is not a true blend. On the other hand, Bi and PVDF exhibit endotherm and exotherm peaks as shown in Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b). It is interesting to compare the thermal behavior of Bi in the 3D-printed pads with the neat Bi powder. As a reference, the onset melting point, peak melting point, and enthalpy of melting for elemental Bi are 269°C, 272°C, and 53 J/g, respectively[25]. DSC of the neat Bi powder shows two exotherm peaks, a sharp one at 241°C, and a broader one at around 180°C. Furthermore, a series of very small exothermic events are also observed as shown in Figure 3.6(a). The multiple exotherm peaks are likely related to crystal particle size distribution; larger particles melt and nucleate at higher temperatures than smaller metal
particles[26, 27]. Interestingly, the sharp crystallization peak at 241°C or the very small ones are not detected when Bi is incorporated into the ABS polymer matrix. This result indicates that the thermo-treatments used in the fabrication of filaments as well as in the printing of the pads altered the metal particle size distribution. Likely, the Bi powder used to fabricate our filaments contains a broad size distribution of aggregates which break up when treated to be incorporated into the polymer matrix during the feedstock fabrication process. The crystallization peak observed at around 180°C for the neat powder is also observed at a slightly lower temperature of 176°C for the 3D-printed ABS/Bi 34/66 composite material, which indicates that the polymer network may hinder Bi particle mobility towards agglomeration. The DSC thermograms also show a sharp melting peak at 273°C for the neat powder as well as for the composites. Thus irrespective of the amount of incorporated bismuth in a specimen, there are no significant changes regarding to Bi melting point.

The thermal behavior of PVDF-containing composites is shown in Figure 36(b). Broad crystallization and melting peaks are observed for neat PVDF and for PVDF in the composites. The enthalpy of melting, and thus the crystallinity of PVDF in the composites shows changes with respect to neat PVDF powder, as listed in Table 3.2. Using Equation 3, where the enthalpy of formation for PVDF is assumed to be $\Delta H_{f}^{\circ} = 104.7 \text{ J/g}[28]$, allows for the crystallinity of the samples to be estimated. There is an increase in the percent crystallinity of the PVDF in the composite samples, which when taken with the narrowing of the melting peaks in Figure 3.6(b) indicate that more uniformly-sized crystals are formed when the polymer is incorporated in the polymer matrix. This change in the level of PVDF crystallinity does not affect its melting point.
Table 3.2: Melting and crystallinity of samples with PVDF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25</th>
<th>ABS/Bi/PVDF 25/50/25</th>
<th>Neat PVDF powder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak melting point (PVDF) (°C)</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>160.2</td>
<td>160.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthalpy of melting (PVDF) (J/g)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystallinity (PVDF) (%)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.6: DSC of samples with (a) Bi and (b) PVDF.

TGA experiments were performed to evaluate the thermal stability of the 3D-printed pads. Figure 3.7(a) compares the weight loss of pads containing Bi and the ABS matrix with neat ABS as the temperature increases to 600°C. As it can be seen, the rate of decomposition is the same for the neat polymer and the composites, indicating similar thermal degradation mechanism. In addition, the residual masses at 600°C provide validation for the composites possessing the correct ratios of ABS and filler material. This is because ABS will not leave any char residue even at temperatures well above the decomposition temperature (440°C)[29], thus any remaining mass would be solely due to neat Bi. The degradation onset temperature and decomposition temperature of the neat ABS are 410°C and 431°C, respectively. Incorporation of bismuth slightly decreases the
ABS degradation temperature by about 20°C. For instance, the ABS/Bi 34/66 composite decomposes at 418°C, instead of 431°C. It has been observed that incorporation of metal nanoparticles such Ni, and Pd, tends to increase the thermal stability of polymers, whereas in other instances the opposite has also been reported.[30, 31] We infer that bismuth particles may help catalyze the thermal degradation of ABS.

TGA experiments were performed for the composites containing PVDF as well as for neat PVDF powder. The polymer backbone of PVDF starts to degrade at 416°C and fully decomposes at 464°C as shown in Figure 3.7(b). On the other hand, filaments containing both polymers, ABS and PVDF, show two distinct degradation mechanisms as readily observed in Figure 3.7(b). In addition, the residual mass of thermally decomposed filaments containing PVDF includes not only bismuth but also about 15 wt% char residue[32, 33] from PVDF; therefore, this needs to be taken into account if TGA is used to confirm composition of such filaments. Similar to the thermal stability observed in the ABS/Bi composites, increasing the bismuth content results in a slight decrease in the degradation onset temperature. For the composite with the highest Bi amount, ABS/Bi/PVDF 25/50/25, the material starts to degrade at 394°C, which represents an approximate decrease of 15°C from the ABS filament.
In addition to the analysis presented above, TGA experiments were performed at different heating rates to estimate activation energy for the thermal decomposition of the composites. As expected, when the heating rate increases, the samples degrade at higher temperatures, thus the measured thermal stability increases. Using Equation 3, the thermal activation energy slightly decreases from 11.0 kJ/mol for the filaments without Bi to 10.6 kJ/mol for the ones having the highest Bi concentration.

3.3.4 Mechanical Properties

The results of the tensile testing for the 1.75E filaments and 0.5P, including the maximum stress and strain and Young’s modulus, are listed in Table 3.3, and shown in Figure 3.8.

Table 3.3: Mechanical properties for the 1.75E and 0.5P filaments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Maximum Strain (%)</th>
<th>Maximum Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.75E/0.5P</td>
<td>1.75E/0.5P</td>
<td>1.75E/0.5P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>5.3±1.9 / 2.8±0.2</td>
<td>33.8±3.0 / 31.9±2.1</td>
<td>1.6±0.2 / 2.2±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi 56/44</td>
<td>3.8±0.5 / 2.6±0.9</td>
<td>37.1±2.7 / 14.8±1.9</td>
<td>2.1±0.1 / 1.4±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi 34/66</td>
<td>4.7±0.9 / 1.8±0.7</td>
<td>31.5±0.3 / 14.9±2.0</td>
<td>2.5±0.4 / 1.9±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25</td>
<td>2.6±0.1 / 1.2±0.4</td>
<td>29.5±3.2 / 10.9±2.4</td>
<td>1.9±0.3 / 1.2±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS/Bi/PVDF 25/50/25</td>
<td>2.9±0.1 / 1.4±0.2</td>
<td>33.8±2.2 / 14.0±1.7</td>
<td>2.1±0.1 / 1.6±0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.8: Tensile stress and strain for (a) 1.75E filaments and (b) 0.5P filaments.

All the 1.75E filaments have similar maximum stress (averaging 33.2 ± 2.5 MPa) and corresponding strain at maximum stress (averaging 3.09 ± 0.37 %). In addition, all the samples possess a similar Young’s modulus (averaging 2.0 ± 0.3 GPa) as well. It is interesting to notice that samples with PVDF show a significant reduction in elongation. This result is in agreement with a previous work showing that the weaker mechanical properties of PVDF reduce elongation of a PVDF/ABS composite material[16]. We infer that all of the 1.75E filaments experience a necking phenomenon, where the filament gets thinner as it extends[34], which is expected in thicker materials, while none of the 0.5P filaments exhibit this behavior.

The maximum stress of the neat ABS sample remains unchanged when the diameter of the filament decreases from 1.75 to 0.5 mm. However, 0.5P filament samples containing bismuth or PVDF can only withstand half as much maximum stress when compared to the
corresponding 1.75E samples. This phenomena has been observed before, where thin ABS filaments exhibit greater maximum stress and strain at break than blended or composite filaments[14]. The difference in mechanical response from filaments having the chemical composition but different diameters is likely due to the filament fabrication process. Because the 0.5P filaments average 600 µm in diameter, enough Bi particles at the site of the printing nozzle may impede polymer flow, causing the polymer matrix to have regions of higher or lower filler concentrations. This in turn weakens the overall network, which causes a decrease in the mechanical strength of filaments with filler material. The 1.75E filaments possess a large enough diameter to make this phenomena negligible. When considering how fillers affect the maximum stress of the 0.5P filaments when compared against neat ABS, Table 3.3 shows that different concentrations of Bi and PVDF reduce the maximum stress by similar amounts (averaging a 54% and 61% change in MPa, respectively). However, there is no significant difference in the maximum stress between all the composite filaments (averaging 13.6 ± 2.0 MPa). In addition, the tensile strain at break of the 0.5P filaments are similar to each other. The samples containing PVDF do not elongate as much, which is similar to the 1.75E filament specimen. Based on these data, adding Bi significantly changes the maximum stress at break, although different concentrations do not have a considerable influence on the resulting mechanical properties. In addition, PVDF reduces the maximum elongation, which could be due to the crystallinity of the polymer making the overall composite more brittle and increasing phase separation between ABS and PVDF.
3.3.5 Properties of Multifunctionality

A 1.2 cm thick 3D-printed pad containing 34 wt% ABS and 66 wt% Bi with a density of 1.0 g/cm³ was exposed to gamma radiation from a Cs-137 source and its shielding ability was determined by TLD measurements. Considering the attenuation coefficient for Bi at 0.6617 MeV to be 0.11618 cm²/g, the estimated attenuation is 13%, compared to 15% measured experimentally. A 50% attenuation of the Cs-137 gamma rays would require the 3D-printed pad to have a thickness of 6 cm. For comparison purposes, a pure lead block, having a density of 11.34 g/cm³ and x-ray mass attenuation coefficient of 0.11366 cm²/g, would need to be 0.54 cm thick to shield 50% of the Cs-137 gamma rays. Although a pure lead block would be a more effective radiation shield, it poses serious and deleterious health effects. When higher-order terms in Equation 1 are negligible and the density of a composite material is a linear combination of its constituents, Equation 1 can readily predict radiation attenuation. However, casting composite materials and more importantly printing composite materials can lead to gaps and porosity, which results in a decreased bulk density and thus a deviation from the estimated values.

Because all the filaments contained ABS, which is soluble in the organic solvents chosen, the three samples, ABS, ABS/Bi 56/44, and ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25, readily dissolved in their vials. It should be noted that for every solvent, which includes xylene, toluene, and chloroform, the filament containing PVDF took longer to show initial signs of dissolution, such as swelling and partial disintegration. Specifically, in chloroform, the ABS and ABS/Bi 56/44 samples exhibited many pieces peeling off the filaments after ten minutes, while it took twenty minutes for the ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25 samples to exhibit the same phenomenon. Furthermore, after twenty minutes, the ABS was completely
dissolved, whereas the solution containing the ABS/Bi 56/44 was opaque and black while the solution containing the ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25 was much clearer. With regards to using these multifunctional filaments in extreme environments where harsh solvents would be present, the ABS/Bi/PVDF 50/25/25 filament was observed to possess a greater chemical resistance because it showed signs of partial dissolution after twice as much time had elapsed.

### 3.4 Conclusions

In this work, multifunctional ABS-composite filaments were successfully fabricated using a solvent treatment, where the Bi filler and PVDF polymer were incorporated homogenously as confirmed by FTIR and MXRF. Thermal properties of the filaments were investigated to evaluate the phase transformations, percent crystallinity, and thermal stability. The thermal analyses showed that the glass transition of 105℃ for ABS did not change for the composites, increasing the filler amount increased the PVDF crystallinity, and the thermal stability decreased for the samples with the most Bi concentration, where composites with and without PVDF showed a reduction of 20℃ and 15℃, respectively. Mechanical testing showed that adding Bi filler reduces the maximum engineered stress of the filaments, but that increasing the Bi concentration did not further significantly modify the mechanical strength. Radiation attenuation data proved that these composites can shield against incident gamma rays and that the polymer did not degrade. Printing with fewer gaps, thereby reducing the porosity, will effectively increase the bulk density of the printed parts and shield radiation to a greater extent. Testing the chemical resistance against organic solvents showed that filaments containing PVDF exhibited signs
of partial dissolution after twice as much time had elapsed when compared to filaments without PVDF.
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Chapter 4 Development of Antimicrobial PLA Composites for Fused Filament Fabrication

4.1 Introduction

The increasing awareness that traditional plastics derived from petrochemicals can accumulate in the environment and elicit long-lasting deleterious effects have galvanized efforts to develop and bring to market replacement polymers that are more amenable to recycling and upcycling. One such polymer, poly (lactic acid) (PLA), has garnered much interest due to its lifecycle and material properties. PLA can be synthesized from renewable resources and is biodegradable when composted at high temperatures and humidity [1–3]. Its chemical, thermal, and mechanical properties also lend itself numerous advantages: it is biocompatible, easily processable, and has a high strength and Young’s modulus, even matching or exceeding that of polystyrene and poly (ethylene terephthalate), two of the world’s most common plastics made from petrochemicals [4–8]. Because of this, PLA is used within industries spanning medicine, food and agriculture, and packaging.

Due to these beneficial characteristics, neat PLA is also one of the most popular polymers used in additive manufacturing (AM), especially within the domain of fused filament fabrication (FFF), a 3D printing technology [6,9]. FFF works by heating thermoplastic filaments past their glass transition temperature or melting point and extruding the softened material through a nozzle onto a bed, where the filament cools down slow enough to adhere to the layers placed below and above it. Despite past advances in FFF technology, a barrier towards future growth and expanded applications is the relatively small amount of feedstock polymers currently available for use [10,11].
To enhance the existing materials properties of PLA, and introduce new characteristics, many groups have investigated making composites, such as incorporating graphene-based components to increase the thermomechanical stability or imbue electrical conductivity [12–14] or blending PLA with other polymers to make a more mechanically and thermally stable material [15–20]. Although PLA is generally more resistant to biodegradation than other natural polymers [8,21], some applications such as transporting agricultural products or medical equipment demand more extensive antimicrobial properties. To meet this demand, previous work has demonstrated that PLA can be combined with bactericides, such as the ceramics ZnO and TiO$_2$. However, composites of this form have not been thoroughly explored in the realm of FFF technology [22–28]. Another issue to take note of is that while PLA/ceramic composites have been investigated for some time, much of the current research is focused on utilizing nanoparticles. Beyond the potential toxicity attributed to ZnO and TiO$_2$ nanoparticles [29–32], many of these studies present varied results with regards to material properties [22,24,33,34]. Breaking with this current trend, we contend that PLA composites incorporating micron-sized or agglomerated nanoparticle forms of either ZnO, TiO$_2$, or both, could address some of these issues.

Another challenge encountered during the development of PLA/ceramic composites for FFF technology is the stiffness and brittleness imparted on the material when ceramics are incorporated [35]. To remediate this, further material advances can be made in PLA composites through inclusion of poly-(ethylene glycol) (PEG), another biocompatible and biodegradable polymer, which acts as a miscible plasticizer in PLA and can be added in quantities up to 20 wt% without causing phase separation [15,36,37]. As
an added benefit, PEG can be conjugated to target molecules (e.g., drugs) or easily modified to produce specific attributes [37–41]. Due to these properties, incorporating PEG into filaments for 3D printing can lead to the development of a wide range of extremely useful multifunctional composite filaments with tunable material properties.

In this work, tunable, multifunctional antimicrobial composite PLA filaments were developed and characterized for FFF technology. Antimicrobial functionalities were successfully added to PLA feedstock by uniformly dispersing varying amounts of ceramic ZnO and TiO$_2$ fillers in a PLA/chloroform solution. Additional chemical, thermal, and mechanical functionalities were imbued with the addition of different molecular weight PEG at 10 wt% to the PLA/chloroform solution. Each specimen was thoroughly combined and the resulting mixture was cast and subsequently pelletized. Smooth and homogenous printable filaments were created by extruding the composite pellets. The chemical structure of the filaments was investigated to ensure homogeneity, thermal stability was determined to characterize degradation and range of feasibility, phase transitions were reviewed to ensure allowable use in FFF, mechanical limits were determined to understand structure-property relationships, and antimicrobial efficacy was tested.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Materials

PLA 4043D pellets were supplied by Filabot. TiO$_2$ powder was supplied by Alfa-Aesar. Chloroform, ZnO powder, and PEG (1k, 2k, and 10k) were purchased through Thermo Fisher Scientific.
4.2.2 Feedstock and Filament Fabrication

The overall process for fabricating filament feedstocks was similar to the work previously described for acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) [42]. PLA pellets were combined with the antimicrobial agents (TiO$_2$, ZnO) and PEG to achieve the desired weight ratios. Chloroform was added to PLA to achieve a 1:5 $w/w$ solution. The chloroform-PLA mixture was manually stirred for 30 s before being placed in an oven at 25 °C for 16 h to fully dissolve the PLA. If added, fillers were then suspended in the solution. To decrease the viscosity and allow for more homogenous stirring, an additional 15 mL of chloroform was added and the resulting slurry was thoroughly combined using a planetary mixer at 2000 rpm for two minutes. The mixture was then cast onto a clean Teflon-coated plate and left to dry in a fume hood for at least 12 h. This allowed excess chloroform to evaporate from the casted composite, while retaining enough malleability in the composite to cut it into 1 cm × 1 cm squares.

The composite squares were placed in a vacuum oven at 65 °C and 80 kPa negative pressure for at least 24 h, to fully evaporate the remaining chloroform. The dried samples were then fed into a Filabot EX2 extruder heated to 175 °C and set to its maximum extrusion rate (2 lb/h). A container of room temperature DI water was placed a meter below the extruder. Thus, gravity pulled the filaments into the water, which cooled and hardened the samples and produced naturally coiled filaments. The filament samples created using this method and their compositions are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: List of the composite filaments made in this study and their designations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>100 wt% PLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG1k 90/10</td>
<td>90 wt% PLA, 10 wt% PEG (MW, 1 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG2k 90/10</td>
<td>90 wt% PLA, 10 wt% PEG (MW, 2 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG10k 90/10</td>
<td>90 wt% PLA, 10 wt% PEG (MW, 10 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 90/10</td>
<td>90 wt% PLA, 10 wt% ZnO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 80/20</td>
<td>80 wt% PLA, 20 wt% ZnO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 70/30</td>
<td>70 wt% PLA, 30 wt% ZnO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10</td>
<td>80 wt% PLA, 10 wt% ZnO, 10 wt% PEG (MW, 2 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 70/20/10</td>
<td>70 wt% PLA, 20 wt% ZnO, 10 wt% PEG (MW, 2 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 60/30/10</td>
<td>60 wt% PLA, 30 wt% ZnO, 10 wt% PEG (MW, 2 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO(_2) 90/10</td>
<td>90 wt% PLA, 10 wt% TiO(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO(_2) 80/20</td>
<td>80 wt% PLA, 20 wt% TiO(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO(_2) 70/30</td>
<td>70 wt% PLA, 30 wt% TiO(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO(_2)/PEG2k 80/10/10</td>
<td>80 wt% PLA, 10 wt% TiO(_2), 10 wt% PEG (MW, 2 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO(_2)/PEG2k 70/20/10</td>
<td>70 wt% PLA, 20 wt% TiO(_2), 10 wt% PEG (MW, 2 kDa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO(_2)/PEG2k 60/30/10</td>
<td>60 wt% PLA, 30 wt% TiO(_2), 10 wt% PEG (MW, 2 kDa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Characterization Techniques

4.2.3.1 Chemical Structure Characterization

Chemical structural characterization of the PLA filaments was carried out using Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and micro X-ray fluorescence (MXRF). A Nicolet iS50 FTIR instrument was used to assess polymer functional groups by measuring absorbance from 525 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) (32 scan increments) and subtracting the background values. A Bruker M4 Tornado MXRF instrument was used to generate elemental color maps of filament cross sections to examine ceramic distribution. The acquisition parameters included an X-ray tube operating at 50 kV and 200 µA, a spectrometer operating at 40 keV and 130 kcps, a spot size of 20 µm, a dwell time of 5 ms per pixel, and a step size of 10 µm (cross section) by 20 µm (top down).

Particle size distribution of the ZnO and TiO\(_2\) ceramic fillers was assessed using a Horiba particle size analyzer LA-960. Three different procedures were used in this determination: (1) mixing the individual fillers in a vial of water and circulating the slurry
in the reservoir of the instrument; (2) mixing the individual fillers in a vial of water and pipetting the slurry in the reservoir without circulation; and (3) placing the individual fillers in the reservoir with circulation and 30 s of ultrasonication employed. All three procedures were performed in triplicate. During the analysis using the software with instrument, refractive indices of 2.00 and 2.75 were used for ZnO and TiO$_2$, respectively.

4.2.3.2 Thermal Characterization

To investigate thermal properties of the PLA filaments, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were performed. DSC was performed using a TA Instruments DSC Q20 series instrument where each sample had a mass between 5 and 10 mg and the protocol ran under nitrogen with a flow rate of 5 mL/min. The protocol started by heating from room temperature to 200°C at a rate of 5°C/min, then cooling to 120°C at a rate of 10°C/min, a slower cooling to 80°C at a rate of 1°C/min, a cooling to 25°C at a rate of 10°C/min, and ending with heating to 200°C at a rate of 5°C/min. The first heating step in the procedure (to 200°C) was performed to measure the melting point temperature, T$_m$, and latent heat of fusion, $\Delta H_f$, of the different PLA composites. To simulate the thermal environment of a realistic 3D printed part, which includes heating in the nozzle, cooling on a bed, and then used, the glass transition temperature, T$_g$, was obtained upon the second heating. In addition to determining material properties, slowing the cooling rate at 120°C to 1°C/min was done to help induce crystallization, although it was to no avail. Using the latent heat of fusion, the PLA weight percent of the sample, w, and the theoretical enthalpy of formation $\Delta H_f^\prime$, taken as 93.0 J/g [43], the percent crystallinity, $X_c$, of each sample was determined using Equation 4.1. Based on previous experiments and comparative measurements, the error associated with
this instrument is under 3%.

\[
X_c = \frac{\Delta H_f}{w \Delta H'_f} \times 100\% \quad \text{Equation 4.1}
\]

TGA was performed using a TA Q50 Series instrument, where each sample had a mass of 10 ± 1 mg and was heated from room temperature to 600 °C at heating rates of 5, 8, 10, 13, and 15 °C/min under a nitrogen flowrate of 40 mL/min. The mass percent and mass derivative curves were measured to evaluate thermal stability, where the degradation temperature, \( T_{d5\%} \), was taken when the sample had lost 5% of its initial mass, and the decomposition temperature, \( T_{dMax} \), was taken as the maximum of the mass derivative curve. Pyrolysis kinetic parameters were also assessed using Equation 4.2, known as the Coats–Redfern equation [44–47]. Using the mass-loss percent, \( \alpha \), taken from the TGA experiments, the absolute temperature, \( T \), along with the heating rate, \( \beta \), it is possible to estimate the thermal activation energy, \( E \), and pre-exponential factor, \( A \). This is done by assuming a reaction model, \( g(\alpha) \), and plotting \( \ln(g(\alpha)/T^2) \) against \( 1/T \), which in theory produces a linear relationship with slope \(-E/R\) and intercept \( \ln(AR/\beta E) \). This method assumes that a single mechanism is responsible for the thermal decomposition. As such, pyrolysis kinetic parameters were calculated using different heating rates, reaction models, and temperature intervals. Based on comparative measurements and calibration testing from the manufacturer, the error associated with this instrument is under 1%.

\[
\ln \left( \frac{g(\alpha)}{T^2} \right) = \ln \left( \frac{AR}{\beta E} \right) - \frac{E}{RT} \quad \text{Equation 4.2}
\]

4.2.3.3 Mechanical Characterization

Mechanical characterization was performed using tensile testing. Each sample was cut to 10-cm length and placed in an Instron 4340B instrument, where filament ends (3 cm)
were clasped, leaving a 4 cm section in the middle of the filament. At a constant rate of $8.333 \times 10^{-3}$ mm/min, the filaments were stretched until breaking. At least 3 replicates of each filament material were tested. Engineering stress versus strain curves were generated, and the Young’s modulus, as well as the maximum stress and strain values, were determined. Based on comparative measurements and calibration testing from the manufacturer, the error associated with this instrument is under 1%.

4.2.3.4 Antimicrobial Efficacy

Antimicrobial efficacy of the different PLA composites was assessed by incubating filaments (0.5–2 g) in soil at 30°C for 1 month. Soils were moistened to saturation every 2–3 days. Two trials were run. The first trial used one of every type of filament produced and the second trial used PLA and PLA/ceramic 90/10 composite filaments with or without the addition of 10 wt% gelatin to the soil. Gelatin was added as a possible means to stimulate growth of microorganisms capable of degrading PLA[48]. Following the incubation period, samples were removed from the soil and partially cleaned and inspected in a series of steps. First, small dirt particles were partially dislodged from dry filaments using a vortex mixer. Second, each specimen was submerged individually in sterile water and vortex mixed. After this washing, a crystal violet solution was used to stain the samples. Following this, a 30% acetic acid solution was used to partially de-stain the filaments. At each step, filaments were visually inspected by stereo microscopy using a Leica EZ4E to assess the extent of pitting/degradation and microbial colonization.
4.3 Results and Discussion

The particle size distribution analysis produced three parameters of interest for each ceramic filler: D10, D50, and D90, where 10%, 50%, and 90% of the population fall below this value, respectively. These parameters, shown as Tables 4.2 and 4.3, revealed that 80% of the broken up ZnO and TiO\(_2\) particles were approximately between 1 and 7 microns. It should be noted that the ceramic fillers were not broken up via ultrasonication or any other method prior to their incorporation in the PLA/chloroform solution. This means that the particle sizes used in the composite filaments were agglomerated into sizes larger than the nanoscale.

Table 4.2: Average and standard deviations of D10, D50, and D90 particle size distributions for each procedure of ZnO powder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Average (μm)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Average (μm)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Average (μm)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>D10</strong></td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D50</strong></td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D90</strong></td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Average and standard deviations of D10, D50, and D90 particle size distributions for each procedure of TiO\(_2\) powder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Average (μm)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Average (μm)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Average (μm)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>D10</strong></td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D50</strong></td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D90</strong></td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination of the cross-sections of the filaments using a VHX 6000 digital microscope revealed several interesting features (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The first row of
Figure 4.1 ((a),(b)) shows PLA/ceramic filaments, and while they appear homogenous in the core, a thin shell or crust can be seen. This becomes more apparent in the second row of Figure 4.1 ((c),(d)) which shows PLA/ceramic/PEG2k filaments. A similar core/shell structure is seen but a much thicker crust is observed. Cross sections of PLA/PEG filaments are shown in Figure 4.2, which does not show any observable crust. As discussed later on, the ceramic composite filaments exhibit a greater crystallinity with PEG than without PEG. Based on this data and from the microscopy images in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, it appears that the crust is different from the interior of the filaments. Additionally, because DSC data demonstrates that the filaments are semi-crystalline, it can be inferred that there are amorphous-rich and crystalline-rich regions.

Figure 4.1: Digital microscopy cross-section images of: (a) PLA/TiO$_2$ 90/10; (b) PLA/ZnO 90/10; (c) PLA/TiO$_2$/PEG2k 80/10/10; and (d) PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10.
Figure 4.2: Digital microscopy cross-section images of: (a) PLA/PEG1k 90/10; (b) PLA/PEG2k 90/10; and (c) PLA/PEG10k 90/10.

4.3.1 Chemical Structure Characterization

4.3.1.1 FTIR

The chemical structure of the different PLA composite filaments (Table 4.1) was assessed using FTIR. Figure 4.3 shows the FTIR absorbance spectra of a 100% PLA filament compared to PLA composites with 10 wt% ceramic fillers, 10 wt% PEG, or a combination of both. There is a distinctive band at 1757 cm$^{-1}$ indicating a carbonyl group from PLA and one at 2882 indicating $-\text{CH}_2$ stretching from PEG [49–51]. Other notable peaks in Figure 4.3 include $-\text{CH}$- symmetric and asymmetric bending from 1130 to 1270 cm$^{-1}$ [52]. Because PEG only makes up 10 wt% of the filaments, its typical peaks are not strongly exhibited. This has been observed in previous research, where composites up to 10 wt% PEG resemble neat PLA [50,53]. The major FTIR peaks associated with the functional groups of PLA are detailed in Table 4.4. Overall, the FTIR spectra do not show evidence for the formation of new bonds or moieties, thus demonstrating that no chemical reactions occurred between PLA, PEG, or ceramics and that the filament is a true composite.
Figure 4.3: FTIR spectra of PLA (a) with 10 wt% ceramic fillers and (b) with 10 wt% PEG. The arrows correspond to peaks that are detailed in Table 4.4 below.

Table 4.4: FTIR peaks associated with the spectra of PLA in Figure 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak Number</th>
<th>Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Vibrational Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1080, 1187</td>
<td>C–O stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1361</td>
<td>Symmetric –CH$_3$ bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>Asymmetric –CH$_3$ bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>C = O stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2946</td>
<td>Asymmetric –CH$_3$ stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2995</td>
<td>Symmetric –CH$_3$ stretching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.1.2 MXRF

To ensure that the ceramics were successfully incorporated, MXRF data was used to generate an elemental color map representing the amount of metal present, which is a proxy for the Ti and Zn ceramic fillers. The results demonstrate that the ceramic fillers were uniformly distributed (Figure 4.4).

![MXRF color mapping of elements](image)

*Figure 4.4: MXRF color mapping of: (a) Ti in PLA/TiO$_2$ 90/10; (b) Zn in PLA/ZnO 90/10; (c) Ti in PLA/TiO$_2$/PEG2k 80/10/10; and (d) Zn in PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10. Increasing amounts of the indicated element are colored from blue to green to red.*

4.3.2 Thermal Characterization

4.3.2.1 Thermal Phase Behavior

Thermal characterization provides insight into the phase transitions and stability of a material. This is especially useful when the filaments are going to be used for FFF, which requires heating past the material’s glass transition temperature or melting point in a nozzle in order to have a suitable flow and then sufficiently cool on a heating bed so a rigid and
final product can be obtained. While the binding material, in this case PLA, can be used for 3D-printing, if the resulting composite changes the phase transitions enough or lowers the thermal stability by an appreciable amount, then it is no longer a feasible material for FFF applications.

PLA is reported to have a glass transition temperature \( (T_g) \) between 55 and 65 °C and a maximum melting point \( (T_m) \) of 175–180 °C in the purely l-isomer form, with a 5 °C decrease in \( T_m \) for every 1% increase of d-lactate in the polymer [40,54]. Indeed, the manufacturer reports that the neat PLA pellets have a glass transition temperature between 55 and 60 °C as well as a heat distortion temperature of 55 °C. The PLA filaments generated in this study exhibited a \( T_g \) of 62 °C and a \( T_m \) of 150 °C, suggesting that there is approximately 5% d-lactide within the PLA polymer. Calculating the percent crystallinity can be performed by integrating the heat flow through a sample during the melting transition, which provides information about the microstructure and can be related to explain macroscopic properties such as mechanical strength. It should be noted that some forms of PLA do not readily crystallize and while some research groups report the cold crystallization temperature of PLA and PLA composites, others report that no phase transition was observed at all. That is the case with all the filaments produced in this study; none of the filaments were found to possess a crystallization temperature for the experimental conditions employed in this work, even with the cooling rate of 1 °C/min.

Some researchers have added various fillers to PLA and altered the temperatures at which thermal phase transitions occur [22,33,39,40]. The composite filaments fabricated in this study did exhibit a slight increase in the \( T_m \) (between 5 and 7°C), however significant changes in the \( T_m \) value were not observed as a function of the amount of the
Ti or Zn ceramic filler incorporated into the material. The thermal phase transitions and percent crystallinity of the filaments fabricated in this study are listed in Table S3. Additionally, the thermograms of a selected representative sample of filaments are shown in Figure 4.5. Incorporation of the ceramic fillers did not alter the $T_g$ of the filaments. Previous studies examining the thermal properties of PLA imbued with ceramic nanocomposites report conflicting results. For example, multiple research groups have shown that ZnO and TiO$_2$ nanoparticles have no effect on the thermal phase behavior of PLA in the composite form [24,55–57]; however Buzarovska found that the $T_g$ values increased slightly upon the incorporation of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles [33], while Mallick et al. found that they could no longer detect the $T_g$ or $T_c$ [22], and Carrion et al. observed that increasing amounts of ZnO nanocomposites in polycarbonate/ZnO decreased the $T_g$ [58]. The fact that the $T_m$ and $T_g$ of these ceramic composite materials vary across many laboratory conditions provides ever increasing evidence that additional research is required to assess the underlying micro and macroscopic effects and perform systematic batch testing on the composites as they are fabricated.

Unlike the effect of ceramics on the thermal phase behavior of PLA filaments, the incorporation of PEG significantly lowered the $T_g$. This phenomenon has been observed before [15,36], which is bolstered by the fact that the $T_g$ of PEG, depending on the molecular weight, can vary between $-20$ and $-60^\circ C$. Indeed, incorporating higher molecular weight PEG to PLA had a dramatic effect, where the composite filaments with PEG2k and PEG10k had no observable $T_g$ in the temperature range tested (25–200 °C). Furthermore, all the ceramic composite filaments containing PEG, except for PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10 (which had a $T_g$ of 59 °C), did not exhibit an observable $T_g$ in
the temperature range tested. This indicates that chain mobility in the composites is higher than that in the neat filaments and that PEG behaves as a plasticizer in the system. Thus, the processability, or material fabrication, is enhanced by PEG and can support greater amounts of ceramic or other filler, as well as ensuring that fillers and plasticizers are well-dispersed throughout the PLA matrix [39].

![Figure 4.5: Thermograms of selected filaments: (a) TGA; (b) derivative of TGA; and (c) DSC (exotherm up) of the first heating curve.](image)

Although our results revealed little difference between the Tm of the composites and pure PLA filaments, integration of the DSC thermograms revealed that significant changes in PLA crystallinity had occurred (Figure 4.6; Table 4.5). Compared to the PLA filament, which was 25% crystalline, incorporating the polymer plasticizer PEG into PLA led to an increase in crystallinity. Inclusion of 10 wt% PEG1k, PEG2k, or PEG10k yielded filaments with 30%, 32%, and 31% crystalline PLA, respectively. Additionally, the ternary
Composite filaments comprising PLA, ceramics, and PEG exhibited double melting peaks (see Figure 4.5 (c)). This behavior was observed for all the ZnO ternary composite filaments and only at higher TiO₂ concentrations (20 wt% and 30 wt%), where the two peaks were at most 10 °C apart.

The addition of ZnO increased the crystalline portion of PLA. Increasing the amount of ZnO in the composite from 10 to 30 wt% did not have a major effect on crystallinity, where addition of 10, 20, and 30 wt% ZnO produced filaments that were each ~30% crystalline. This indicates that ZnO acts as a nucleating agent for the PLA chains. A similar phenomenon has been reported in literature evaluating the crystallinity of PLA/ZnO composites [55,57,59]. TiO₂ had the opposite effect on crystallinity. Addition of 10 wt% TiO₂ yielded a 14% crystalline PLA filament. Increasing the TiO₂ content to 20 and 30 wt% resulted in filaments that were ~18% crystalline. Again, these results are inconsistent with those reported for nanocomposites, where it was found that the crystallinity of PLA/TiO₂ composites dramatically increases compared to neat PLA [33]. Inclusion of 10% PEG2k increased the PLA crystallinity from 3 to 5% in each of the ZnO-PLA composite (10–30 wt% ZnO). A similar trend is observed for the inclusion of PEG2k in the PLA/TiO₂ composites, however the increase in crystallinity was much more dramatic. That stated, while the composite filaments that incorporated PEG, ZnO, or TiO₂ displayed either an increase or decrease in the degree of crystallinity as compared to that of the PLA filaments, morphological analysis was not performed and thus it is not certain that PEG, ZnO, or TiO₂ is actually promoting crystal growth or changing the crystalline lamellar size.
Figure 4.6: Crystallinity of filaments.

Table 4.5: Thermal phase transitions and crystallinity of the composite filaments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>T_g (℃)</th>
<th>T_m (℃)</th>
<th>ΔH_m (J/g)</th>
<th>X_c (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>23.04</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 90/10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>24.32</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 80/20</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 70/30</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>18.63</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 90/10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 80/20</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 70/30</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG1k 90/10</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>25.02</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG2k 90/10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG10k 90/10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>25.98</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>24.13</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 70/20/10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>21.92</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2/PEG2k 60/30/10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>20.76</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2/PEG2k 70/20/10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>23.59</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2/PEG2k 60/30/10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2.2 Thermal Stability

Measures of thermal stability, $T_{d5\%}$ and $T_{dMax}$, characterize the temperatures at which a material will degrade and decompose. It should be noted that these temperatures can be dependent on the heating rate of the TGA experiment; higher heating rates will result in higher values for the thermal stability. This is mainly thought to be due to the delay in the temperature a material experiences compared to the temperature of the surrounding environment. Five different heating rates were used during testing (5, 8, 10, 13, and 15°C/min) and a shift towards higher degradation and decomposition temperatures was observed for faster heating rates. A similar trend was found for all the filaments that the $T_{d5\%}$ of 15°C/min was approximately 20 °C higher than the $T_{d5\%}$ at 5 °C/min. To err on the side of caution and provide data that can be used for future work by others, the values for $T_{d5\%}$ and $T_{dMax}$ presented in Figures 4.7 (a) and (b) and Table 4.6 are taken from experiments using a heating rate of 5°C/min.

With regard to the pyrolysis kinetic parameters, previous researchers have noted that the activation energy and pre-exponential factor can also be dependent on the heating rate in a similar manner to the thermal stability. Additionally, it has been observed that at higher heating rates (e.g., $\beta > 30$ °C/min for polyethylene terephthalate and $\beta > 80$ °C/min for polystyrene [46,60]), the activation energy becomes nearly constant. Because of this, the pyrolysis kinetic parameters were determined from the highest heating rate tested ($\beta = 15$ °C/min). When using Equation (1), it is important to test for which reaction model produces the best fit to the data. Eight different models were evaluated on the PLA filament, spanning mechanisms that cover chemical reactions, diffusion-controlled reactions, and phase boundary reactions [45–47]. The models were plotted from near the
beginning of the TGA experiment until the $T_{d\text{Max}}$, upon which almost every single model showed a sharp break, which can be assumed to follow a different pyrolysis mechanism. For the PLA filament, the best fitting models were the first-order chemical reaction ($g(\alpha) = -\ln(1 - \alpha)$) and one-dimensional diffusion parabolic law ($g(\alpha) = \alpha^2$), with the diffusion model fitting slightly better. Because of this, it was assumed that the pyrolysis mechanism follows a one-dimensional diffusion parabolic law reaction until decomposition and all the other filaments were evaluated in this manner. Thus, unlike the thermal stability values, which were taken using a heating rate of $\beta = 5 \, ^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}$, the pyrolysis kinetic parameters were determined using a heating rate of $\beta = 15 \, ^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}$. The calculated thermal activation energies for the filaments are presented in Figure 4.7 (c) and Table 4.6.

For the thermal stability of the filaments, the trends as observed in Figure 4.7 are that the addition of PEG results in a composite material that degrades and decomposes earlier. This can be observed comparing PLA to PLA/PEG as well as comparing PLA/ceramics to PLA/ceramics/PEG2k in Figure 4.7. This behavior has been exhibited in PLA/PEG mixtures in previous studies [36,61], with explanations spanning from neat PEG, which exhibits a lower thermal stability affecting the overall composite, to PEG lowering the crystallinity and thus making the polymer blend easier to degrade. However, as seen in Figure 6, the PLA/PEG filaments possess a higher crystallinity than PLA filaments, therefore the former explanation may provide a more plausible insight into the physical phenomenon. Interestingly, the polymer blends with PEG1k and PEG10k demonstrated better thermal stability than PEG2k, which could indicate how plasticizer size affects the PLA matrix. It appears that increasing from small to medium-sized PEG molecules contribute towards breaking up the composite at lower thermal energies, however the trend
is reversed when larger PEG molecules are incorporated. This can be inferred to mean that greater miscibility occurs with PEG at greater molecular weights.

The thermal stability of composite filaments with ceramic fillers, shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.7 (a) and (b) indicate that TiO$_2$ provides better thermal stability than ZnO of similar composition by about 60°C. Indeed, while TiO$_2$ composite filaments had thermal stabilities near that or slightly better than PLA, the incorporation of ZnO significantly reduced the onset thermal degradation and decompositions. This phenomenon has been observed before, where incorporating TiO$_2$ into PLA has led to slightly better thermal stability [24]. The opposite effect has been demonstrated by incorporating ZnO, which has decreased the $T_{d5\%}$ and $T_{dMax}$ of PLA composites [26,52,55]. This effect can be explained by the catalytic role zinc compounds play in the transesterification reaction of lactide oligomers [62], which is further supported with Figure 4.7 (c), discussed below. It should be noted that Wang et al. and Mallick et al. found that PLA/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites exhibited lower thermal stability than neat PLA, however the varied results could be due to the use of amorphous PLA and the presence of solvent, respectively [22,34].

It was found that the calculated activation energies and pre-exponential factors followed trends similar to each other. The data supports the observed thermal stabilities, where filaments with lower activation energy, which is a measure of the energy barrier for the pyrolysis reaction, degraded at lower temperatures than those with higher activation energies. Differences to this observation can be found in the ZnO composites, which can be explained with the pre-exponential factors found in Table 4.6. Although the activation energy for these filaments is larger than the others, the pre-exponential factor, which is a measure of collisions and reactions per unit time, are also significantly higher, with
PLA/ZnO 90/10 and PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10 having around 2 and 23 orders of magnitude above PLA, respectively.

Figure 4.7: The thermal properties of the composite filaments: (a) the onset of thermal degradation ($T_{d5\%}$); (b) the decomposition temperature ($T_{d\text{Max}}$); and (c) the activation energy.

Table 4.6: Thermal stability of the composite filaments (decomposition values take from 5°C/min and thermal kinetic parameters taken from 15°C/min).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$T_{d5%}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{d\text{Max}}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$E_a$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$A$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>91.0604</td>
<td>3.51*10$^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 90/10</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>106.4672</td>
<td>4.81*10$^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 80/20</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>101.5866</td>
<td>2.34*10$^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 70/30</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>111.3312</td>
<td>1.82*10$^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 90/10</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>53.44145</td>
<td>7.26*10$^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 80/20</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>62.36291</td>
<td>1.32*10$^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; 70/30</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>64.21288</td>
<td>2.27*10&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG1k 90/10</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>41.02541</td>
<td>4.05*10&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG2k 90/10</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>44.06685</td>
<td>2.42*10&lt;sup&gt;0&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG10k 90/10</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>46.33837</td>
<td>1.20*10&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>317.722</td>
<td>6.04*10&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 70/20/10</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>161.9581</td>
<td>7.74*10&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 60/30/10</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>142.2528</td>
<td>9.74*10&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;/PEG2k 80/10/10</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>65.18235</td>
<td>2.52*10&lt;sup&gt;0&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;/PEG2k 70/20/10</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>127.1121</td>
<td>1.40*10&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;/PEG2k 60/30/10</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>129.4734</td>
<td>1.78*10&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.4 Mechanical Characterization

Through tensile testing the composite filaments, three values were measured: the engineering stress, engineering strain, and the Young’s modulus. For relevant understanding of mechanical properties, the averaged maximum values for stress and strain were tabulated. Maximum stress values occurred after the initial linear viscoelastic region, which is useful in understanding capacity and loads that could be withstood. After the linear region, a necking phenomenon occurred and stress values undulated as strain kept monotonically increasing. The maximum strain occurred at the moment of filament breakage, which is useful in understanding the physical mechanical limits of the material. The Young’s modulus is the slope of the linear viscoelastic region and is a measure of whether a material exhibits flexibility or brittleness. All three measured mechanical properties for the composite filaments are shown in Figure 4.8 and Table 4.7. For the processed PLA filament, the averaged maximum engineering stress and strain and Young’s modulus were 49 MPa ± 7 MPa, and 6% ± 2%, and 2314 MPa ± 300 MPa, respectively.

When ceramics were incorporated into the PLA network, the mechanical properties of the filaments became measurably different. A small decrease in maximum stress is observed upon addition of either ZnO or TiO<sub>2</sub>, which is mostly a constant step drop for
each of the filler additions; however, a large decrease in maximum stress occurred in the PLA/TiO$_2$ 70/30 sample. The addition of 10 wt% ceramic filler did not alter the maximum strain of the PLA filament, but increasing the ceramic content to 20 or 30 wt% decreased the maximum strain noticeably. At similar wt%, ZnO and TiO$_2$ composites exhibited comparable maximum strain values. It has been reported that adding ceramics to polymers makes the overall material more brittle, and thus increases the Young’s modulus [35]. Yet embedding ZnO in PLA increased the Young’s modulus only slightly, with the greatest change of 15% occurring in the PLA/ZnO 70/30 composite. Interestingly, all samples containing TiO$_2$ exhibited a decrease in the Young’s modulus, with no relationship between the wt% added and the magnitude of the decrease. This can be explained from the crystallinity viewpoint; previous research showing incorporating TiO$_2$ increased the brittleness also showed an increased in crystallinity [33]. Because the composite filaments with TiO$_2$ exhibited a lower crystallinity, the strength decreases accordingly.

It is worth pointing out that the maximum stress is reduced when incorporating 10 wt% PEG, with the effect inversely proportional to the molecular weight of the PEG added. While the maximum stress decreased upon addition of PEG, the maximum strain was significantly increased by its incorporation. It should be noted that while PLA/PEG1k exhibited a 741% increase in strain when compared with PLA, PLA/PEG10k exhibited a 1129% increase, and PLA/PEG2k exhibited a 1661% increase. PEG is known for rendering PLA and other polymers more pliable [36], which is similarly demonstrated here for filaments. Incorporating PEG into the PLA matrix caused a reduction in the Young’s modulus, with higher molecular weight PEGs yielding lesser effects. It should be noted that in this vein, PLA/PEG1k and PLA/PEG2k composites exhibited approximately three-
fold lower Young’s-modulus values than PLA filaments, whereas the value for the PLA/PEG10k composite was only slightly lower (13.5%) than that of PLA comparatively.

The mechanical properties of the composites with ceramic fillers and PEG are shown in Figure 4.8. It was observed that 10 wt% PEG2k reduced the maximum stress of all samples with ZnO and TiO2. Additionally, while altering the amount of ceramic filler altered the maximum stress, inclusion of 10 wt% PEG2k exhibited similar values for each sample tested, regardless of filler content. The reverse was observed with regards to maximum strain; adding PEG2k increased the elongation of the samples, with the sole exception of PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 70/20/10, which was lower than PLA/ZnO 80/20. The largest change was observed in PLA/TiO2/PEG2k 80/10/10, which demonstrated a 938% increase compared to PLA/TiO2 90/10. Similar to maximum stress, adding PEG2k to the composite resulted in a reduction in the Young’s modulus for all the samples and like the maximum stress of the samples, altering the amount of ceramic filler does not significantly change the Young’s modulus in the filaments with PEG2k incorporated, with the only exception being PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 70/20/10. This sample showed minor differences compared to PLA/ZnO 80/20, suggesting that the stiffness does not change drastically.
Figure 4.8: The mechanical properties of the composite filaments: (a) max stress; (b) max strain; and (c) Young’s modulus.

Table 4.7: Mechanical properties of the composite filaments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Max Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Max Strain (%)</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>2314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 90/10</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 80/20</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>2397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO 70/30</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 90/10</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>1767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 80/20</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>2221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/TiO2 70/30</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG1k 90/10</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>50.40</td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG2k 90/10</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>105.53</td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/PEG10k 90/10</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>73.65</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 80/10/10</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>1551</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.3.5 Antimicrobial Efficacy

Microbial activity (alteration of the filament surface) was most prominent on pure PLA filaments, where abundant colonial and filamentous growth patterns were observed. Interestingly, the surface of the PLA filament incubated in soil exhibited areas where relatively large “flakes” (50–100 microns in diameter) had sloughed from the surface (e.g., Figure 4.9 (a)). These regions of “flaking” were typically associated with robust microbial colonization. Inclusion of TiO₂ and, especially, ZnO ceramics into the PLA filaments reduced the amount of visible microbial colonization and surface alteration (Figure 4.9 (a) vs. Figures 4.9 (b) and (c)). The addition of PEG did not affect these properties; thus, it can be used purely to tune the physical material properties of the filaments without affecting the biodegradability of the polymers. The addition of 10 wt% gelatin to the soils did not have a noticeable effect on microbial colonization patterns or pitting/flaking on the filament surfaces (data not shown).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 70/20/10</th>
<th>PLA/ZnO/PEG2k 60/30/10</th>
<th>PLA/TiO2/PEG2k 80/10/10</th>
<th>PLA/TiO2/PEG2k 70/20/10</th>
<th>PLA/TiO2/PEG2k 60/30/10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2286</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>9.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>7.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.9: Microscopy images of stained composite filaments that were incubated in soil for a month: (a) PLA; (b) PLA/TiO$_2$ 90/10 with gelatin; (c) PLA/ZnO 90/10; and (d) PLA/ZnO 90/10 with gelatin.

The PLA, PLA/TiO$_2$ 90/10, and PLA/ZnO 90/10 filaments were analyzed to find the regions with the greatest amount of pitting so that the degradation could be measured on a per area basis. Pitting is a removal of the surface layer, so a quantitative determination could be performed by finding the ratio of area removed against the surface area measured. In the most damaged area, pits covered 1.30% of the PLA filament surface, compared to 0.40% and 0.34% of the PLA/TiO$_2$ 90/10 and PLA/ZnO 90/10 filament surfaces, respectively. Additionally, the largest pits found measured approximately 20,000 µm$^2$ for PLA, compared to 7000 µm$^2$ and 2000 µm$^2$ for the PLA/TiO$_2$ 90/10 and PLA/ZnO 90/10, respectively. Thus, adding the ceramics not only reduced the amount of visible microbial
colonization and surface alteration, but also had a measured order of magnitude less microbial degradation as well.

4.4 Conclusions

Antimicrobial composites have been heavily researched and successfully transitioned into commercial products, yet the question of whether their mechanical properties can be tuned while engineering additional multifunctionality had not been addressed for 3D-printing applications before this study. We demonstrate that by using a solvent treatment method for filament feedstock fabrication, homogenous composites can be developed for 3D-printing applications. High weight percent loading (10–30 wt%) of TiO$_2$ and ZnO ceramic fillers into PLA filaments was achieved to imbue antimicrobial characteristics, and PEG was added to control the mechanical properties as well as allow pathways for further biological modifications.

By fabricating the filaments using the process described in this study, homogeneous materials were created that can be used for FFF. Thermal phase behavior and stability demonstrated that the composite filaments will soften during the 3D-printing process and survive at elevated temperature regimes. Indeed, all the composite filaments are stable up to 200 °C, which is suitable for FFF regimes. Furthermore, the filaments with TiO$_2$ resulted in being more thermally stable than those with ZnO, where a 60 °C difference was observed. Additionally, the mechanical behaviors can be tuned based on ceramic filler loading and types and via the inclusion of PEG. This is demonstrated by the inclusion of 10 wt% PEG generally reducing the maximum stress of a by 35–50%, while dramatically increasing and decreasing the maximum elongation and Young’s modulus, respectively, in some cases. Finally, incorporating ceramic fillers significantly reduced pitting and
degradation on PLA filament surfaces due to microbial activity. PEG did not affect the antimicrobial properties of the ceramic/PLA composites, so it can be added solely to alter the physical material properties. Our study thus expands the range of functional materials for FFF and advanced manufacturing.
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Chapter 5 Tuning the Thermomechanical Properties of 3D Printed Radiation

Shields

5.1 Introduction

As the world advances in additive manufacturing and materials science, many forms of 3D printing are being researched with regard to materials development and macroscopic part fabrication. Indeed, major progress in vat polymerization [1,2], selective laser melting [3,4], and direct ink writing (DIW) [5–7] has demonstrated the variety of means in which advanced composites can be used to construct geometries and structures that traditional manufacturing techniques have difficulty fabricating. DIW 3D printing, a technology under the ISO/ASTM 52900:2015 category of material extrusion, includes ink jet printing [8–10], micropen writing [11,12], fused filament fabrication (FFF) [13–15], hot-melt extrusion [16,17], and robocasting [18,19] and is especially useful because of the wide array of material selection available and the continued development which increases the capabilities of these techniques. DIW, in particular, is especially suitable for advanced materials capabilities due to its range of ink formulations and versatility in part extrusion and curing. Customarily, DIW refers to the 3D printing technique where a shear-thinning fluid, ink, or paste is extruded through a nozzle and possesses a high enough storage modulus to build a part layer by layer. Additionally, these extrusion methods also allow for numerous hardening regimes such as UV curing, elevated temperature curing, freeze drying, and other means, which increases the possible range of new materials that can be 3D printed. Examples include aerogels and foams developed from ceramics and carbonaceous materials [20–23], synthetic bone and osteoinduction scaffolds [24–27], smart magnetoresponsive devices [28–30], and more. Thus, DIW lends itself to immense
materials development exploration and can result in a variety of specialty parts for many applications.

One area that would benefit from the advances in manufacturing science that DIW offers is that of radiation shielding. Since commercial nuclear power has become more widespread, ionizing radiation in the form of gamma rays and neutrons has been attenuated with large blocks of concrete, lead, or boron [31–33]. Additionally, some high-Z elements such as gadolinium and tungsten were and are still used for gamma radiation shielding [34,35]. Recently, more precise radiation shielding materials have been developed such as glasses and amorphous alloys for use in other nuclear technologies such as radiation protection and medicine [36–38]. The advancement in this area of materials development has also occurred with 3D printing technology, where filaments for FFF and inks for DIW have been created in contemporary research [14,39–44]. Indeed, the merging of the two fields of nuclear technology and advanced manufacturing proves especially prolific and rewarding due to the unique part fabrication that 3D printing offers, where commercial entities have begun selling radiation shielding material specifically for additive manufacturing technologies. Although at the nascent stage where much materials research and development needs to occur, this nevertheless represents a growing endeavor due to the continued and increasing interest in nuclear energy, nuclear medicine, nuclear waste storage, high-energy physics, and space exploration [35,45–48].

With regard to 3D printing, there are two large factors that imbue a final product with its material properties. These are the basic characteristics of the constituent components and the auxiliary characteristics of the macroscopic structure, which provide the essential and specialty qualities of a material, respectively. The former factor is shared
with traditional manufacturing techniques, but the latter is given by how the material is printed with whichever 3D printing technology is used. Thus, besides the rapid prototyping and part development that are manufacturing advantages, 3D printing technologies offer hierarchical structural properties. Examples of these can be geometries that are impossible or near impossible to fabricate with traditional manufacturing techniques, where shape, hollowness, and porosity combine to allow parts with precise customized material properties [49–54]. By controlling the shape, hollowness, and porosity of an additively manufactured product, transport properties such as diffusion, thermal conductivity, and mechanical response can be governed [55,56].

In this work, various ink formulations were developed for DIW 3D printing that behave as radiation shields and possess tunable thermomechanical properties. Using a base formulation with two siloxane copolymers and a platinum catalyst that enables a curing reaction based on elevated temperatures, fillers such as fumed silica, tungsten, tungsten (VI) oxide, gadolinium (III) oxide, and boron were incorporated into 3D printable inks. Rheological properties of a representative sample of the inks were evaluated, and an empirical relationship was developed that provides a model for the upper limit on the spacing ratio, a lattice parameter, during 3D printing. Compressive strain and thermal conductivity measurements of the printed structure demonstrated that there is a correlation between porosity and thermomechanical properties. Additionally, thermal stability experiments showed that the radiation shielding ink formulations can be used in environments at much higher temperatures than a regular ink which controls for just rheology. Neutron radiography experiments provided evidence that the printed formulations attenuate ionizing radiation. Finally, heterogeneous printed parts were
produced using two different ink formulations to demonstrate that the capabilities offered by this technology allow for greater materials development precision than traditional manufacturing.

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Materials

The siloxanes that composed the polymer network included vinyl-terminated (4–6% diphenylsiloxane)-dimethylsiloxane copolymer (PDV–541) and trimethylsiloxy-terminated methylhydrosiloxane-dimethylsiloxane copolymer (HMS 301), both from Gelest (Gelest, Inc., Morrisville, PA, USA). A cure inhibitor in the form of 1-ethynyl-1-cyclohexanol was used (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) (Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), and crosslinking was induced with a high-temperature platinum catalyst (platinum carbonyl cyclovinylmethylsiloxane complex; 1.85–2.1% Pt in cyclomethyl vinyl siloxanes) (Gelest, SIP6829.2). An OH-functionalized fumed silica (Evonik Aerosil 300) (Evonik Industries AG, Essen, Germany) and PDMS-functionalized fumed silica (CAB-O-SIL TS-720) (Cabot Corporation, Boston, MA, USA) were incorporated into the polymer matrix. Boron, tungsten, tungsten (VI) oxide, and gadolinium (III) oxide powders, supplied by American Elements (American Elements, Los Angeles, CA, USA), were used as fillers in the formulation. Isotopically enriched B10 was supplied by 3M (3M Company, Saint Paul, MN, USA). Isopropanol (IPA) was supplied by Thermo Fisher Scientific (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Ultra-high purity nitrogen was supplied by Airgas (Airgas, Padnor, PA, USA).
5.2.2 Formulation Development and 3D Printing

Stable and 3D-printable inks depend on the formulation exhibiting specific rheological properties. In particular, the ink needs to exhibit shear thinning; it must flow when a force is applied and remain stiff otherwise. This is especially the case once the ink is printed into a part where it must support its own weight and not collapse. This specific non-Newtonian rheological characteristic was imparted to the polymer matrix by incorporating fumed silicas, whereby varying the amount of fumed silicas allowed the rheological properties to be tuned. PDMS-functionalized fumed silica, referred to in this study as TS720, acted as an inert filler which solely provided shear thinning characteristics. OH-functionalized silica, referred to in this study as A300, behaved as a filler that could form hydrogen bonds, thus providing both shear thinning characteristics and increasing the amount of physical crosslinks in the network. The vinyl-terminated copolymer, referred to in this study as PDV, was always added in a 9:1 w/w ratio with the trimethylsiloxy copolymer, referred to in this study as HMS, which was found in previous work to attenuate radiolysis and prevent crystallization [39,57]. Metal and ceramic fillers were sieved (Gilson Company, Inc., Lewis Center, OH, USA) so the particle size distributions had an upper limit of 53 µm.

To begin producing formulations, an ink containing only silica as a filler was first developed and studied. Increasing the weight percent of silica resulted in a more viscous ink. Due to the nature of DIW 3D printing, a requirement of the formulation is that it remains stiff and rigid while under the force of gravity, but when a sufficiently high force is applied, it becomes liquid-like and flows. It was found that when the OH-functionalized fumed silica (A300) content was under 10 wt%, the DIW formulation flowed even without
an applied force, thus making it unusable for printing. At 10 wt%, the ink was viscous enough and could be printed successfully. Rheological experiments were performed on this recipe to determine its equilibrium storage modulus, yield stress, and flow point. After this formulation was characterized, other fillers were incorporated to develop new recipes. Using amounts of 50 wt% non-SiO$_2$ filler, the fumed silica content was modified to obtain similar rheological properties to the 10 wt% silica recipe.

Although the PDMS-functionalized silica (TS720) increased the rheological properties of the ink enough to where printing was possible, the printed layers of the final part had an excessive amount of slumping and thickness deviations. Additionally, larger amounts of TS720 were required to achieve adequate rheology for printing, which led to fewer amounts of other fillers added and to the inks being too dry to adhere onto the glass plates where printing occurred. This was remedied with IPA, where, by adding 10–20 wt%, the solvent swelled the polymer matrix and allowed for high amounts of filler to be incorporated and produce an adequate print. Unfortunately, during the high-temperature curing process at 150℃, cracks were formed in the final part, and it appeared that while varying the amounts of all the components led to more or less defects, flaws were always present in the end. This is inferred to be due to the IPA evaporating and leaving mesoscale pores of non-uniform size and morphology within the struts, which was confirmed when viewed under a confocal digital microscope. While this hierarchical porous architecture is an area of further research, and continued pursuit could be beneficial towards other applications, this study wanted to focus on denser printed pads for radiation shielding. As such, TS720, with its lack of hydrogen bonding, was not used further in this study. Moving forward, A300 was the silica of choice, which did not require the use of IPA.
Once the resins were formulated and mixed for DIW printing, they were transferred into a metal syringe (EMO-XT printer head, Hyrel 3D) (Hyrel 3D, Atlanta, GA, USA) and then centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 1–2 min to remove any air bubbles. A MATLAB script was created to generate a Gcode with varying amounts of spacing and geometries. Repetrel software (Hyrel 3D) was used to control the printer and ran at a travel rate at 2250 mm/min, with the material flow rate at 150 pulses/μL onto a glass substrate from the build stage. The geometries of the 3D parts were disks possessing a diameter of 5 cm and consisted of eight layers with each layer organized in a faced-centered tetragonal (FCT) structure. Four different spacings between the printed struts (500 μm, 750 μm, 1000 μm, and 1500 μm) were used for tuning the thermomechanical properties and were cured in an oven at 150°C for 2 hours.

5.2.3 Material Characterization Techniques

Rheological experiments on a representative sample of ink formulations were conducted on a TA Discovery Series Hybrid Rheometer DHR-3 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) using a 25 mm cross-hatched parallel plate fixture geometry. Strain sweeps were performed from 0.001% to 10% strain at an angular frequency of 10 rad/s to determine the extent of the linear viscoelastic region of the samples. The sample containing boron and gadolinium (III) oxide (B/Gd₂O₃) was run from 0.00025% to 0.5% at an angular frequency of 1 rad/s. Stress sweeps were performed from 10 to 10,000 Pa at an angular frequency of 10 rad/s. The equilibrium storage moduli $G^{′}_eq$ for the samples were determined from the plateau of the stress sweeps in the linear viscoelastic region. The yield stress $σ_y$ was determined from the intersection of lines formed from the storage moduli of the linear viscoelastic region and the beginning of the nonlinear viscoelastic region. The
flow point is the stress at which the storage and loss moduli cross or intersect. Based on calibration testing from the manufacturer and comparative measurements, the error associated with this instrument and the resulting values are less than 1%.

Uniaxial compression tests were performed using an INSTRON® 3343 Low-Force Testing System (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) with the BlueHill Universal software. Each printed sample was compressed for 4 cycles at a rate of 0.05 mm/sec through the stress range from 0 to 0.4 MPa. The cyclic stress–strain curve and the Young’s modulus were reported from the fourth cycle to minimize the Mullins effects. Based on calibration testing from the manufacturer and comparative measurements, the error associated with this instrument and the resulting values are less than 1%.

Thermal conductivity was performed by a TA Fox 50 Heat Flow Meter (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Compressed air flowed to the instrument at 60 psi in order to pneumatically compress the samples between two thermally responsive plates. The protocol included nine temperature regimes where the upper and lower plates had a temperature difference of 10 ℃, starting with the plates equilibrating to 20 ℃ and 10 ℃, and ending with the plates equilibrating to 100 ℃ and 90 ℃. Based on calibration testing from the manufacturer and comparative measurements, the error associated with this instrument and the resulting values are less than 3%.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a TA Q Discovery 2000 series TGA instrument (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). The protocol included ramping the surrounding temperature of a sample weighing approximately 5 mg from 25 to 750 ℃ at a heating rate of 10 ℃/min. Ultra-high purity nitrogen flowed across the sample at a rate of 40 mL/min. The onset of thermal degradation $T_{d5\%}$ was taken as the
temperature at which a sample lost 5% of its mass (or possessed 95% of its mass remaining). The decomposition temperatures $T_{dMax}$ are those temperatures at which the derivative TGA curves (DTGA) are at a local maximum. The final mass $m_f$ is the residual mass of the sample after the temperature protocol has been executed. Based on calibration testing from the manufacturer and comparative measurements, the error associated with this instrument and the resulting values are less than 1%.

The magnified and cross-section views of the sample images were taken from a confocal digital microscope (Keyence VHX-6000) (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) and micro X-ray fluorescence (MXRF) (Bruker M4 Tornado) (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). Magnifications of 20x, 30x, and 100x were used to investigate the network of the resulting 3D-printed pads. Measurements of the printed struts were obtained from the Keyence analysis software. Elemental color maps were generated from MXRF images using the instrument software. The acquisition parameters included an X-ray tube operating at 50 kV and 200 μA, a spectrometer operating at 40 keV and 130 kcps, a spot size of 20 μm, a dwell time of 5 ms per pixel, and a step size of 10 (cross-section) by 20 μm (top down).

Advanced neutron radiography was performed at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) via energy-resolved neutron imaging (ERNI). Neutrons in the energy range from 0.001 to 100 eV (epi-thermal to thermal) pulsed at 20 Hz at printed samples, which were in front of an ultra-fast MCP-Timpix neutron imaging detector. Details can be found in our previous work [39]. In the resulting radiographs, lighter images correspond to more neutrons hitting the detector, whereas darker images correspond to less neutrons hitting the detector, providing a qualitative measure of the neutron attenuation abilities of
the printed radiation shields. It should be noted that the neutron background at thermal energies was not well characterized during the ERNI experiments. Without proper background characterization, quantitative comparisons are more difficult to perform. That stated, the qualitative assessment using this technique provides ample evidence of successful neutron attenuation.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Rheology

When developing ink formulations with A300, incorporating a single metal or ceramic filler that was denser than boron (tungsten, tungsten (VI) oxide, and gadolinium (III) oxide) at 50 wt% was printable with 4.5 wt% fumed silica. To confirm that these formulations matched the 10 wt% silica formulation, rheological experiments were performed on the tungsten and tungsten (VI) oxide recipes. These strain and stress sweep experiments validated that the amount of silica and other fillers demonstrated similar rheological properties to the 10 wt% silica formulation. As boron is less dense than the other metals and ceramics, a recipe containing 50 wt% boron will correspond to a greater volume percent than the others. Thus, the silica content needed to be further reduced. It was found that incorporating 1.5 wt% A300 with boron led to the desired rheological properties. Following the success of developing and 3D printing the boron formulations, combinations of the metals and ceramics were made into recipes. Specifically, B/Gd$_2$O$_3$ and B/Gd$_2$O$_3$/WO$_3$ formulations were created with a combined 70 wt% non-SiO$_2$ filler content. A similar silica content was found to result in successful recipes, and rheological experiments were performed on the 40/30 wt% B/Gd$_2$O$_3$ formulation. The equilibrium storage modulus was found to be greater than the others; however, the linear viscoelastic
region, yield stress, and flow point were in similar ranges, and the ink could be successfully 3D printed. The formulations developed for this study, along with their filler weight and volume percent, and density, are presented in Table 5.1. The densities of the inks $\rho_{\text{ink}}$ were determined from the weight fractions of the constituent components $w_i$ and their individual densities $\rho_i$ using Equation 5.1.

$$\rho_{\text{ink}} = \frac{1}{\sum \frac{w_i}{\rho_i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 5.1}

Table 5.1: The formulations developed and their densities along with the weight and volume percent of each filler component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>SiO$_2$</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>WO$_3$</th>
<th>Gd$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Density (g/cm$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>10/4.3</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>4.5/3.6</td>
<td>50/5.2</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>2.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO$_3$</td>
<td>4.5/3.3</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>50/12.9</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>4.5/3.3</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>50/12.4</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.5/0.9</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>50/30</td>
<td>1.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Gd$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>1.5/1.2</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>30/8.1</td>
<td>40/33.7</td>
<td>1.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Gd$_2$O$_3$/WO$_3$</td>
<td>1.5/1.2</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>20/5.6</td>
<td>10/2.7</td>
<td>40/33.7</td>
<td>1.995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strain and stress sweep rheological experiments were performed to determine when the ink formulations cross from the linear viscoelastic region to the nonlinear viscoelastic region. The storage moduli, taken during the stress sweep experiments, of the inks are shown in Figures 5.1 (a) and (b), which present the storage and loss moduli of the W formulation taken from the stress sweep experiment, where the flow point, which is the stress at which the storage and loss moduli cross or intersect, can be observed. Storage and loss moduli curves are shown for the all ink formulations that underwent rheology experiments are presented in the Appendix as Figure A.2. The equilibrium storage
modulus, yield stress, and flow point values for the ink formulations tested in rheology experiments are presented in Table 5.2. The values demonstrate similar rheological properties and an ability of the inks to be successfully 3D printed with the motor capabilities of the DIW printer used.

![Rheological experiments showing (a) the storage modulus of the linear viscoelastic region and beginning of the nonlinear viscoelastic region of a representative sample of ink formulations, and (b) the loss and storage moduli of the W formulation until the flow point.](image)

**Figure 5.1: Rheological experiments showing (a) the storage modulus of the linear viscoelastic region and beginning of the nonlinear viscoelastic region of a representative sample of ink formulations, and (b) the loss and storage moduli of the W formulation until the flow point.**

**Table 5.2: Rheological properties of a representative sample of ink formulations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Equilibrium Storage Modulus ($G'_{eq}$) (Pa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress ($\sigma_Y$) (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow Point (Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>55470</td>
<td>3650</td>
<td>4610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>42600</td>
<td>3390</td>
<td>3900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO$_3$</td>
<td>57400</td>
<td>2940</td>
<td>4480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>78720</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Gd$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>2277190</td>
<td>5330</td>
<td>11050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5.3.2 3D Printing**

Using the ink formulations, cylinders in the form of disks were 3D printed with increasing amounts of introduced porosity. Figure 5.2 shows 3D printed cylinders of the formulations detailed in this study. Printing with well-defined porosity was accomplished
by varying the spacing ratio $\eta = \frac{L}{d}$, which is the ratio of the center-to-center distance between adjacent struts $L$ to the diameter of the printed struts $d$. Cylinders were printed with spacing ratios of 2, 3, 4, and 6. As the printing nozzle measured 250 $\mu$m in diameter, which corresponds to the diameter of the struts, the spacing ratio corresponds to center-to-center distances between adjacent struts of 500, 750, 1000, and 1500 $\mu$m.

**Figure 5.2: 3D-printed cylinders of the ink formulations detailed in this study.**

Considering the theoretical model relating the porosity of a structure with an $FCT$ geometry to the spacing ratio (presented in the Appendix), taking the limit yields a theoretical porosity as a function of the spacing ratio, which is presented as Equation 5.2. Using the calculated densities of the ink and measuring the densities of the 3D printed cylinders structured with $FCT$ geometries $\rho_{structure}$, the actual porosities of the cylinders were calculated using Equation 5.3. A graph of the porosity of the printed parts plotted against their spacing ratio is presented in Figure 5.3 along with the theoretical porosity.

$$\phi_{FCT}^{\infty} = \lim_{n \to \infty} \phi_{FCT} = 1 - \frac{\pi d}{4L} = 1 - \frac{\pi}{4\eta} \quad \text{Equation 5.2}$$
\[ \varphi_{FCT} = \varphi_{\text{structure}} = 1 - \frac{\rho_{\text{structure}}}{\rho_{\text{ink}}} \] 

Equation 5.3

Figure 5.3: Porosities of the printed formulations at varying spacing ratios, with microscopy images of WO₃ at (a) 500 µm or η = 2; (b) 750 µm or η = 3; (c) 1000 µm or η = 4; and (d) 1500 µm or η = 6; and (e) comparing the porosities of the printed samples along with the theoretical 3D-printed porosities.

5.3.3 Relating Rheology to Printing

It is worth pointing out that all the cylinders exhibit porosities less than the theoretical porosity, thus demonstrating that Equation 5.2 is an upper limit. This can be observed more distinctly when comparing the side views of some of the printed cylinders. An example is Figure 5.4, which shows side views of printed SiO₂ and WO₃ samples. Notice in Figure 5.4 (a) that the SiO₂ lattice structure is aligned such that there do not appear to be deviations, while in Figure 5.4 (b), the WO₃ lattice has some bending or deflections in the printed struts.
Previous researchers have attempted to capture this phenomenon with a variety of theoretical, phenomenological, and empirical models, where the properties of the ink formulation relate to the printed lattice structure. Smay et al. correlated deflection in a strut with the distance between struts across a variety of ink formulations at different pH values and provided a criterion for the storage modulus [50]. The relevant values for the ink formulations in this study were placed in this criterion, which was not found to accurately predict the printing behavior. M’Barki et al. also developed a model that incorporated other variables such as the yield stress, print height, and capillary forces; however, it did not relate these to the spacing ratio of the lattice structure [58]. Chan et al. tested the rheology of some inks against their printability and came to the same conclusion [49] for the two models studied. To move the discussion forward, Chan et al. proposed an empirical relation between the equilibrium storage modulus, recovery of the storage modulus after shearing, and the yield stress. A constant derived from a linear discriminant function was able to separate the ink formulations into those that slumped upon printing and those that printed
well; however, this model does not correlate the ink rheology with the printability of a lattice structure based on the spacing ratio. Therefore, the ink formulations in this study were used to inform another model that can relate rheology and printability.

To understand the deflection behavior observed in Figure 5.4, an appropriate model can be constructed by considering the simplified scenario of a beam with supports on either end. This is a standard problem in civil engineering, where it can be assumed that a beam is supported by the two orthogonally printed struts below it, and there are no layers printed above. Thus, the length of the strut is the center-to-center distance between the struts below $L = \eta d$, and the only acting force $F$ is gravitational. The deflection $\delta$ that the beam experiences is a function of the force, beam length, Young’s modulus of the ink $E$, and the moment of inertia $I$ of a cylinder rotated about its axial direction, which is shown in Equation 5.4. Considering the deflection as a percentage of the beam diameter $\delta = \alpha d$ and rearranging all the numerical constants on one side and all the variables on the other side result in Equation 5.5.

$$\delta = \frac{FL^3}{48EI} = \frac{\rho g \pi d^2 L^4}{48E \frac{\pi}{64} d^4} \quad \text{Equation 5.4}$$

$$3\alpha = \frac{\rho g \eta^4 d}{E} = (E^{-1} \rho g)(\eta^4 d) \quad \text{Equation 5.5}$$

This model demonstrates which material properties are important towards understanding beam deflection with supports on either side. Building up this model to describe an entire printed lattice can be conducted in a phenomenological way by utilizing similar variables to those in Equation 5.5; however, instead of evaluating the deflection of a single beam, the relationship between the ink properties and overall lattice structure can
be investigated. As Young’s modulus is a measure of an elastic material and the ink is viscoelastic, conceptually equivalent material properties that describe the system should be used instead. Young’s modulus is the stiffness of a material in the linear viscoelastic region, meaning a commensurate property to determine the stiffness of the inks would be the equilibrium storage modulus. Indeed, others have shown that the storage modulus and yield stress are correlated with the layer shape retention of deposited layers [44,51]. Conceptually, this makes sense, where the lattice structure and its deviations should be able to be represented by the ink’s equilibrium storage modulus and yield stress, which describe how an ink prints and whether it can support itself. Using these, a variable referred to as the ink parameter was defined, \( K_{\text{ink}} = G'_{eq} \sigma_y^{-2} \rho_{\text{ink}} g \). To incorporate the printed structure itself, a variable called the lattice parameter was defined, \( \Psi_{\text{lattice}} = \eta^4 d \). The product of these two variables is a dimensionless quantity called the structure parameter in this study, which is given as Equation 5.6. This product, being dimensionless and of similar form to Equation 5.5, can provide an empirical determination on how the spacing ratio in a lattice and general printing properties can be related to the ink formulation attributes.

\[
K_{\text{ink}} \Psi_{\text{lattice}} = \left( G'_{eq} \sigma_y^{-2} \rho_{\text{ink}} g \right) \left( \eta^4 d \right) \quad \text{Equation 5.6}
\]

Notice from Figure 5.3 that the SiO\(_2\)-formulated cylinders are closest to the theoretical limit. Thus, the height of the printed SiO\(_2\) cylinders was used as an ideal for comparison purposes. Defining the thickness deviation of a printed cylinder \( t' = 1 - \frac{h_{\text{ink},\eta}}{h_{\text{SiO}_2,\eta}} \) in terms of the SiO\(_2\) print with the same spacing ratio, all the inks that had their rheological properties tested can be compared. Figure 5.5 (a) presents a graph plotting the thickness deviations against the logarithm of the structure parameters. The horizontal
straight line represents a thickness deviation at one standard deviation. Thus, all the points below the horizontal line represent printed samples that have heights within one standard deviation of the ideal height, which is represented by the SiO₂ prints. Likewise, all the points above the horizontal line represent printed samples that have heights less than one standard deviation of the ideal height. Thickness deviations above this line mean that the print failed and that the ink does not have the rheological properties to support the spacing ratio. Linear extrapolations were conducted for each formulation to relate the thickness deviation to the structure parameters. Finding each ink’s linear relationship led to the determination of the maximum spacing ratio \( \eta_{\text{max}} \), which is the spacing ratio that produces a print with the thickness deviation equal to one standard deviation. Each formulation thus had a set of coordinates \( (\eta_{\text{max}}, K_{\text{ink}} \Psi_{\text{lattice}}) \) that were plotted, and a logarithmic curve was fitted to the data. The resulting empirical relationship is given as Equation (7), where the structure parameters must be in the region between that of SiO₂ and the fitted model. Hence, this relationship demonstrates that based on the rheological properties of an ink, it can be determined how much spacing can be introduced during 3D printing for an FCT structure. Figure 5.5 (b) presents \( K_{\text{ink}} \Psi_{\text{lattice}} \) against the spacing ratio for the five formulations in which rheology was performed.

From these data, a printability profile was developed which shows regions of poor and good printability (Figure 5.6). Equation 5.7 defines the boundary of these regions, where good printability means that for a 250 \( \mu \)m nozzle printing an FCT part with a certain ink formulation, the resulting thickness will be within one standard deviation. A poor printability in this context means that the ink formulation will slump and have thickness deviations greater than one standard deviation. Using Equation 5.7, the ink parameter and
maximum spacing ratio are provided for the rheological-tested ink formulations in Table 5.3.

\[ K_{\text{ink}} \Psi_{\text{lattice}} \leq 2.7686e^{0.323\eta} + 5.056 \quad \text{Equation 5.7} \]

Figure 5.5: Determining how the structure parameters are related to spacing ratios, where (a) the thickness deviation is plotted against \( K_{\text{ink}} \Psi_{\text{lattice}} \), with a yellow line at the one standard deviation mark denoting whether a print was acceptable, and (b) \( K_{\text{ink}} \Psi_{\text{lattice}} \) plotted against the spacing ratio along with the model presenting the upper bound for the structure parameters.

Figure 5.6: Using a 250 μm nozzle and an FCT geometry, rheology-tested ink formulations were assessed based on their material properties and thickness deviations to determine Equation (7), which provides a regime for printability. Values below the upper limit in Equation (7) are in Region I (Good Printability), which is defined as minimal slumping and within one standard deviation. Values above the upper limit are in Region II (Poor Printability), which is defined as thickness deviations above one standard deviation.
Table 5.3: Ink parameters for the rheological-tested ink formulations and their maximum spacing ratios according to Equation 5.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>$K_{ink}$ (m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\eta_{max}$ (From Equation (7))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$4.345 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>$7.286 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO$_3$</td>
<td>$1.200 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$6.874 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Gd$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>$1.571 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.4 Thermomechanical Properties

Each of the printed cylinders underwent compressive strain testing, where the protocol utilized four compression and decompression cycles reaching a maximum load of 0.4 MPa. Taking the last cycle for data analysis, maximum compressive strains were determined and each sample’s Young’s modulus in the linear viscoelastic region was evaluated. Figures 5.7 (a) and (b) show these material characteristics plotted against the porosities of the measured samples, respectively. From Figure 5.7 (a), it appears that the maximum compressive strains are bound within a region and increase in proportion to the porosity. This phenomenon is intuitive, where greater porosity in a viscoelastic material means that during compressions, more void spaces are filled in with material. This phenomenon is similar to what can explain Figure 5.7 (b), where Young’s modulus can describe how stiff or flexible a material is before it deforms. When all the samples are plotted together, the graph appears sigmoidal, where above a critical porosity, there is a dramatic decrease in the stiffness. This point seems to be approximately $\varphi_c = 0.55$, where every formulation except for SiO$_2$ had at least one sample below this amount. Notice that samples with porosities less than the critical porosity exhibited a Young modulus between
0.45 and 0.7 MPa, while those samples with porosities greater than the critical porosity exhibited a Young modulus between near 0 and 0.25 MPa. As the maximum load during the compression cycles was 0.4 MPa, this means that samples with porosities above the critical porosity were maximally compressed.

Figure 5.7: Mechanical properties from compression testing as functions of sample porosity: (a) maximum compressive strain, and (b) Young’s modulus.

Thermal conductivity was explored in the formulations with 50 wt% metal or ceramic fillers, which include 3D-printed cylinders of B, W, WO₃, and Gd₂O₃. Figures 5.8 (a) and (b) present graphs of thermal conductivity against porosity and maximum compressive strain, respectively. The first observation from these figures is that thermal conductivity increases with porosity. As the maximum compressive strain and porosity are positively correlated, this means that thermal conductivity and maximum compressive strain should be positively correlated as well, which is demonstrated in Figure 5.8 (b). Additionally, the instrument that measures thermal conductivity applies a pressure of 60 psi ≈ 0.4 MPa and thus maximally compresses the samples with porosity greater than 55%. Therefore, greater contact is made between the printed layers, and heat can flow with fewer obstructions due to air voids. Another interesting point to take note of is how the thermal
conductivities in Figure 5.8 are clustered together. Notice that B cylinders exhibit greater thermal conductivity than the others. This is due to the volume percent of the B ink; although all the formulations possess 50 wt% metal or ceramic filler, boron is less dense than the other fillers, and thus its volume fraction is much greater. This contributes towards a greater percolation of boron particles, where at 30 volume%, the heat flow has a less obstructed path due to the siloxane matrix and silica filler. On the other side, tungsten has a much greater density than tungsten (VI) oxide or gadolinium (III) oxide; thus, the volume percent of the filler in the W formulation (5.2%) is less than that of the WO₃ (12.9%) and Gd₂O₃ (12.4%) formulations. This is overcome by the fact that metals, in general, have much greater thermal conductivities than ceramics, and this is indeed true when comparing tungsten (170 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹) to tungsten (VI) oxide (4.5 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹) or gadolinium (III) oxide (27 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹). Thus, despite the lower volume percent of the filler in W, the thermal conductivity is balanced out, and the W, WO₃, and Gd₂O₃ printed cylinders exhibit similar thermal conductivity values.

**Figure 5.8:** Thermal conductivity of 50 wt% metal- and ceramic-filled printed cylinders plotted against (a) porosity and (b) maximum compressive strain.
One aspect of this work that must be pointed out is the blatant difference between many types of porosities. Throughout the literature, it is well documented that as porosity increases, many transport properties such as thermal and electrical conductivity decrease. Thus, a distinction must be made for micropores, which are voids within the material formulation itself, either by initial or process design, and structural voids, which are voids not in the ink but in the overall lattice structure. Although both types of pores would contribute towards increasing the compressive strain and thus increasing thermal conductivity, 3D printing offers a way to directly tune the porosity due to structural voids and therefore control the thermomechanical properties.

To understand the thermal limits of the printed parts, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed. Both the TGA and derivative TGA (DTGA) curves are shown for the printed parts in Figure 5.9. Data concerning the onset of thermal degradation, temperature of thermal decomposition, and residual mass for the printed parts are presented in Table 5.4. The formulations that do not incorporate boron are presented in Figures 5.9 (a) and (b), where two distinct degradation peaks occur. One interesting aspect is that the onset of thermal degradation \( T_{d5\%} \) of the SiO\(_2\) formulation occurs at a lower temperature than the others. Indeed, there is a 40°C increase once the other fillers are added. Additionally, the residual mass of the parts with 4.5 wt% silica increases by 10 wt% when compared to the SiO\(_2\) formulation. Thus, the fillers increase the thermal stability of the ink. The first DTGA peak for all these printed formulations occurs around the same temperature, indicating the main pathway for thermal decomposition is unaltered. The TGA and DTGA curves for the samples containing boron are presented in Figures 5.9 (c) and (d). The B printed formulation demonstrates a 60°C increase in \( T_{d5\%} \) compared to the
SiO$_2$ printed formulation, and this value increases further when multiple fillers are added. The printed formulation that has the highest $T_{d5\%}$ is the B/Gd$_2$O$_3$/WO$_3$ ink, which is 15°C higher than the B/Gd$_2$O$_3$ ink and 130°C higher than the SiO$_2$ ink. Interestingly, the boron-containing printed parts exhibit only one main thermal decomposition peak, and it is shifted by an increase of 170°C. As this is only observed in the ink formulations with boron, this indicates that boron affects the pathway of thermal decomposition. Indeed, a similar phenomenon has been observed before, where Rallini et al. reported that a polymeric matrix incorporating boron carbide resulted in a substantial shift in thermal stability towards higher temperatures [59]. It was proposed that this behavior resulted from the conversion to boron oxide and the subsequent inhibition of oxidation of the polymer matrix. In addition to the shift in thermal stability, a decrease in residual mass was observed when comparing the B and SiO$_2$ formulations. The B printed parts exhibit a decrease in the residual mass, thus indicating that char products differ by way of B modifying the thermal decomposition chemistry. Overall, whenever fillers other than SiO$_2$ were used, an increase in thermal stability was observed. Additionally, boron-containing inks, especially the ink that incorporates neutron and gamma shielding components, demonstrate the highest thermal stability of all the formulations.
Figure 5.9: TGA curves for the 3D-printed cylinders: (a) weight percent for samples without boron; (b) derivative weight percent for samples without boron; (c) weight percent for samples with boron; and (d) derivative weight percent for samples with boron.

Table 5.4: Thermal stability properties of the 3D-printed formulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>( T_{d5%} ) (℃)</th>
<th>( T_{d5%} ) (℃)</th>
<th>( m_t ) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO(_2)</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO(_3)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd(_2)O(_3)</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Gd(_2)O(_3)</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Gd(_2)O(_3)/WO(_3)</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.5 Attenuation of Ionizing Radiation

Neutron radiography was performed on some printed samples to obtain a qualitative assessment of their ability to behave as radiation shields. Five ink formulations were used to print cylinders for this experiment: $\text{BN}; \text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3; \text{BN}/\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3; \text{B}^{10}/\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3$; and $\text{SiO}_2$. $\text{BN}$ in the formulations refers to natural abundance boron, which contains approximately 20% $\text{B}^{10}$ and 80% $\text{B}^{11}$. $\text{B}^{10}$ in the formulations refers to isotopically enriched boron, which is nearly 100% $\text{B}^{10}$. Besides the $\text{SiO}_2$, all the formulations had 50 wt% non-silica filler. The $\text{BN}/\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3$ and $\text{B}^{10}/\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3$ formulations contained 40 wt% boron and 10 wt% gadolinium (III) oxide. The qualitative results of the 2D radiography experiments are shown in Figure 5.10. The amount of light corresponds to the amount of neutrons that passed through the detector, which was being blocked by the printed cylinders. Thus, a lighter image corresponds to more neutrons passing through, while a darker image corresponds to less neutrons passing through. Therefore, the darker the image, the greater the printed cylinder behaved as a radiation shield. As it can be observed in the figure, the $\text{SiO}_2$ cylinder did not attenuate much at all, while the other printed samples attenuated a significant amount of incoming neutrons. As expected, due to $\text{B}^{10}$ being the isotope that absorbs neutrons, the $\text{B}^{10}/\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3$ sample provided the greatest shielding.
Figure 5.10: 2D radiographs, summed over all neutron energies from 0.001 to 100 eV, of printed samples. For the formulations besides SiO$_2$, the total filler content was 50 wt%. Lighter images correspond to more neutrons passing into the detector, while darker images correspond to a greater attenuation of incoming neutrons: (a) 50 wt% B$_N$; (b) open beam (no sample); (c) 50 wt% Gd$_2$O$_3$; (d) 40/10 wt% B$_N$/Gd$_2$O$_3$; (e) 40/10 wt% B$_{10}$/Gd$_2$O$_3$; and (f) 10 wt% SiO$_2$. All neutron-exposed pads were 3D printed using 500 um spacing.

After the neutron radiography experiments proved that the ink formulations performed successfully as shields, more carefully designed printed structures were developed to incorporate additional functionality. This was conducted by 3D printing multi-material heterogeneous cylinders using Gd$_2$O$_3$ and WO$_3$ inks. As a comparison, homogeneous parts were also fabricated. For the homogeneous parts, Gd$_2$O$_3$ and WO$_3$ were incorporated into the same ink formulation as already described and printed. Using X-ray florescence (XRF), a color map was generated, shown as Figure 5.11 (a), where the green coloration represents WO$_3$, and the white coloration represents Gd$_2$O$_3$. Observe that both colorations are superimposed, and thus the fillers exist in a homogeneous distribution.
within the printed part. This is in contrast to Figure 5.11 (b), where separate formulations of Gd$_2$O$_3$ and WO$_3$ were used to print a single part where they did not exist in the same space, thus exhibiting a heterogeneous distribution. Although multi-material 3D-printed structures have been explored [19], this further demonstrates that a single printed part for radiation shielding can be constructed from a variety of ink formulations to possess multifunctional characteristics.

Figure 5.11: 3D printing with formulations of WO$_3$ and Gd$_2$O$_3$ (a) in one ink to create a homogeneous part and (b) as separate inks to produce a heterogeneous part.

5.4 Conclusions

Radiation shielding DIW 3D printing formulations were developed, optimized, characterized, and used for 3D printing. Varying spacing ratios, which are the ratios of the center-to-center distance between adjacent struts to the diameter of the printed struts, were used when printing face-centered tetragonal (FCT) lattice structures. A height deviation was observed in the final printed cylinders when compared to the theoretical design, which was a result of the ink rheological properties. Previous models that correlate rheology and printability were found to not accurately predict the observations in this study, and as such, a new model was needed. Using beam deflection as a starting point for a model, an
empirical relationship was created that correlated the maximum printable spacing ratio with the structure parameter, which is defined as the product of the ink and lattice parameters. Thus, using this empirical model allows for the refinement of new ink formulations in the future by way of relating the rheological properties of an ink to the quality of its final printed structure.

By varying the spacing ratio of the printed cylinders, the thermomechanical properties of printed parts were able to be altered and thus characterized. Increasing the spacing ratio led to an increase in porosity, which results in an increase in the maximum compressive strain, a decrease in Young’s modulus, and an increase in thermal conductivity while compressed. Furthermore, the thermal stability of the samples was assessed, and it was found that incorporating fillers in addition to silica increased the thermal stability of the printed cylinders. When boron was used as a filler, the pathway of thermal decomposition was altered as well, leading to formulations that possessed much greater thermal stability than the other printed formulations.

Neutron radiography proved that the parts behaved successfully as radiation shields, and thus further developments and refinements can be made to the ink formulations for specific applications. Furthermore, heterogeneity in printing these radiation shields was tested, where an ink formulation combining WO₃ and Gd₂O₃ was used to print a homogeneous cylinder, and two different ink formulations, one containing WO₃ and the other containing Gd₂O₃, were used to print a heterogeneous cylinder. Using X-ray fluorescence (XRF), a color map of the elements was generated and demonstrated that the printed cylinders were indeed homogeneous and heterogeneous. Thus, this works provides
a foundation for further research into developing greater tunable DIW inks that can be used for multi-ink-specific heterogeneous 3D printing for a variety of specialty applications.
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Chapter 6 3D Printed Chromophoric Sensors

6.1 Introduction

As an engineered and high-performance silicone material, Sylgard 184 is used for many specialized applications such as micro-separations and diffusion[1-5], triboelectric nanogenerators (TENG)[6-9], tissue engineering[10-13], shape-memory and self-healing materials[14-17], and more. Many of the properties exhibited by Syglard 184 (which may be referred to in literature as poly (dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)) are due to the Si-O-Si bond, which gives flexibility to silicones, and to the ease of controlling the functional groups and side chains of siloxanes. Additionally, many new and enhanced characteristics can be imbued to Sylgard 184 by incorporating fillers and other polymers to create composite materials. Indeed, the facile ability to combine metals, ceramics, glasses, functionalized particles, and/or biomolecules into Sylgard 184 and develop distinct layers which can contain heterogeneous fillers makes it an incredibly versatile and popular polymeric system. Our team has previously worked on aspects of this, where composites were made using different types of Sylgard and fillers to alter the surface adhesion and thermomechanical properties[18, 19].

One class of composites that has been studied and heavily developed is that of Sylgard 184 sensors. Indeed, Sylgard 184 is an ideal candidate for sensing applications because of its selective permeability to gases, optical transparency, chemical inertness, and ease of patterning via soft lithography, casting, and other techniques. As such, quite a bit of research has explored Sylgard 184 in active and passive sensors such as lab-on-a-chip devices for biosensing[20-22], mecanoerotive devices, e.g. capacitive pressure (or
tactile) sensors[23, 24] and strain sensors[25, 26], and environmental sensors that can detect changes in temperature[27, 28], pH[29-31], relative humidity[32, 33], and certain gas species[34, 35]. In high-hazard occupations or areas where workers may be exposed to hazardous conditions, a device that produces an easy to see change can alert workers if a dangerous threat is immediately present. Such a sensor would need to have a long lifespan, function continuously and passively, and demonstrate an irreversible visual cue in order to protect people in situations with inherent risk.

Three hazards that could be present in high risk occupational areas include elevated temperatures, acidic chemical species, or basic chemical species. If a visual cue was available, such as a color change in a sensor, this could help alert workers if one of these hazards is immediately present. Compounds exist that do exhibit halochromic and thermochromic effects. Some of these include pure indicators such as thymol blue, bromothymol blue, phenolphthalein, methyl red, and methyl yellow as well as commercially available indicating paints. The pure indicators exhibit their halochromic effects through similar mechanisms, where protonation and deprotonation cause a macroscopic color change [36-38]. Thymol blue has been encapsulated in a siloxane matrix, where its surface area effects and sensitivity to pH was investigated [39]. Thymol blue has also been used to detect CO2 via pH in a europium polymer composite film [40, 41]. Bromothymol blue has been used with high density polyethylene (HDPE), ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), and silica to detect spoiled milk via pH changes [42] and combined with carbon nanotubes to detect epinephrine [43]. The well-known pH indicator phenolphthalein has been functionalized with formaldehyde and immobilized in diacetylcellulose to create an optical sensor [44] as well as electrospun with
poly(acrylonitrile-co-vinyl acetate) (PAN) in N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to develop halochromic nanosensors [45]. Besides being halochromic, methyl red exhibits excellent humidity sensing capabilities and research groups have inkjet printed composites of methyl red with graphene in-between inter-digital transducer (IDT) electrodes to develop highly sensitive devices [46, 47]. Additionally, the transesterification reaction of trisisopropanolamine and methyl red-amidopropyltrimethoxysilane (MR-APTMS) results in a colorimetric sensor that can detect Hg2+ in the micromolar levels [48]. Methyl yellow has found many uses in various sensors and devices, where one notable application is in the detection of formaldehyde via pH changes [49-51]. These compounds, along with some commercial indicating paints, could be used in the facile fabrication of passive environmental sensors that can alert workers if certain hazards are immediately present.

In this work, Sylgard 184 was used as the encapsulating network for halochromic and thermochromic indicators. Passive environmental chromophoric sensors were created and their performance was assessed via high temperature and liquid and vapor phase exposure to acidic and basic chemical species. Additionally, the composite sensors were enhanced by developing 3D printed Direct Ink Writing (DIW) formulations and subsequently printing devices with increased surface areas and porosity in order to create a better visual cue of any color change. Material properties of the sensors were investigated via solvent swelling, Shore A Hardness, and thermogravimetric analysis experiments.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 Materials

Dow SYLGARD™ 184 Silicone Elastomer was formulated from a base agent and curing agent, both of which were supplied by Ellsworth. Acid Detecting Paint and Base
Detecting Paint, referred to in this study as acid paint and base paint, respectively, were both purchased from RAMCO Manufacturing Company. Non-Reversible Single-Change Indicating Thermal Paint 155°C/311°F, referred to in this study as thermal paint, was purchased from TIPTEMP. Thymol blue, bromothymol blue, phenolphthalein, methyl red, and methyl yellow were purchased from ACROS Organics. TS-720 CAB-O-SIL fumed silica was purchased from Cabot Corporation. The liquids such as HPLC grade toluene, 1-propanol, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, ammonium hydroxide, and sodium hydroxide were supplied by Thermo Fisher Scientific. Ultra-high purity nitrogen was supplied by Airgas. All chemicals were used as received.

6.2.2 Formulation Development

Eight chromophoric indicators were investigated in this study. Three indicators were in paint form: acid detecting paint; base detecting paint; and non-reversible single-change indicating thermal paint 155°C. Throughout this study, these will be referred to as acid paint, base paint, and thermal paint, respectively. Acid paint changes color from yellow to red when its pH drops below 3. Base paint changes color from white to blue when its pH rises above 10. Thermal paint changes color from turquoise to green-gray when it is exposed to temperatures above 155°C for ten continuous minutes. Five indicators were in pure powder form: thymol blue; bromothymol blue; phenolphthalein; methyl red; and methyl yellow. The powders range in colors and can change acidic and basic solutions to varying hues depending on the pH of the solution, which are listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Solution pH and colors associated with the powder indicators in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Solution pH, Color</th>
<th>Solution pH, Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thymol blue [36]</td>
<td>&lt; 8, yellow</td>
<td>&gt; 9, blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bromothymol blue [38]</td>
<td>&lt; 6, yellow</td>
<td>&gt; 7, blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A ratio of 10:1 w/w of base agent to curing agent was used to make Sylgard 184. Using a THINKY ARV-310 planetary mixer, the indicator and base agent were mixed for two minutes at 2,000 rpm at a vacuum of 0.2 psi and then the curing agent was added using the same mixing settings. This resulting solution was then poured in molds and cured at 25°C for one week. Although Sylgard 184 cures and can be used within two days, full mechanical properties are not reached until one week after mixing. When making the 3D printing formulations, PDMS-functionalized fumed silica was incorporated into the base/indicator slurry to create a non-Newtonian shear-thinning fluid that was suitable for DIW 3D printing. The proportions of the 3D printing formulations included 15 wt% fumed silica.

Four different weight percents of the indicators were tested (0.5, 1, 5, and 10 wt%) and almost all exhibited the property of being successful as a sensor at all proportions. Table 6.2 lists the notation for the passive environmental sensors used in this study along with their components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tpS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + thermal paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bpS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + base paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + acid paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tbS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + thymol blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bbS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + bromothymol blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + phenolphthalein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mrS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + methyl red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myS184</td>
<td>Sylgard 184 + methyl yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.3 Material Characterization Techniques

While the chemistry of curing PDMS via the hydrosilylation reaction is well-known, if any of the bonds or functional groups of the indicators changed while in the Syglard 184 composite, then the sensor may not function as designed. To ensure that the composites had their components intact, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed on the samples. A ThermoScientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR instrument was used in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode with a diamond crystal reference and an average of 32 scans at a resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\) between 4000-525 cm\(^{-1}\). The stage was cleaned and a background spectrum was taken before each measurement.

Acid and base exposure experiments were performed as vapor and liquid phase tests. For the liquid phase tests, a single drop of each acid (hydrochloric acid and nitric acid, both at a pH of 0) or base (ammonium hydroxide at a pH of 12 and sodium hydroxide at a pH of 14) was placed on the surface of the samples. For the vapor phase tests, hydrochloric acid or ammonium hydroxide were placed in small open vials within a closed glass chamber along with a pH strip on the sidewalls of the chamber and a composite halochromic sensor located in the middle. The acids and bases were tested with pH strips for the liquid and vapor phase tests to ensure that the experiments did not yield false negatives or false positives for the sensors. Changes in color for the liquid and vapor phase tests were documented with respect to time using a stopwatch. Elevated temperature exposure experiments were performed for the tpS184 samples in an oven at 160°C. Enough tpS184 samples were placed in the oven so that they could be removed in 30 minute intervals.
Chromophoric behavior was assessed by performing ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometry on pristine and exposed samples. UV-Vis spectrophotometry experiments were conducted on an AvaSpec-ULS2048CL-EVO detector and a grating of 300 lines/mm, which has a range spanning 200-1100 nm. Natural light was used as a light source and spectra were obtained with measurements using the same darkness reference.

Solvent swelling experiments were used to evaluate the crosslinking of the polymer network in each sample. The composite passive environmental sensors were swollen to equilibrium in toluene for 24 hours at 25°C. After being swollen, the samples were gently patted dry to remove residual toluene before recording the swollen mass. The samples were subsequently dried at 25°C for 24 hours and then at 70°C for 48 hours under vacuum. Percent loss from the solvent is reported as the difference between the initial mass and the vacuum dried mass. The network swelling is reported as the difference between the fully swollen mass and vacuum dried mass. Densities were evaluated by measuring the initial masses and volumes. Each sample was run in triplicate and standard deviation is reported as the error.

By using the density and solvent swelling data, crosslink density values for the polymer composites can be determined. The Flory-Rehner equation for a phantom network was applied because it models the PDMS and toluene system well[54, 55]. The specific crosslink density $\rho_x$, in units of moles of crosslinks per gram of material, is the reciprocal of the average molecular weight of the polymer between crosslinks $M_C$, which was derived in previous work[56]. It is a function of the polymer volume fraction $\phi_p$, the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter $\chi$, the polymer density $\rho_p$ (which is taken as the density of the composite), and the molar volume of the solvent $v_{m,s}$ (for toluene, this value
is 106.2 mL/mol) (Equation 6.1). The polymer volume fraction was calculated from the network swelling $S$ and the densities of the polymer and solvent (Equation 6.2). Many groups have studied the interaction between PDMS and toluene and proposed that the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter can be modeled from the polymer volume fraction (Equation 6.3)[57].

$$p_x = \frac{1}{M_c} = \frac{\ln(1 - \phi_p) + \phi_p + \chi \phi_p^2}{-\frac{1}{2} \nu_m s \rho_p \phi_p^{4/3}}$$  \quad \text{Equation 6.1}$$

$$\phi_p = \left(1 + S \frac{\rho_p}{\rho_s}\right)^{-1}$$  \quad \text{Equation 6.2}$$

$$\chi = 0.459 + 0.134 \phi_p + 0.590 \phi_p^2$$  \quad \text{Equation 6.3}$$

Each composite’s resistance to indentation, or hardness, was assessed with a benchtop HPE II Zwick Roell Shore A durometer. Cylinders measuring 12 mm in height and 26 mm in diameter were used as durometry test samples. Each composite had three samples and two trials were conducted on each cylinder in different locations. Shore A Hardness values were averaged from these trials and the standard deviations are reported as the error.

To evaluate the thermal stability and decomposition of the composites, Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments were conducted using a TA Instrument TGA 550, Discovery Series. Samples weighing approximately 10 mg were subjected to a heating ramp of $10^\circ C/min$ until they reached $750^\circ C$ while in an inert nitrogen atmosphere flowing at 20 mL/min. The onset of thermal degradation, $T_{d5\%}$, is the temperature at which the residual mass is 95%. The decomposition temperature, $T_{dMax}$, is the temperature at which the
derivative curve (DTGA) is a maximum. The final residual mass, \( m_f \), is the mass percent that remains after the TGA experiment has ended.

Chromophoric composite sensors for 3D printing were formulated for DIW. 3D printing was performed using a Hyrel 30M printer and EMO-25 printer head along with the Repetrel software (all Hyrel products). A 250 \( \mu \)m nozzle was used with a travel rate of 2250 mm/min to extrude the material, which was programmed to have a flow rate of 150 pulses/\( \mu \)L. Finished printed parts were 5 cm diameter disks comprising eight layers of a staggered face-centered tetragonal (FCT) geometry with a 500 \( \mu \)m spacing between the centers of two struts. The parts were cured at 25°C for two days or at 150°C for two hours.

Magnified top and cross-section views of the samples were taken using a confocal digital microscope (Keyence VHX-6000). Magnifications of 20x – 150x were used to investigate the network of the resulting 3D printed pads. Measurement of the beams was obtained from the Keyence analysis software.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Sensor Performance

A top view of all the composite chromophoric sensors in this study is shown in Figure 6.1. The lowest and highest proportions of indicators (0.5 wt% and 10 wt%) were used in the figure to observe how the intensity of the initial colors could be distinguished.
Using the four different proportions of indicators (0.5%, 1%, 5%, and 10% by mass), liquid and vapor phase tests were conducted on all the samples except for tPS184, in which case elevated temperature experiments were performed. Generally, cylinders measuring 12 mm in height and 26 mm in diameter were used, but flat films measuring between 1 to 2 mm in thickness were also investigated. It was found that if a sensor worked for the vapor phase tests, then they successfully worked in the liquid phase tests.

While the liquid phase tests produced a more obvious change, vapor exposure represents a more difficult hazard to identify and mitigate in occupational scenarios,
therefore vapor phase tests were considered a better standard with which to compare the samples. Pristine specimen were placed in a container with a vial of a volatile acidic or basic solution for three minutes. The associated color changes of the 0.5 wt% sensors are shown in Figure 6.2 along with tpS184, which was subjected to 160°C for 45 minutes. Within a few seconds, apS184 began changing from orange to red. After three minutes, tbS184 changed from dark green to reddish violet. Although the color change is obvious when in certain light, the pristine and exposed tbS184 are both dark and it can be difficult to distinguish between the two in low-light conditions. Going from beige-yellow to a mossy green, bbS184 began visibly changing first at the rim after two minutes then slowly spread to the rest of the sample. Another interesting phenomenon occurred to bbS184 samples a day after both liquid and vapor exposure, where the specimen changed from mossy green to bright yellow and red. This has been observed in multiple samples across varying proportions. Therefore, a temporal color change phenomenon is exhibited in bbS184, where immediate basic species exposure results in a change to a green hue and in the days after exposure results in a yellow and red hue (see Figure 6.3). Like the apS184 samples, within a few seconds the myS184 specimen began changing color, however the color change was to a much darker red. After 45 minutes in an 160°C oven, the tpS184 samples changed from turquoise to greenish gray. Films with less than 5 wt% thermal paint and that were 1 mm thick did not exhibit a blueish hue and thus the color changing properties were not discernable. Films with 5 wt% thermal paint and between 1 and 2 mm thick showed a color change after 30 minutes. Therefore, thicker samples require more time for the thermal paint composite sensors to change color while also needing less indicator to be thermochromic. It should be noted that films made with the other indicators exhibited
enough of a color change to be distinguishable from regular Sylgard 184 for all indicator concentrations and thus could be used as sensors. Another important observation was that the exposed samples remained in their altered colored state without any signs of reversing to their pristine condition, even after a year following exposure. Additionally, the sensors were able to perform as intended after a storage period after a year, where the pristine samples changed color once exposed. Thus, these composite sensors demonstrate an irreversibility and long lifespan that aids in their passive behavior.

*Figure 6.2: Comparison of the color changes between pristine and exposed composite chromophoric sensors (0.5 wt%).*

*Figure 6.3: The temporal change of bbS184 one day after exposure.*
Three composites did not work for the vapor phase tests: bpS184; mrS184; and ppS184. Subjecting strong bases in the form of liquid droplets to the bpS184 samples also did not produce a color change. This indicates that bpS184 would not be applicable as a sensor for any of the concentrations. While mrS184 did not produce an observable color change during the vapor phase tests, an issue with the composite is that for all proportions made, mrS184 was too dark in hue to make accurate color comparisons. A similar phenomenon occurred with ppS184, except that the pristine coloring was light enough to discern that no color change transpired with vapor and liquid phase tests. To assess the color changes, ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometry was performed on the tpS184, apS184, tbS184, bbS184, myS184, and mrS184 samples. With a range spanning 200 – 1100 nm, UV-Vis spectroscopy provides a better determination on how the sensors exhibited their chromophoric behavior. Comparing the pristine and exposed samples demonstrated obvious changes for each sensing device (see Figure 4) by way of shifting, adding, or subtracting peaks in a spectrum. Furthermore, the spectroscopy data validated that some samples may be difficult to distinguish between pristine and exposed states. This includes tbS184 and mrS184, where the biggest peaks show a slight shifting towards larger wavelengths (approximately 700 nm) and a subtraction of the peaks shorter than 640 nm, which is not as drastic a change as the other sensors. Thus, while all of these specimen exhibit some chromophoric property, making the tbS184 and mrS184 sensors as a solid device does not prove to be feasible for detecting a color change with the unaided eye.
Indeed, vapor and liquid phase tests did not change the color of mrS184 samples dramatically enough to be able to distinguish the exposed from the pristine specimen. However, applying acidic solutions as droplets to the samples did reveal surface effects. The droplets were clear solutions when applied to mrS184 samples and quickly turned a dark yellow-orange hue. When the acidic solutions were wiped away, no visible markings were left on the samples, but the wipes retained a yellow-orange residue. This occurred with all proportions of mrS184. A similar phenomenon occurred with ppS184, except that the pristine coloring was light enough to discern that no color change transpired with vapor and liquid phase tests. When a basic droplet was applied to ppS184 samples, the liquid changed from clear to bright pink (see Figure 6.4). And similar to mrS184, wiping away
the liquid left no markings on the sample but a visible residue (bright pink) on the wipe. Thus, bpS184 exhibits no sensing properties while mrS184 and ppS184 exhibit only surface sensing when in contact with liquid drops of acidic and basic species, respectively.

![mrS184 ppS184](image)

*Figure 6.5: Surface sensing properties of mrS184 and ppS184. Observe that the sensors themselves did not change color but the clear liquid that was applied did.*

When liquid phase tests were performed, color-changing droplets were observed in a similar fashion to mrS184 and ppS184 samples. Droplets on tbS184 changed from clear to dark blue, those on bbS184 became light blue, and those on apS184 and myS184 became red. Therefore, all of these composites demonstrate surface sensing properties as well.

### 6.3.2 Sensor Material Characterization

FTIR spectra for the composites revealed that the signal from Sylgard 184 overshadows the peaks from the indicators. This makes sense considering that the composites are between 90% and 99.5% Sylgard 184, meaning that the vibrational modes of the indicators barely contribute to the overall spectra. That stated, no new peaks were observed, demonstrating that no chemical interactions occurred between the indicators and Sylgard 184 and thus the FTIR spectra reveal that the sensors are true composites.
In addition to the sensing properties the indicators imbue to the composites, other characteristics and material properties of Sylgard 184 were affected as well. Because the lowest mass fraction of indictors (0.5 wt%) worked well as composite sensors, the material properties were tested using these samples. As a starting point, the actual polymer network was investigated via solvent swelling in toluene. This allows for the evaluation of the network swelling and specific crosslink density using Equation 6.1. The densities of the 0.5 wt% samples were approximately 1.06 g/cm$^3$. As noted in previous literature, some mechanical properties correlate with the structure of the polymer network and its degree of crosslinking[56, 58, 59], thus the Shore A Hardness values for the samples are presented along with the network swelling values and specific crosslink densities for the sensors in Table 6.3. In general, solvent swelling is inversely related to the density of crosslinks in a network, so lower swelling values indicate that the crosslink density is greater. Reviewing Table 6.3, the values correspond to this relationship, where the largest network swelling values are from bpS184, apS184, mrS184, and myS184 (all above the network swelling value of 147% for Sylgard 184), which also exhibit the lowest specific crosslink density (all below 2.60×10$^{-4}$ mol crosslink / g material). Additionally, the least network swelling occurs in tbS184 (106%), which has the greatest specific crosslink density (almost 4×10$^{-4}$ mol crosslink / g material). Furthermore, a positively-correlated relationship between a material’s specific crosslink density and resistance to indentation (Shore A Hardness) is observed in Table 6.3. Based on how the indicators affect the material properties, the hardest composites, ppS184, tpS184, tbS184, and bbS184 (all above 40 ShA and above 3×10$^{-4}$ mol crosslink / g material), can be classified as reinforcing fillers and the softest
composites, myS184, bpS184, apS184, and mrS184 (all below 33 ShA), can be classified as plasticizers [60, 61]. Relevant data for regular Sylgard 184 is also included in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Solvent swelling properties and Shore A Hardness of the 0.5 wt% composite chromophoric sensors compared to Sylgard 184.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Network Swelling (%)</th>
<th>Specific Crosslink Density (mol crosslink / g material)</th>
<th>Shore A Hardness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tpS184</td>
<td>115 ± 3</td>
<td>3.60×10^-4</td>
<td>42.6 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bpS184</td>
<td>151 ± 2</td>
<td>2.52×10^-4</td>
<td>31.2 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apS184</td>
<td>149 ± 7</td>
<td>2.57×10^-4</td>
<td>31.2 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tbS184</td>
<td>106 ± 0</td>
<td>3.94×10^-4</td>
<td>42.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bbS184</td>
<td>122 ± 2</td>
<td>3.35×10^-4</td>
<td>41.0 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppS184</td>
<td>127 ± 2</td>
<td>3.27×10^-4</td>
<td>43.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mrS184</td>
<td>159 ± 3</td>
<td>2.44×10^-4</td>
<td>32.2 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myS184</td>
<td>149 ± 2</td>
<td>2.48×10^-4</td>
<td>30.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylgard 184</td>
<td>147 ± 1</td>
<td>3.16×10^-4</td>
<td>37.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the polymer network being similar for all the composites, swelling data can be used to compare the polymer-indicator interactions. If an indicator interacts well with the polymer chains, there would be additional bonding, which could lead to an increase in specific crosslink density. Thus, indicators that behave as reinforcing fillers interact with the polymer network. Otherwise, the indicators do not interact well within the polymer network, leading to a plasticizing effect. This can aid in understanding the resulting structure and mechanical properties, especially when comparing the composites to regular Sylgard 184. Thus, for similar indicator concentrations, the composites with the greatest specific crosslink densities (tbS184, tpS184, bbS184, and ppS184) exhibit the best interactions with Sylgard 184. Swelling experiments support this argument, especially when evaluating the mass loss percent, which assesses the extracts. Although at 0.5 wt%
concentration the composites had similar losses of 4%, the extracts of composites with low specific crosslink densities (plasticizers) turned toluene from clear to a translucent but deep coloration. Indeed, apS184 and myS184 turned toluene yellow-orange and mrS184 turned toluene red. The only composite with a low specific crosslink density that did not change the color of toluene was bpS184, which did not exhibit any sensing properties. This phenomenon of toluene changing color did not occur with the composites exhibiting a higher specific crosslink density (reinforcing fillers). Furthermore, when solvent swelling experiments were performed on 10 wt% sensors, the loss percent of the composites with good interactions remained at 4% while the composites with no interactions increased to 10%.

Understanding the applicable range of the sensors requires a knowledge of their thermal stability. Three measures of thermal stability allow for a broad understanding of their use, and they are the onset of thermal degradation $T_{d5\%}$, temperature of thermal decomposition $T_{dMax}$, and residual mass $m_f$. These thermal stability properties are given in Table 6.4. The composites fall within a 26°C range for $T_{d5\%}$ (400°C-426°C), which shows an improvement of at least 30°C compared to regular Sylgard 184 (a $T_{d5\%}$ of 370°C is demonstrated in our own laboratory results in and literature[56, 62, 63]). The $T_{dMax}$ of the composites is more varied, where the range spans 266°C (499°C-665°C). These temperatures correspond to the breaking of the main PDMS chain backbone, which occurs from 400°C-650°C[64-66]. In Sylgard 184 the largest thermal decomposition peak occurs around 540°C in a nitrogen atmosphere, which resides within the range of PDMS backbone decomposition. The thermal decomposition of the sensors, like Sylgard 184, exhibit multiple decomposition peaks within the described range, and despite their maximal peaks
varying with temperature they all fall within these bounds. Residual masses are lower than Syglard 184, which exhibits a final mass percent between 40-50%. Thus, thermal decomposition releases more volatiles from the sensors than Sylgard 184.

Table 6.4: Thermal properties of the 0.5 wt% composite chromophoric sensors compared to Sylgard 184.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$T_{d5%}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{dMax}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$m_f$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tpS184</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bpS184</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apS184</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tbS184</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bbS184</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppS184</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mrS184</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myS184</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syglard 184</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.3 3D Printing

Pads with FCT structure described in previous work[62] were successfully 3D printed using the formulation described in Section 2.2 (15 wt% fumed silica) with low (0.5 and 1 wt%) amounts of indicator (see Figure 6.5). A 3D printed FCT pad was also printed with 10 wt% thermal paint to make the color change more discernable. Like the casted cylindrical samples, the 3D printed sensors were cured at 25°C for two days. Additionally, some FCT pads were cured at 150°C for two hours to investigate how accelerated curing would affect the composites. Interestingly, the only visible difference between these two curing procedures was with tbS184 and bbS184, both of which exhibited a color change. While the room temperature cured tbS184 FCT pad was dark green like the casted cylinder, the sample cured at an elevated temperature was a deep violet color. For the bbS184, the
difference was a light pink hue when cured at an elevated temperature instead of a yellow-beige color when cured at room temperature. Although the bbS184 FCT pads had a low amount of indicator, the light pink hue was similar to a high weight percent loading bromothymol blue (which is a pink powder) as a casted cylinder (see Figure 6.1).

## Face-Centered Tetragonal Structure

![Top view](image1.png) ![Side view](image2.png)

*Figure 6.6: A 3D printed sensor with an FCT structure.*

Further interesting observations were made concerning the tbS184, bbS184, and mrS184 FCT pads. The first is that despite the varying curing regimes producing different colored tbS184 and bbS184 parts, they still exhibited a halochromic sensing property, as seen in Figure 6.6. The second observation is that the mrS184 parts were able to be distinguishable when exposed to acidic species. Indeed, by having some porosity an observable color change occurred, where the 3D printed sensor transitioned from dark red to dark violet after exposure to either hydrochloric acid or nitric acid. Similarly, 3D printed tbS184 was more readily distinguishable once exposed to basic species than its casted counterpart. The other 3D printed sensors also behaved well as chromophoric devices. The
increase in efficacy (being able to distinguish pristine and exposed tbS184 and mrS184) for the 3D printed sensors over the casted samples can be explained with an increase in surface area and porosity, which allows a greater amount of active sites and better visibility in any color change. Thus, 3D printed DIW chromophoric sensors allow for a broader range of materials to be used where traditionally manufactured composites are difficult to be applicable in less than ideal situations such as low-light scenarios.

![Figure 6.7: Comparison of the color changes in some of the 3D printed sensors – The sensors tb184 and bbS184 exhibited a color change when cured at an elevated temperature but it did not disrupt their sensing ability. Additionally, the porosity in the 3D printed sensors aided in providing a better visual cue for when tbS184 and mrS184 were exposed to basic or acidic chemical species, respectively.](image)

### 6.4 Conclusions

Chromophoric sensors were developed as composite materials using Sylgard 184 and various indicators. Paint-based indicators were acid detecting paint, base detecting paint, and non-reversible single-change indicating thermal paint 155°C. Powder-based indicators were thymol blue, bromothymol blue, phenolphthalein, methyl red, and methyl yellow. The sensors were fabricated using four different indicator proportions (0.5, 1, 5,
and 10 wt%) and it was found that if sensing properties were observable at all, they were observable for any of the four ratios investigated. Because of this ability for the sensors to successfully perform and change colors in the presence of stimuli, only 0.5 wt% indicator is necessary for applications investigated in this work. For actual sensing properties, bpS184 did not exhibit any halochromic behavior, ppS184 exhibited only surface sensing halochromic behavior via vapor exposure, and all the other composites demonstrated not only surface sensing behavior, but could respond to vapor and liquid phase exposures. Although the tbS184 and mrS184 composites did change color once exposed, as evidenced by the UV-Vis experiments, the sensors fabricated using the traditional manufacturing technique were difficult to detect with the unaided eye. Once the sensing devices exhibited a color change, they remained in the exposed state without reverting. Additionally, the samples could be stored for at least a year and still perform as intended. Therefore, these composite chromophoric sensors are passive and irreversible, allowing them to be demonstrate that a change in the immediate environment had occurred.

Probing the chemical structure of the composites revealed that no new chemical bonds were formed; therefore, the materials displayed additional properties to Sylgard 184. Additionally, solvent swelling experiments investigated the polymer network and demonstrated that tbS184, tpS184, bbS184, and ppS184 interacted well with Sylgard 184, forming additional crosslinks and increasing the mechanical properties while myS184, bpS184, apS184, and mrS184 did not interact with the polymer network. Thermal properties of the composites were evaluated as well, which demonstrated that the thermal stability and applicability of the sensors were similar.
The chromophoric sensors with 15 wt% fumed silica were 3D printed using DIW and were cured at 25°C for two days or 150°C for two hours. Varying the temperatures demonstrated that the materials were able to perform as sensors at these two curing regimes. Additionally, composites that were difficult to distinguish between pristine and exposed via a traditional casting method (tbS184 and mrS184) were easier to discern as printed sensors because of porosity. Thus, these passive environmental chromophoric sensors can be engineered into flexible and long-lasting customized shapes, which easily scale up and are cost-efficient to do so.
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Chapter 7 Long-Term Thermal Aging of Modified Sylgard 184 Formulations

7.1 Introduction

Sylgard 184 is commercial high-performance silicone elastomer comprised of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) and other silicon-based compounds originally developed by Dow Corning Corporation. Due to its optical transparency[1], thermal stability[2], mechanical advantages[3], and resistance to oxidation and hydrolysis[4], Sylgard 184 has been used as a potting material in numerous applications, spanning microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)[5, 6], electronic devices, and aerospace adhesives[7]. It is fabricated by mixing a prepolymer base (Part A), also referred to as the elastomer resin, and curing agent (Part B), also referred to as the hardener[8]. What separates Sylgard 184 from PDMS is that there are additional components other than the siloxane units in parts A and B. Besides siloxane units, the prepolymer base comprises a vinylated and methylated surface-modified silica filler component and vinyl-terminated and branched siloxane components[9]. The curing agent also contains linear and cyclosiloxanes, the modified silica filler, and platinum to catalyze the hydrosilylation reaction mechanism responsible for forming the crosslinked PDMS network. The hydrosilylation reaction entails Si-H groups interacting with vinyl moieties in the presence of a catalyst[10-12] to form new bonds between the two chemical groups. Once both parts A and B are mixed together, the polymer undergoes crosslinking and cures in 48 hours with full mechanical properties being demonstrated after a week[13]. Although the standard mixing ratio of 10:1 resin to hardener produces a material that exhibits hyperelasticity, high surface adhesion, and low Young’s modulus, these properties can be altered for a variety of applications by increasing or decreasing the mixing ratio[13, 14]. In
addition to altering the mixing ratio, many complementary products exist to change the viscosity and curing time[15]. Accelerating the curing time is routinely performed by curing at higher temperatures[16-18], however for many applications this approach is not feasible because the components surrounding Sylgard 184 could be heat-sensitive. One available commercial product, DOWSIL 3-6559 Cure Accelerator, which includes a platinum catalyst and oligomeric, vinyl-terminated PDMS, can accelerate the room-temperature curing of silicone rubbers. Although this commercial product exists, it is desirable to tune the kinetics of the hydrosilylation reaction with controlled additions of either well-defined vinyl or silane moieties to accelerate room-temperature curing.

In addition to understanding and altering the rate at which Sylgard 184 cures, evaluating the material performance over its lifetime is necessary for its safe and predictable use. Because of its ubiquity and wide range of applications, Sylgard 184, often referred to in literature as PDMS, has been extensively studied with regards to its material properties, including how its behavior changes when combined with fillers and other polymers to make composites. These span many cutting edge materials such as shape memory elastomers [19-24] and wearable electronics[25, 26]. Despite the plethora of research conducted on PDMS and PDMS composites, there has been much less focus on investigating how the performance of Sylgard 184 changes over time. Some work examining how aged Sylgard changes includes thermally aging chemically modified Sylgard 184[27], UV aging PDMS insulation[28], thermally aging resin-filled PDMS elastomers[29], humidity aging siloxane foams[30, 31], and gamma irradiation aging silicones[32]. Natural and induced aging can lead to device or application failure and could potentially introduce new hazards. One prevalent example involves volatile products from
siloxane compounds. Although it is well-known and documented within the literature and industry that hydrogen generation from silicon compounds could pose serious direct and indirect hazards[17, 33, 34], there have been no long-term studies quantitatively measuring hydrogen generation from PDMS. Furthermore, studies have not evaluated whether other volatiles are generated in the aging of PDMS. Instead, studies that probe volatile product generation of silicone compounds focus on induced thermal decomposition[35-41]. Additionally, while volatile gas evolution may pose a serious problem, of prime concern is how the material itself changes over its lifetime; yet there is much more literature on the short-term behavioral and property changes. Thus, volatile product generation taken together with long-term behavior of PDMS represents a significant gap in knowledge and literature.

The present study is an investigation aiming to solve the three problems that have been previously described. First, Sylgard 184 was modified with well-known compounds to accelerate the curing reaction at room temperature. Our team had previously worked on room-temperature curing of Sylgard 184, which resulted in finding that incorporating 0.1-0.3 wt% Ashby-Karstedt catalyst accelerated the curing time and improved the mechanical properties[13]. Additionally, we found that the incorporation of tetrakis (dimethylsiloxy) silane (TDS) (a siloxane-based silane crosslinking agent) was able to reduce the curing time significantly. Four different formulations of Sylgard 184, comprising a control and combinations of the Asbhy-Karstedt catalyst and TDS, were studied for their curing time and other initial properties. Second, thermal accelerated aging was performed on the formulations in isothermal conditions from 25℃ to 90℃ for up to twelve months. Long-term material performance was evaluated and modeled to predict behavior based on this
data. Third, headspace analysis was conducted on two of the formulations to determine which volatile components were being generated during aging. Inert and oxygen-rich atmospheres were used to probe how the surrounding environment might affect the materials’ properties. Chemical, mechanical, and thermal properties were investigated to produce a thorough assessment of the lifetime performance of Sylgard 184. Thus, this study is a novel investigation into the comprehensive, long-term aging behavior of Sylgard 184 and its fast-curing formulations.

7.2 Materials and Methods

7.2.1 Materials

Dow SYLGARD™ 184 Silicone Elastomer was formulated from a base agent and curing agent, both of which were supplied by Ellsworth. Ashby-Karstedt catalyst (platinum-cyclovinylmethyl- siloxane complex; 2% Pt(0) in cyclomethylvinylsiloxanes) was supplied by Gelest. Tetrakis (dimethylsiloxy) silane (TDS) was supplied by Gelest. Ultra-high purity nitrogen was supplied by Airgas. HPLC-grade chloroform and toluene were supplied by Thermo Fisher Scientific.

7.2.2 Sylgard 184 Formulations

A ratio of 10:1 w/w was used for the base agent and curing agent, respectively, to make the standard Sylgard 184 framework. All the samples were made from the same batch. It should be noted that the formulations must be made in a specific order. The TDS crosslinker and Ashby-Karstedt catalyst, when used in the formulations, are added to the elastomer base and curing agent, respectively. This is because of what they resemble in Parts A and B; TDS is chemically similar to the branched silane found in Part A while the Ashby-Karstedt catalyst is chemically similar to the cyclosiloxane and Pt found in Part B.
Incorporating the additional compounds into the unlike part will result in the hydrosilylation reaction occurring before the prepolymer base and curing agent are added, yielding a non-uniform elastomer matrix. The TDS and Ashby-Karstedt catalyst compounds were always added in proportion to the total mass of the standard Sylgard 184 framework. For the samples made in this study, the order (if the component was present) went: (1) TDS; (2) Elastomer base; (3) Curing Agent; and (4) Ashby-Karstedt catalyst.

This present study investigates the material properties regarding four different formulations of Sylgard 184 that are listed in Table 1. Once all the constituents were added together, the mixture was placed in a THINKY ARV-310 planetary mixer for two minutes at 2,000 rpm at a vacuum of 0.2 psi. After pouring the resulting blend into the desired mold, the polymer solution was cured in a 25℃ oven for one week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation Name</th>
<th>wt% TDS</th>
<th>wt% Ashby-Karstedt Catalyst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0pt2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pt1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pt2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: The formulations of Sylgard 184 used in this study.

7.2.3 Thermal Accelerated Aging

Determining long-term material performance and behavior of polymers has been investigated using the concept and methodology of thermal accelerated aging[42-48]. After samples had reached their gel point and fully cured, which was determined by rheology and the technical data sheet, respectively, in a 25℃ oven, they were grouped to be
thermally aged. Six ovens were kept isothermal at 25°C, 50°C, 60°C, 70°C, 80°C, and 90°C. Samples that did not have TDS added (Control and 0pt2 formulations) were placed in sealed canisters. Each non-TDS formulation was placed in an individual canister per oven above 25°C, which made up ten canisters. Samples were placed such that they did not have contact with the metal canisters. After they were securely sealed and fastened, the canisters had their air evacuated, creating a vacuum around $10^{-3}$ torr, and filled with ultra-high purity nitrogen to around 600 torr. An additional Control canister and 0pt2 canister went through the same process as described above with the exception that these two canisters were kept in air at atmospheric pressure and placed in the 90°C oven. Enough specimens were placed in the ovens that could be removed after aging for two, five, and twelve months. As an experimental note, two sample canisters for the 12-month aging Control (60°C and 70°C), leaked on their way to be analyzed and no mass spectrometry data could be recovered. Plots for the Control omit these two data points.

### 7.2.4 Chemical Characterization Techniques

Rheological measurements were taken with a TA Instruments Discover HR-2 Rheometer. For the gel point determination, a 25 mm parallel plate attachment was used with a gap height of 1000 µm. With a strain rate of 4% and a frequency of 10 rad/s, the system was kept isothermal at 25°C and the storage and loss moduli were measured as a function of time. The gel point, or working time, of the formulations was determined as the time elapsed from the beginning of the experiment until a crossover of the moduli was observed, where the loss modulus fell below the storage modulus.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to determine the functional groups of the materials. FTIR was performed using a Thermoscientific Nicolet
iS50 FTIR with an average of 32 scans at a resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\) between 4000-525 cm\(^{-1}\). The measurements were performed in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode with a diamond crystal reference. A background spectrum was taken before each measurement.

Contact angle measurements were used to determine how hydrophobicity changed over time. It has been shown that low molecular weight PDMS chains migrate to the surface, which has quickly rendered an altered hydrophilic surface into a hydrophobic one\[49\]. Static contact angle measurements were performed using a Drop Shape Analyzer (DSA30) from Krüss. An automated drop dispenser and deposition system was used to perform the measurements. A drop of 2 μL deionized (DI) water was dropped on the material surface and the static contact angle was then determined by the computer software. A minimum of four trials were performed on different parts of the sample surface and two samples from each formulation were tested, giving eight pairs of contact angles for each material. The reported values of static contact angle are an average and standard deviation of the measurements.

Solvent swelling and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) experiments were used to evaluate the crosslinking density and molecular weight of the non-bound extracts, respectively. Solvent swelling and GPC were performed using toluene and chloroform, respectively, which are good solvents for PDMS[6, 50-52]. For GPC, 5.5 ± 5 g of each sample was swollen in 20 g of chloroform for 24 hours at 25℃. After swelling, the excess solvent that was not absorbed by the polymer was filtered using a 0.22 μm PTFE filter and then analyzed using an Agilent Infinity II instrument, with a Shodex (K-805L) column, and Wyatt Technology detectors: Dawn multi-angle light scattering (MALS, 25℃) and Optilab refractive index (RI, 30℃). The instrument used 75 μL of each sample per experiment and
ran the material through the column at a rate of 1.0 mL/min. Data was analyzed using Astra Software. Values for the number average molar mass, $M_n$, weight average molar mass, $M_w$, and polydispersity, $D$, were obtained using the Debye model for light scattering and a refractive index increment $dn/dc = -0.0646$. For solvent swelling, Sylgard 184 and its modifications were swollen to equilibrium in toluene for 24 hours at 25°C[6]. Additional experiments were run to ensure swelling equilibrium would be attained. Control samples were swollen in toluene for 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 days and subsequently vacuum dried. All the samples had the same relative swollen mass and relative dried mass, thus confirming that swelling equilibrium is reached after one day. After being swollen, the samples were gently patted dry to remove residual toluene before recording the swollen mass. The samples were then dried at 25°C for 96 hours under vacuum.

Percent swelling from the solvent is reported as the difference between the fully swollen mass and initial mass. Percent loss from the solvent is reported as the difference between the initial mass and the vacuum dried mass. The network swelling is reported as the difference between the fully swollen mass and vacuum dried mass. Each sample was run in triplicate and standard deviation is reported as the error. Sample dimensions were 11.1 mm in diameter and 0.98 ± 0.1 mm in thickness.

The polymer volume fraction $\varphi_p$ was determined using the respective partial volumes of the polymer $V_p$ and solvent $V_s$. Because these values are not easily measured, the densities of the polymer $\rho_p$ and solvent $\rho_s$ were used along with the network swelling, $S$, to obtain the volume fraction, which is shown as Equation 7.1. This was used to evaluate the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter $\chi$ between PDMS and toluene, where many equations have been developed to describe the interaction parameter from
theory and experimental methods[52-57]. Searching through literature regarding swelling PDMS with toluene, the equation that best describes the systems in this study is a finite Taylor series as a function of the polymer volume fraction with values shown in Equation 7.2[58].

\[ \phi_p = \frac{V_p}{V_p + V_s} = \left(1 + S \frac{\rho_p}{\rho_s}\right)^{-1} \]  
Equation 7.1

\[ \chi = \chi_0 + \chi_1 \phi_p + \chi_2 \phi_p^2 = 0.459 + 0.134 \phi_p + 0.590 \phi_p^2 \]  
Equation 7.2

Using the interaction parameter along with the polymer volume fraction and molar volume of the solvent \( v_{m,s} \) the average molecular weight of the polymer between crosslinks \( M_c \) can be evaluated using a modified version of the Flory-Rehner equation. The standard Flory-Rehner equation is derived from thermodynamic interactions and treats the swollen polymer as a perfect network, where the numerator and denominator correspond to the elastic and mixing contributions, respectively[52, 59-62]. Groups working with both theoretical and experimental methods regarding polymer swelling behavior have shown that a phantom network models a swollen polymer with better precision and as such is used in this study as Equation 7.3[52, 59]. The same Flory-Rehner equation can also relate the effective number of chains in the network \( \nu_e \) to the average molecular weight of the polymer between crosslinks and Avogadro’s number \( N_A \) shown as Equation 7.4. Rearranging the terms in Equation 7.4 produces the specific crosslink density \( p_x \) of the polymer, shown as Equation 7.5, which describes the moles of crosslinks per mass of polymer.
\[ M_c = \frac{-2^{2/3} \rho_p \varphi_p ^{1/3}}{\ln(1-\varphi_p) + \varphi_p + \chi \varphi_p ^2} \]  
Equation 7.3

\[ v_e = \frac{\rho_p N_A}{M_c} \]  
Equation 7.4

\[ \frac{v_e}{\rho_p N_A} = \frac{1}{M_c} = \frac{1}{\mu_x} \]  
Equation 7.5

Mass spectrometry was performed on the headspace of each sealed canister using a Finnigan MAT 271 magnetic-sector mass spectrometer. In addition to the standard Faraday-cup detector, this closed-source, electron-ionization (EI) gas mass spectrometer is equipped with a secondary electron multiplier for detection of trace species. The two detectors were calibrated against standards for several permanent gases. For other gases and vapors, estimates were made from the sensitivities based on the electric dipole polarizabilities of the molecules relative to those of the calibration gases[63]. Species were identified by comparison of the measured spectra against the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) electron ionization catalog and the EI fragmentation patterns are used to subtract the contributions by ions of higher-mass molecules from lower-mass peaks. Raw data was in the form of parts per million (ppm) and was converted to moles using the ideal gas law and the measured pressure of the canisters.

7.2.5 Mechanical Characterization Techniques

Shore A Hardness (ShA) testing was performed on a benchtop HPE II Zwick Roell Shore A hardness tester using discs with a diameter of 29 mm and a thickness between 10 and 13 mm because samples with a thickness greater than 6 mm reduce the error associated with the test[13]. Values were taken at equilibrium when the hardness reading had stopped
changing. Hardness values were averaged using three samples that were each tested in at least three different locations. Standard deviation is reported as the error.

Tensile strength was measured using an ADMET eXpert 7601 testing system. All samples were cut into dumbbell shapes, referred to as dogbones, using a type-A specimen die following ASTM D412 standards. The samples were loaded into the uniaxial grips and then pulled to reach a break point at the speed of 3.84 mm/sec. Three trials were performed for each sample and the engineering stress, strain, and Young’s modulus are reported as averages and corresponding standard deviations.

7.2.6 Thermal Characterization Techniques

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments were conducted to evaluate the thermal stability of the samples. TGA was performed using a TA Instrument TGA 550, Discovery Series. Samples weighing 10 mg ± 1 mg were heated at a temperature ramping of 5°C/min to 750 °C under nitrogen passing through the furnace at 40 mL/min. The onset of thermal degradation $T_{d5\%}$ is a measure of thermal stability and applicability, which is determined from the temperature at which the residual mass is 95% of the total. The temperature of thermal decomposition is that temperature at which the derivative graph (DTGA) is a maximum. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) experiments were conducted to determine the glass transition temperature $T_g$ along with any phase transitions. DSC experiments were performed using a TA Instrument, DSC Q20a, Q Series. The samples, weighing between 5 and 10 mg, were cooled down at 10°C/min to -150°C, ramped at 5°C/min to -100°C, and then ramped at 10°C/min to 30°C. The reported glass transition temperatures are those found along the heating curve. Coefficient of linear thermal expansion (CTE) experiments were conducted using the dilatometer TA
Instrument DIL 802. Cylindrical samples measuring approximately 19.00 mm in length and 4.5 mm in diameter were placed next to a fused silica standard and heated under nitrogen at a rate of 5°C/min until the furnace reached 150°C. The CTE value $\alpha$ evaluated using Equation 7.6, was provided by the instrument’s software based on the change in length $\Delta L$, change in temperature $\Delta T$ and original length $L_0$. Average values and standard deviations are reported from CTE values after they reached a stable number, typically after the sample reached above 40°C.

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{L_0} \frac{\Delta L}{\Delta T}
\]  

Equation 7.6

7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Material Properties of Pristine Samples

Rheology performed on the four formulations (Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2) shows that the gel point, which is when the polymer forms a 3D network and can be used as a comparison for the curing time, decreased significantly from the Control to any of the formulations with the Ashby-Karstedt catalyst. The reduction in the time for the gel point to appear was even more significant with samples containing TDS. The rheology results, shown in Figure 1, demonstrate that a small addition to the formulation can speed up the curing of the thermoset elastomer. Compared to the unmodified Control, the 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2 formulations had a reduction in the gel point time by 86%, 94%, and 98%, respectively. From this, it is inferred that a greater amount of Pt and vinyl groups within the Ashby-Karstedt catalyst contribute towards the crosslinking of the prepolymer and resin. This has also been seen when the standard 10:1 ratio of base to hardener is lowered so that there is more platinum that can react with the prepolymer, which leads to a faster
curing time[64, 65]. Studies that demonstrate this fact also demonstrate that Sylgard 184 prepared with the lowered ratio comes with varying mechanical properties. Additionally from the rheology, it can be inferred that the TDS acts as a bridge between separately formed PDMS chains that would have otherwise either not joined the network or taken much longer to do so. Thus, incorporating both the Ashby-Karstedt catalyst and TDS allows for more reaction sites and vinyl groups to participate in the crosslinking reaction and make a more connected network.

Figure 7.1: Rheology of the four formulations – (a) Storage and Loss Moduli and (b) Gel Point.

The FTIR spectra for Sylgard 184 is shown in Appendix as Figure A.3 along with five IR peak assignments. Comparing the FTIR spectra for all four formulations reveals distinct regions in similar locations with similar intensities. Thus, the modified formulations do not appear to differ from the Control with respect to the chemical functional groups. GPC experiments, which evaluated the molecular weights and distributions of the extractable material in the formulations, showed three peaks for the samples that occurred around two, four, and ten minutes, which correspond to weights of $10^7$, $10^6$, and $10^3$ g/mol, respectively. All the formulations exhibited these peaks and the
cumulative molar mass distributions for the samples, shown in the Appendix as Figure A.4, exhibited similar results for each formulation.

With regards to surface characteristics, Sylgard 184 is naturally hydrophobic due to the methyl end groups on the polymer chain, however it can easily be chemically and physically altered to exhibit other surface characteristics[66]. The Control samples demonstrated a static contact angle with water of $110^\circ \pm 9^\circ$, which agrees with literature values reporting measurements of $109^\circ$. Measured static contact angles for the modifications are $110^\circ \pm 11^\circ$ for 0pt2, $110^\circ \pm 4^\circ$ for 1pt1, and $114^\circ \pm 13^\circ$ for 1pt2, thus showing that hydrophobicity is invariant across the formulations.

Swelling experiments of the pristine specimen showed that while all the samples absorbed enough toluene to nearly double their mass, the Control formulation clearly absorbed the most solvent. Indeed, the Control formulation absorbed enough solvent to increase its mass by over 125% while the modified samples were under 100%. The mass losses after drying were all similar across the samples, which measured around 4%. Comparisons of swelling between the samples are shown in Figure 2(a). The measured density of the samples averaged to 0.98 g/cm$^3$ and is used throughout this study. While the manufacturer reports a density of 1.03 g/cm$^3$, others such as Olima have reported 1.18 g/cm$^3$[3]. Equation 5 provides the specific crosslink densities of the pristine samples, which are shown in Figure 2(b). A decrease in swelling corresponds to an increase in the crosslink density, thus Figures 2(a) and 2(b) both describe a similar phenomenon, where the modified samples have a greater specific crosslink density than the Control.
The mechanical data shows the first recognizable distinction between the four formulations; the modified samples became harder and less flexible on a qualitative basis compared to the Control. Tension tests performed on the dogbone samples confirmed this quantitatively. The results of the tension and hardness tests, shown in Figure 3, demonstrate that all the modified samples become stiffer and less flexible by measure of the maximum elongation and stress and Young’s modulus. Hardness measurements, by way of Shore A Hardness durometry, also quantitatively prove that the modified pristine samples are more resistant to indentation than the Control. These results correlate with Figure 7.2, where an increase in the specific crosslink density is associated with an increase in hardness and Young’s modulus.
All four formulations exhibit thermal degradation at similar temperatures, as observed in the TGA and DTGA curves in Figure 4. Figure 4(b) shows all the DTGA curves magnified four times so that the peaks are more readily observed. The differences in the thermal stability between the modified and unmodified Sylgard 184 samples were compared using the onset of thermal degradation $T_{d5\%}$ which is the temperature at which the materials lose 5% of their initial mass. While the Control sample exhibited an onset degradation temperature at 370°C, all the $T_{d5\%}$ for the modified samples were similar with values of 355°C for 0pt2, 352°C for 1pt1, and 355°C for 1pt2, a 15°C decrease. Additionally, the modified formulations had similar thermal degradation mechanisms, where residual masses were comparable (Figure 7.4 (a)) and thermal decomposition peaks were located at the same temperatures (Figure 7.4 (b)), while the Control sample sharply deviated after the first thermal degradation mechanism. Furthermore, the Control sample had a 30 wt% lower residual mass than the modified formulations, indicating that more volatile products were formed due to thermal decomposition. The high residual mass exhibited in Figure 7.4 (a) has also been observed in literature for Sylgard 184 and some silicone polymers[3, 67-69]. The greatest difference in the degradation profiles was with
the quality of the peaks. In the DTGA curves for the modified samples, three peaks are observed, with the greatest relative peak being the first one, which occurs around 360°C and is comparable to literature values for PDMS decomposition[36, 37, 70]. Additionally, all three peaks occur in similar temperature regions for the modified samples. This is in contrast to the Control, where the second peak is so pronounced that it obscures the others in the pristine sample. The decomposition peaks from DTGA curves correspond to approximately 360°C, 470°C, and 650°C in nitrogen. These have been observed before and have been attributed to the depolymerization process of the chain backbone[3, 41, 71]. Figure 7.4 demonstrates that the pristine Control samples are initially more thermally stable and the chain backbone can withstand greater thermal excitations than the modified samples, however once the depolymerization process begins to occur, the Control samples rapidly decompose and form volatile products while the modified formulations decompose less readily.

![Figure 7.4: Thermal stability of the pristine samples – (a) TGA curves and (b) DTGA curves magnified.](image-url)
CTE values were 266 ppm K\(^{-1}\) for the Control, 250 ppm K\(^{-1}\) for 0pt2, 203 ppm K\(^{-1}\) for 1pt1, and 207 ppm K\(^{-1}\) for 1pt2. Along with the original manufacturer of Sylgard 184 claiming that it has a coefficient of linear thermal expansion of 340 ppm K\(^{-1}\)[8], Liu et al reports 300 ppm K\(^{-1}\)[72], Müller et al reports 310 ppm K\(^{-1}\)[73], and Kong et al reports 362 ppm K\(^{-1}\)[74]. The measured CTE values show an improved performance with the modified samples compared to the Control for applications using Sylgard 184, such as micromechanical devices and optical instruments. This is because the polymer is frequently in contact with metals or materials that conduct heat and exhibit low thermal expansion coefficients. Equipment and tools such as these frequently fail due to thermal expansion mismatch, which is why methods that reduce the thermal expansion coefficient are thought to improve performance. The range of CTE values measured for the four formulations and found from literature demonstrates that while the CTE of Sylgard 184 is significantly higher than most polymers, metals, and other materials, there is a large variability in this property, likely due to fluctuations in different batches.

The glass transition temperature for all the formulations are similarly at -120°C. No crystallization or melting peaks were observed in any heating or cooling cycles, even when the range was extended from -150°C to 200°C. This agrees with previous results where Sylgard 184 has a \(T_g\) around -125°C and exhibits no crystallization peaks, making the material a fully amorphous polymer[3].

7.3.2 Mechanisms for Aging under Nitrogen

The Control and 0pt2 samples underwent thermal accelerated aging under a nitrogen atmosphere. Swelling data for the aged Control and 0pt2 samples is shown in Figures 7.5 (a) and (b), respectively. An immediate observation from Figure 7.5 is that both
formulations undergo a post-curing reaction, where the swelling at room and elevated temperatures indicates that the crosslink density increases. A second observation is that after two months of thermal accelerated aging, the swelling of both the Control and 0pt2 samples reaches a plateau, revealing that the majority of the hydrosilylation reaction has run to completion. The third observation, which highlights the difference between the Control and 0pt2 samples, is that the 0pt2 samples experience a less overall change in swelling than the Control and it occurs more rapidly. A final observation is from the samples aged in air at 90°C, which are colored yellow and offset in Figure 5 at 92°C solely for legibility. Notice that the samples aged in air at 90°C exhibit similar swelling behavior to those samples aged in nitrogen at 90°C.

![Figure 7.5: Swelling of the thermally aged samples – (a) Control and (b) 0pt2.](image)

The hydrosilylation reaction responsible for the curing of Sylgard 184 creates crosslinks but does not generate volatile products. Analysis of the headspace of the sealed canisters via mass spectrometry allows for an evaluation of the volatile products and can assist in proposing mechanisms responsible for the reactions. The most common evolved
products were hydrogen, methane, and ethane, with the former two making up the vast majority of volatiles detected. These can be produced from a proposed reaction mechanism involving water interacting with Si-H groups. Although the hydrosilylation reaction is an addition reaction between Si-H and vinyl groups in the presence of a catalyst, notably Pt, water can also attack Si-H to form Si-OH in the presence of the same catalyst [17, 34]. Additionally, siloxanols can be created from the hydrolysis of PDMS, where a water molecule attacks a siloxane chain, resulting in a chain scission and two hydroxyl-terminated chains[75-77]. If a siloxanol encounters a silane, a new crosslink will form between the two moieties and H₂ gas will be produced. If, however, a siloxanol encounters a Si-CH₃ group instead, a new crosslink will form between the two moieties and CH₄ gas will be produced[78, 79]. Ethane is produced in a similar manner, except with a Si-C₂H₅ group encountering a siloxanol.

The cumulative amount of hydrogen and methane in the Control and 0pt2 samples are shown in Figure 7.6. Furthermore, samples that were aged at 90°C in air are included as before: yellow and offset in Figure 7.6 to be 92°C solely for legibility. Two initial observations stand out, which are that as time progresses and as temperature increases, the cumulative amount of volatiles becomes greater. Additional interesting observations can be made when comparing volatile product generation between the two formulations. One would be that there is more hydrogen generation for the Control than 0pt2 samples. The other would be the case for methane generation, where 0pt2 generated much more methane than Control samples.
Figure 7.6: Measuring the volatile products that evolved while undergoing thermal accelerated aging on a per mass of Sylgard basis: (a) hydrogen generation from the control; (b) hydrogen generation from 0pt2; (c) methane generation from the control; and (d) methane generation from 0pt2.

The proposed mechanism, which depends on trace water, should be able to be indirectly observed via Si-OH bonds. Based on FTIR data, there are peaks around 845 cm$^{-1}$ and 865 cm$^{-1}$ (shown in the Appendix as Figure A.5), which correspond to Si-O stretching in Si-OH[66]. Additionally, mass spectrometry revealed small amounts of trace water (in ppm levels) in the headspace. Although the FTIR data was not quantitatively analyzed, reviewing the spectra and mass spectrometry of the samples lends credence towards this proposed mechanism. The addition of the 2% Pt Ashby–Karstedt catalyst, which introduces more vinyl groups and thus promotes crosslinking, leaves fewer available Si-H groups for
H₂ generation. Thus, the 0pt2 samples should be expected to generate less H₂ gas than the Control samples but generate more CH₄. Additionally, observe how the volatile gas production in Figure 6 increases with temperature. Greater thermal energy leads to more chain mobility and thus more interactions between siloxanes, silanes, and siloxanols. Thus, the proposed mechanism provides an explanation for the observed data.

It is possible to draw conclusions about the specific crosslink density using Equation 7.5. Based on the proposed mechanisms, all the crosslinks in the polymer network are assumed to be from the hydrosilylation (cure and post-cure) and trace water-promoted reactions. Treating the specific crosslink density as separable with regards to reactions that generate crosslinks, it can be thought of as the sum of the specific crosslink density due to hydrosilylation \( p_x^{\text{hydrosilylation}} \) and water reactions \( p_x^{\text{water}} \) as shown in Equation 7.7.

Because the hydrosilylation reaction does not generate volatile gas, each molecule of volatile gas is produced as a result of a crosslink formed from a trace water reaction. Thus, summing the moles of hydrogen, methane, and ethane measured via mass spectrometry yields the amount of crosslinks formed due to trace water. Additionally, Equation 7.7 can be used to define the fraction of specific crosslink density due to trace water \( \eta_{\text{water}} \) as shown in Equation 7.8.

\[
p_x = p_x^{\text{hydrosilylation}} + p_x^{\text{water}} \quad \text{Equation 7.7}
\]

\[
\eta_{\text{water}} = \frac{p_x^{\text{water}}}{p_x^{\text{hydrosilylation}} + p_x^{\text{water}}} \quad \text{Equation 7.8}
\]

Equation 7.8 can now be used to observe how changes in the specific crosslink density for the aged formulations (shown in the Appendix as Figure A.6) are due to various reactions. Using the mass spectrometry data along with the swelling data allows for an
understanding of the crosslinking behavior due to the cure, post-cure, and trace water reactions, which is shown in Figure 7.7. The specific crosslink density due to the hydrosilylation reaction for Control and 0pt2 (Figures 7.7 (a) (b)) show that the amount of crosslinks per mass of Sylgard does not change significantly, which mimics the swelling data. Indeed, both the Control and 0pt2 samples seem to level off between 0.7-0.8 mmol of crosslinks due to curing and post-curing per gram of Sylgard. Additionally, 0pt2 samples converge to the plateau at a much earlier time than the Control, where after two months the 0pt2 samples do not exhibit any significant change in specific crosslink density. Furthermore, the fraction of specific crosslink density due to trace water reactions (Figures 7.7 (c) (d)) increases over time and temperature. Thus, while the post-curing reaction ceases after two months and stops contributing to the specific crosslink density, the trace water reactions continue to promote crosslinking and gas evolution.
Traditionally, time-temperature superposition (TTS) is performed in relation to stress, creep, or dynamic loading, but in essence, material properties need to be measured and compared to a reference for the principle to be applicable. Because the aging temperatures used in this study are well below that of any thermal decomposition and well above any thermal phase transition, mass spectrometry can be used according to TTS and a master curve can be created as a function of shift time. The lowest temperature used for mass spectrometry, 50°C, was the reference temperature \(T_0\). After two months, the shift factor \(a_T\) was defined in terms of the moles of gas produced \(n\), shown in Equation 7.9,
which allowed for a new axis of shift time $a_T t$ to be used where all the data can be superimposed. For specific degradation or reaction mechanisms, if Arrhenius behavior was followed, the apparent activation energy $E$ can be defined in terms of the universal gas constant $R$, the shift factor, and the differences in reciprocal temperatures in Kelvin, as shown in Equation 7.10. Performing TTS with mass spectrometry data can be validated with these equations if there is a linear relationship between $\ln(a_T t)$ and $1/T$, which is shown as Figure A.7.

$$a_T = \frac{n_{\text{species}}(T)}{n_{\text{species}}(T_0)} \quad \text{Equation 7.9}$$

$$E = \frac{R \ln(a_T)}{\frac{1}{T_0} - \frac{1}{T}} \quad \text{Equation 7.10}$$

Plotting all the evolved gases (hydrogen, methane, and ethane) for the Control and 0pt2 samples against shift time, a trend can be observed. Using statistical regression, the superposition data was modeled with a power function. These are shown in Figure 7.8 along with the coefficient of determination $R^2$. Although Figure 7.6 shows that the Control samples generate more hydrogen than 0pt2, enough methane and ethane were generated by 0pt2 to have its model appear greater for overall volatile gas production. Power functions were used in the superposition model because there were few volatiles evolved at the beginning of aging but gradually increased as more time went on. The average activation energy for the Control and 0pt2 samples was 38.2 kJ/mol and 15.5 kJ/mol, respectively, which is not surprising given that the shifted time values are much closer together for 0pt2 than the Control.
Because hydrogen generation is a major known cause of hazards when dealing with siloxanes and silicon-based polymers in general, models were also developed for the Control and 0pt2 samples regarding hydrogen evolution. Using the same procedure as detailed above for all major volatiles, the power law models were derived. For the Control, the coefficient and exponent in shift time are $4.22 \times 10^{-8}$ and 0.7257, respectively. For the 0pt2, the coefficient and exponent in shift time are $1.2 \times 10^{-7}$ and 0.5391, respectively. Plots of these models are shown together in the Appendix as Figure A6. The average apparent activation energy for the Control and 0pt2 samples was 33.4 kJ/mol and 14.4 kJ/mol, respectively.

It is apparent from Figure 7.6 that the Control samples generated more hydrogen than 0pt2 samples while 0pt2 samples generated more methane than Control samples. Interestingly, an oxygen-rich environment (air) causes more hydrogen to be produced with the Control than in nitrogen while almost no hydrogen is present for two, five, and twelve months of thermal accelerated aging of the 0pt2 samples. Additionally, an oxygen-rich
environment causes more methane generation in the 0pt2 samples than an inert environment while methane ceases to generate in an oxygen-rich environment after two months of aging for the Control. Indeed, an initial amount of methane was produced after two months at 90°C in air, but afterwards the cumulative amount barely increases.

Therefore, the presence of oxygen also has an influence on the volatile products. It appears that whichever gas species is more prominent (hydrogen or methane), oxygen increases its production while it sequesters the other evolved gas (methane or hydrogen). These observations can be seen when comparing Figure 7.6(a) with 7.6(d) and Figure 7.6(b) with 7.6(c). These novel data and results suggest that a preference can be chosen for both the formulation of Syglard 184 as well as the atmosphere it is stored in to selectively generate or suppress certain evolved permanent gases.

7.3.3 Material Properties of Aged Samples

Figure 7.9 shows the four formulations after twelve months of thermal accelerated aging. There is a general trend, where aging at higher temperatures lead to a greater amount of discoloration. This is exhibited in every formulation and throughout the interior of the samples, although the extent of discoloration is more pronounced in the modified specimen. The clear-to-yellow discoloration phenomenon of silicones is known to be caused from the platinum complex interactions and does not affect material performance[80-83]. Interestingly, all samples produce an obvious yellowing at 80°C if they haven’t already been discolored. The greater discoloration of the modified samples can be explained due to the addition of the Asbhy-Karstedt catalyst, which introduces more platinum to complex. Furthermore, the addition of TDS prevents discoloration up to 70°C when comparing 1pt1 and 1pt2 samples to 0pt2. The Control samples, which have no
additional platinum added, exhibit the least discoloration. Comparing aging nitrogen versus air, while the 0pt2 samples were all yellow, the samples aged in air were the deepest brown color and the Control sample aged in air did not experience a yellowing effect at all.

![12 Months of Thermal Accelerated Aging](image)

*Figure 7.9: Discoloration of the four formulations after 12 months of thermal accelerated aging.*

From a chemical structure perspective, the FTIR data shows that the peaks for all formulations make a near perfect superposition when comparing aging time and temperature. Additionally, no new peaks have formed. Thus, any chemical changes within the material are the product of rearrangement of bonds due to furthering the hydrosilylation reaction and other crosslinks due to trace water. Over time, all the aged formulations still exhibited contact angles above 90°, thus they continued to demonstrate hydrophobicity. No significant changes to hydrophobicity were observed during the aging process.
The 1pt1 and 1pt2 formulations exhibited a decrease in the solvent swelling similar to the others shown in Figure 7.5, where there was an increase in the specific crosslink density for all the formulations over their aging conditions. It should be noted that during swelling experiments, the mass of the extracts for all the samples changed little from the pristine, exhibiting values around 3.5%. For swelling, there is significantly less change after two months of aging, where considerable overlap occurs between five and twelve months. The final swelling values, taken from samples aged at 90°C for 12 months in air, were 60%, 56%, 58%, and 56% for the Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2 samples, respectively. For the same samples, the final specific crosslink densities were $8.7 \times 10^{-4}$, $9.6 \times 10^{-4}$, $9.3 \times 10^{-4}$, and $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ mole crosslinks/gram Sylgard for the Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2 samples, respectively. Evaluating the relative changes for the swelling and specific crosslink density demonstrated that the Control formulation experienced a greater overall change compared to the modified samples for both quantities.

Similar trends were observed for the mechanical properties. Like the swelling data, there were no statistically significant differences between the samples aged at 90°C in nitrogen or air; the atmosphere did not affect the final values of the mechanical properties. Obtaining values from the samples aged at 90°C for 12 months in air, the final mechanical properties are displayed in Table 7.2. Similar to the swelling behavior, the Control samples exhibited the greatest percent change overall, which can be seen when comparing the values from Table 7.2 with Figure 7.3. In general, all the formulations became harder and stiffer over time, along with the materials not being able to be stretched as much as they originally could without breaking. As an example, the Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2 samples increased in Shore A Hardness after thermal aging by 72%, 40%, 26%, and 20%, respectively.
respectively. Thus, final values for maximum elongation decreased while Shore A Hardness, maximum stress, and Young’s modulus increased.

Table 7.2: Final mechanical properties of the four Sylgard 184 formulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Maximum Elongation (%)</th>
<th>Maximum Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Shore A Hardness (ShA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>74 ± 3</td>
<td>10.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>5.74 ± 0.27</td>
<td>64.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0pt2</td>
<td>65 ± 5</td>
<td>8.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>6.23 ± 0.32</td>
<td>66.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pt1</td>
<td>70 ± 3</td>
<td>10.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>6.86 ± 0.23</td>
<td>67.3 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pt2</td>
<td>63 ± 3</td>
<td>9.3 ± 1.2</td>
<td>6.91 ± 0.40</td>
<td>68.4 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shore A Hardness values were used for making TTS predictive master curves, which are shown in Figure 7.10. The reference temperature used in the procedure was 50°C. Because the hardness is generally monotonic and reaches a limit (Figure A.9 in the Appendix), a logistic curve was used to fit the shift time data using Equation A.1. The parameters of each logistic curve are given are the Appendix Table A.1. An interesting observation from performing this procedure is that the apparent activation energy at a given temperature is about 20% more than the activation energy for the samples aged 10°C higher. For the highest temperature, 90°C, the apparent activation energies were 9.0 kJ/mol, 5.0 kJ/mol, 1.9 kJ/mol, and 1.4 kJ/mol for the Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2 formulations, respectively. Similar to the mass spectrometry data, a plot to validate using TTS models for hardness data is shown in Figure A.10. From the TTS master curve model, aging at an elevated temperature of 50°C would take 82 days, 39 days, 38 days, and 35 days for the Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2 samples, respectively, to reach 95% of their final hardness values.
Figure 7.10: Time-temperature superposition master curve models of Shore A Hardness for the four thermal accelerated aged Sylgard 184 formulations.

The onset of thermal degradation, $T_{d5\%}$, for the formulations changed throughout the aging process. To better visualize the trends due to accelerated aging, linear regression was performed on the data. This linear regression found the best fit line for $T_{d5\%}$ against aging temperature and aging time and is displayed for the four formulations in Figure 7.11. Additionally, the listed slopes in the figure provide insight into how the thermal stability of the formulations will change over their lifespan. From Figure 7.11, all the modified formulations become more thermally stable for increasing aging temperatures while the Control remains steady. The largest changes came from the TDS-modified samples, which experienced a 10% (40°C) increase in thermal stability. Control samples aged in air had similar thermal stability as those aged in nitrogen and the 0p2 samples aged in air had an increase in thermal stability when compared against those aged in nitrogen.
The glass transition temperature for all the formulations remained at -120°C, which was expected, as the aging process occurs well above the glass transition. A similar linear regression treatment was performed for the coefficient of thermal expansion of the aged samples, however no clear trend existed. At the end of the 12 months of aging, all the samples fell within a range of 200-260 ppm K\(^{-1}\).

### 7.4 Conclusions

This work examined how small chemical changes to Sylgard 184 affected its curing behavior at room temperature. Modified formulations were created using small amounts of the Ashby-Karstedt catalyst, a complex of 2% Pt(0) in cyclomethylvinylsiloxanes, and TDS, tetrakis (dimethylsiloxy) silane, both of which bolster the hydrosilylation reaction that provides the curing in the Sylgard framework. The Ashby-Karstedt catalyst introduces more vinyl groups and platinum while TDS introduces more silane reactive groups. It was found that all the modified formulations exhibited a dramatic reduction in the working time.
by over 85% (less than 1.5 hours) at room temperature and that they had a greater degree of crosslinking than the Control.

Thermal accelerated aging was performed on the four formulations (Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2) in isothermal conditions at 25°C, 50°C, 60°C, 70°C, 80°C, and 90°C and spanned time periods of two, five, and twelve months. Additionally, the Control and 0pt2 samples were aged under controlled nitrogen and air atmospheres so that the evolving gases could be probed. Mass spectrometry data showed that hydrogen, methane, and ethane were the major volatile components of Sylgard 184. Two mechanisms were proposed to be responsible for aging. The hydrosilylation reaction is most responsible for the post-cure and thus changes to solvent swelling and mechanical behavior, while trace water present throughout the polymer network explained the volatile products. The Flory-Rehner equation along with the solvent swelling and mechanical data demonstrate that post-curing ceases after two months of thermal aging. Additionally, using shift factors from the time-temperature superposition principle, master curves were developed for volatile evolution and Shore A Hardness, which can be used to predict lifetime material performance. Mechanical tests demonstrated that all the formulations converge to specific limiting values, where all the samples became stiffer and harder over time and with the Control exhibited the greatest change overall. Indeed, the Control, 0pt2, 1pt1, and 1pt2 samples increased in Shore A Hardness after thermal aging by 72%, 40%, 26%, and 20%, respectively. Thermal stability tests showed that the modified samples had an increase in their onset of thermal degradation over aging times and that the Control samples did not change significantly. The largest increase in thermal stability was observed in the TDS samples, which had a 10% (40°C) increase in thermal stability, from 350°C to 390°C.
Comparing the four formulations from an initial and aging standpoint, it is clear that the modified samples experience less aging. Indeed, the Control samples demonstrated a greater percent change in solvent swelling and every mechanical property examined (Shore A Hardness, maximum elongation, maximum stress, and Young’s modulus), thus illustrating that the material properties of the modified samples are more consistent throughout their lifespan. Additionally, because the material properties vary, Sylgard 184 can be altered to fit specific applications. This extends to volatile gas production, where the formulation and aging atmosphere had an effect on which gases evolved and in varying quantities. In essence, Sylgard 184 can be tailored with small amounts of well-known compounds to optimize material properties and lifetime performance.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work

Building off the work described in the previous chapters, further experiments are going to be conducted to elucidate the behavior and material properties of other polymeric systems. These further experiments involve more 3D printing and accelerated aging studies. For the 3D printing work, composites for FFF will be made that incorporate tungsten (W) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) into either ABS or PLA. Similar to the DIW radiation shielding investigation, once these composites are developed, 3D printed parts will have varying porosities and resulting thermomechanical and radiation shielding characteristics will be assessed. For the future accelerated aging studies, two systems will be investigated: a boron/polyethylene (B/PE) composite and Sylgard 186. Like the Sylgard 184 aging treatment, modified Sylgard 186 formulations will be aged in elevated temperatures in varying atmospheric conditions, however the B/PE will be aged in a nuclear reactor. Once aging of each system is complete, a battery of characterization tests will be performed to determine how the polymer networks changed and how the behavior of the overall materials have shifted from their pristine properties.

As observed in the antimicrobial FFF work, PEG behaves as a plasticizer in PLA and as such composites that incorporated PEG becomes less stiff by way of a decreased Young’s Modulus and had a dramatic increase in the maximum elongation. Because the ceramic fillers caused the opposite effects, the mechanical properties of the filaments were able to be tuned. In a similar effort, tungsten will be incorporated into PLA and ABS networks to create radiation shielding composites. Once the amount of tungsten reaches above a threshold (determined by the volume percent in the composite and denoted as the
percolation threshold), the thermal and electrical properties should increase drastically. In order to avoid the composite thus possessing undesirable mechanical properties due to likely high amount of tungsten filler needed to cross the percolation threshold (tungsten has a density of about 20 g/cm$^3$), PEG will be added as a plasticizer. Once this is performed, filaments will be created and parts will be 3D printed. Additionally, the 3D parts will be similar in geometry but possess varying amounts of controlled porosity so that the macroscopic material properties will be tunable. Because tungsten can shield gamma rays, the resulting parts will be exposed to a high-energy Cs$^{137}$ source (0.6 MeV) and the attenuation will be characterized.

In the same class as Sylgard 184, Sylgard 186 is created using similar components and chemistry. The way these two siloxanes differ is the proportion of their individual components. Sylgard 186 is a more viscous formulation, has different thermal and electrical properties, and is semi-crystalline, whereas Sylgard 184 is purely amorphous. That stated, the two are comparable with regards to how they are combined (mix parts A and B) and used (as an encapsulant and adhesive). To expand on the aging work performed on modified Sylgard 184 formulations, the ashby-karstedt catalyst and tetrakis (dimethylsiloxy) silane (TDS) will be used to make modified Sylgard 186 formulations. Additionally, a thermal aging treatment will be conducted similarly to that previously described and mass spectrometry will be used to probe the volatile products that are generated. The time-temperature superposition (TTS) principle will be employed to convert time data into shift time and master curves will be created in order to make predictions about long-term performance and behavior of modified Sylgard 186 formulations.
B/PE composites will be made using isotopically enriched B\textsuperscript{10} and ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). The polymer network will be assessed as a pristine composite and then multiple parts will be exposed to rods in a nuclear reactor. These parts will be exposed in the same run at the same time so as to create a statistically significant data set of aged B/PE composites. Once the exposed samples can be recovered and safely handled, the polymer network will be explored to determine whether any changes occurred. After this is performed, mechanisms will be evaluated to discern how the system ages under nuclear reactor conditions. Additionally, computational models will be used to verify the understanding of the governing physics and chemistry, which can be validated using experimental results. This work will help benefit and steer future materials science endeavors to develop novel and refine existing materials for nuclear applications.
Figure A.1: USAXS and SAXS profiles of pure ABS and ABS/Bi composites.
Figure A.2: Storage and loss moduli of the rheology-tested ink formulations during the stress sweeps.
FCT geometry theoretical porosity calculation:

Consider a rectangular prism constructed of layers of 3D printed struts. The struts have a diameter $d$ and the center-to-center distance between the struts is $L$. The first layer comprises $N$ printed struts oriented in the same direction and each layer is oriented orthogonal to the layers printed directly above and below. Furthermore, every other layer is staggered, where the printed struts are in-between those from two layers above and below. The figures below demonstrate this construction.

Thus, the height, width, and length of each layer is $d$, $(n-1)L+d$, and $(n-1)L+d$, respectively. Due to the staggered nature of the lattice, every four layers repeats. Therefore, only considering four layers, where the first two have $N$ struts and the last two have $N-1$ struts, the porosity can be evaluated by comparing the volumes of the struts against the total
control volume. The volume of a printed strut is that of a cylinder \( V_{\text{strut}} = \frac{\pi}{4} d^2 ((N - 1)L + d) \), whereas the volume of a layer is that of a rectangular prism \( V_{\text{layer}} = d ((n - 1)L + d)^2 \).

Because the porosity is the empty space, \( \varphi_{\text{FCT}} = 1 - \frac{(2n+2(n-1))V_{\text{strut}}}{4V_{\text{layer}}} = 1 - \frac{(2n-1)\pi d}{8((n-1)L+d)} \), the idealized porosity of the FCT geometry can be assessed by taking the limit as the number of struts in a layer goes to infinity \( \varphi_{\text{FCT}}^\infty = \lim_{n \to \infty} \varphi_{\text{FCT}} = 1 - \frac{\pi d}{4L} = 1 - \frac{\pi}{4\eta} \), where \( \eta = L/d \) is the spacing ratio for the lattice structure.

![Figure A.3: FTIR spectra of formulations along with their peak assignments.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak assignment</th>
<th>Wavenumber [cm(^{-1})]</th>
<th>Vibrational mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>785-815</td>
<td>-Si-CH(_2) stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1015-1150</td>
<td>Wagging of -Si-CH(_2)-Si-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1100-1170</td>
<td>Asymmetric -Si-O-Si stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1245-1270</td>
<td>Symmetric -Si-CH(_3) deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2950-2970</td>
<td>Asymmetric -Si-CH(_3) stretching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A.4: Cumulative molar mass distribution of the extracts from pristine samples.

Figure A.5: FTIR absorbance spectra of pristine and 50°C aged samples showing peaks at 845 cm\(^{-1}\) and 865 cm\(^{-1}\) which correspond to siloxanol groups (Si-OH) – (a) Control and (b) 0pt2.
Figure A.6: Specific crosslink density of the thermally aged samples – (a) Control; (b) 0pt2; (c) 1pt1; and (d) 1pt2.

Figure A.7: Validity of the TTS model for mass spectrometry data, where $\ln(a_T t)$ and $1/T$ display a linear relationship for (a) all evolved gases and (b) hydrogen.
Figure A.8: Hydrogen generation for the Control and 0pt2 formulations. Included is the shifted data and the model. For the Control, the equation is $n(a_T t) = 4.22 \times 10^{-8} a_T t^{0.7257}$ and for the 0p2, the equation is $n(a_T t) = 1.20 \times 10^{-7} a_T t^{0.5391}$. 
Figure A.9: Shore A Hardness of the thermally aged samples— (a) Control; (b) 0pt2; (c) 1pt1; and (d) 1pt2.

\[ ShA(a_Tt) = \frac{ShA^\infty}{1 + e^{-k(a_Tt-\alpha_Tt_{1/2})}} \]  
Equation A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Final Hardness ((ShA^\infty))</th>
<th>Steepness ((k))</th>
<th>Midpoint ((\alpha_Tt_{1/2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>62.73</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0pt2</td>
<td>63.98</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>-525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pt1</td>
<td>67.34</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pt2</td>
<td>68.82</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>-1050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Final hardness, $ShA^{\infty}$, values were averaged over every measurement that ended up being associated with a shift time of over 9,000 hours. The values presented in the table maximize $R^2$.

Figure A.10: Validity of the TTS model for Shore A Hardness data, where $\ln(\alpha_T t)$ and $1/T$ display a linear relationship for all the modifications.